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Title word cross-reference

$(k, n)$ [YC11]. $(n, t, n)$ [LHYZ12]. 1000  
[ABJ+17]. 2 [Aba08, BMAH11]. 3  
[BMOKAM09, BGG09, GCLD13, JSL16, MKH+12]. 3 + 1 [Fug12].  
* [WH99].  
$^2$ [NJ17]. $^t$ [KT16]. $^\alpha$ [TTL10]. $^\beta$  
[LM94]. $^F$ [CJP98]. $^{HV^2M}$ [CBZ+16]. $^i$  
[DCG16, MNSA16]. $^K$ [HKS+17, Nei97, BRTT08, Cho13, DT90, DS94, LZ12, MLLK11, SHN14, SSCL08, Zha12b]. $^L$  
[VH89]. $^M$ [MMSD13]. $^N$  
[EL88, Pha94, LKJL01, SPSR17]. $^{O(1)}$  
[PNY14]. $^p$ [hChSyCwL10]. $^q$ [GMS11]. $^R$  
[Kor99b, SC00]. $^t$ [LYX09]. $^Z$  
[FF96, FRF98].

* [TTC15].

-band [MMSD13]. -Coteries [Nei97].  
-Distributed [LM94]. -fault [LYX09].  
-gram [SPSR17]. -hour [ABJ+17].  
-machine [VH89]. -medoid [BRTT08].  
-metric [CJP98]. -modular [EL88].  
-nearest [Cho13, LZ12]. -nets [Kor99b].  
-NN [SSCL08]. -SDH [GMS11]. -SIP  
[hChSyCwL10]. -tree [SC00]. -trees  
[WH99]. -trimmed [TTL10]. -Version  
[Pha94, EL88]. -way [LKJL01].

.NET [BS03, QOLJG16].

/M/1/Fifo [MR86].

1 [Bel91, KJ10, Lit90, WL99]. 1-2-3 [Lit90].
Actors [Chu97]. Actual [ETM10]. actually [SLS08]. acyclic [LWLL12]. Ad
[ACSCI16, ACL13, BMES04, BCLW11, hChSyCwL10, CWK10, Cho13, KSHC14, MLH12, MDO+10, WF07, WOC15, YZ05, YSK09, ZMN05]. - hoc
[hChSyCwL10, MDO+10]. ADA
[Be09, CW90, Bak88, CT94, Coh81, DS92, Dil91, EOM95, MA89, PW92, RW00, Rom98, SC88, Tom89, Wa01, Wh01]. Ada-like [CT04]. Adam [XCM+12]. adaptable [PPMM14]. Adaptable [CS04, HK09, RS06, SK04, EMSU11]. Adaptation [PW92, WK94, APM+14, ADET12, BGEP17, BMLL10, BB05, CCdL+16, CPYZ14, CG12, DPU06, EGG+11, FsDr90, FCB+16, GBH+16, GDSB11, HKY01, INS00, JH14, OC04, Pot13, Rad04, SH17, VSS+11, XCM+12]. Adaptations [GRS92]. adapted [TPGdS13]. Adapter [XPBC11]. Adapting [SH17, BJG11, CELS07, HGP+12, SBB+16, CR89, PH13]. Adaptive [AR12, ABB15, Bhi93, CGHL07, CW97, CL08, CKL90, CKMT10, CT11a, CKC15, DGV+07, GL05, HyLW+12, HWC04, KRD16, LU06, LWHS05, LG05a, LCLF13, LGX10, PSK05, PSH06, PWLL13, SF92, TSSD09, Aki18, AG15, ARS17, Bar15, BLM+08, BFV04, CJBH08, CcDL+16, CSGL05, CKL08, CLH+13, CHLW17, CZC+18, CGPT14, EEAZ13, FGBC10, GZKL13, HWR17, HCO4a, JC15, KKG+12, KSAOK04, KDC05, KD05, LT07, LT09, LCF+06, LG08, LXC13, LCG08, LW+10, LRZ16, LYL14, MLLK11, MPT06, MV05, MK06, MHC00, MPN+17, MCS+12, PCHW12, PPMM12, PPMM17, PQ15, QXYL16, Rav03, RH06, SMG08, SAA+10, SB17a, SYBN12, SRWE10, SG06, TJS+18, TC06, VA08, WDC12, WCX15, WMAS12, WHKL11, YHZ+09, ZC06, ZL07, CH05, LLC17, SD16b]. adaptivity [ZHGL11]. adaptors [AM08]. adapts [EK00]. Adding [KCR16, MTF14, RUV92, CLL05]. address [PN14]. Addressing [Jef96, GSN+15, WJ99, HR95]. adequate [DW11]. adhocracy [An093, GL93b]. adjoint [ULN06]. adjustable [WL17]. adjusted [CH07b]. Adjusting [MG11, Oja16a, ST11, CV14]. Adjustment [UH96, ANM15]. ADL [PPF12, WRP+13]. ADLs [WB15]. Administration [DR84]. admitted [MKS+18]. adopt [PWS+15, SNJ+07]. Adopter [RR17]. Adopting [Har97, MKK09]. adoption [AW07, BldMSNO+17, BM89, Che17, EGHO16, GN15, MRM16, NHH+12, QHS08, SG12, Tan00, TW08a, UN09, WJ99, WU11]. adoptive [SS12]. adult [CHZY03]. Advanced [CY04, GKR91b, LJA+11, ZSO5a]. Advantage [GL97f]. advantages [CDS07, PW09, VC97]. adversary [DOCS13]. advertising [AM10b]. advice [KJ99]. aerospace [Tha80]. AES [BBBP13]. aesthetic [LQLC16]. AFCchecker [LXC13]. affect [GCC16, Ke09]. affecting [DLT99, MP12, PWS+15, RH03, WU11, ZP00, ZZP15, ZP17]. Affinity [SK13, WWC97, Kar00]. Affinity-aware [SK13]. Affirm [MD81]. affordable [CCG+10]. after [Gla98f, JBA08, KQ17, PTRW04]. against [BBBP13, HHH+10a, KKH11, OLV15, SCH05, SC09, TLL13]. Age [Rei87, SSMvD16]. Agency [FJ92, ML03]. agenda [AS16, FS17, WD07]. Agent [AM04, CCG+10, CL04b, GGS15, LN13, ATHM17, AN16, BHAM09, BM17, BWM06, CPT05, CC08b, CET+08, CLC08a, Cho05, CNKL12, CMNA+09, GMPN16, GRBNA10, GTA09, GCC+15, GZKL13, GGM11, ISM11, JZL07, JS16, KB16, LH04, LG17, LT09, LSH09, MV05, MV06, MIVB14, OKS08.
PLCC09, PA99, RMC05, SPTM15, SCdS+06, SST16, Shu99, TKA+02, WHN+01, YGH+08, ZMB14. agent-aided [CPT05]. Agent-based [AM04, GGS15, CC08b, Cho05, LH04, SCdS+06, Shu99].

Agent-oriented [CCG+10, LN13, ISM11, OKS08]. agents [CFN07, GMB+09, GHK05, GDH05, HWH+03, JSM10, JRO12, MHW01, S´AMI17, WGC02, WBW+06, WM99, ZK04a].

Aggregate [HCT+15, Mot96, LCC10, Shi10, YDGB+12]. Aggregate-strength [HCT+15]. Aggregation [Bar15, AKB11, BLM+08, MT10, SGBP12, YCWW15]. Agile [CP15, DvdVA+13, GN15, KSM+16, MB10, NRG08, ASG17, AL05, AdB17, CC08c, CLL14, DPL16, DBNMB12, DCT17, DGCA17, FFDRG+14, FMRM15, GR05, GTF15, GTF17, HF08, HDGZ06, HM16, KM14, LSE+16, MKK09, NBF16, nPHW+16, PW09, QHS08, SS12, SDG17, SNC13, Sta14, SHHL12, WK15, WCC12, YLA16b, DCP12, HL10, JMM+17, LGC17, OD17, RKK16]. Agile-developed [OD17].

Alibaba [DLW+13]. aligned [WMW12]. Aligning [VvSvV16, CRESF+13]. alignment [BCV06, LMR12, UGFK15, VLC+17, CBVD07]. all-port [MV10]. All-uses [FWH97]. Alleviating [MARD16, WWC98]. Allocating [ML95, TC93, IJC03]. Allocation [AH81, Cho05, Rah92, SG89, Aba06, Aba08, BMOKAM09, BMAH11, BHAM09, BV15, BGLG13, CLSa01, CAG17, DXPY03, DM17b, GQ12, GP05, HNH15, HCDJ08, HC01b, HL06a, KHSD10, KMS09, KKM17, Leu97, LLL06, LCL07, Luk11, MC01, MV05, MK06, NK15, PM99, SK03, SOC+03, SWES16, TM98, YYWW07, vdSJK+07].

allocator [HC06]. ALMA [BLBvV04, LBvVB02]. alone [DF00, ST89].
alphabets [Kan15]. Alterations [SB95]. alternate [ZLW+12]. alternating [GAK92, WCB+17]. Alternative [KML94]. alternatives [DC09, KK12]. Alvey [Qui94].

Always [GFP11]. AM [KKP12]. Ambient [ARS10, ABB15, GMPN16, BHH+12, RAL12]. Ambient-PRISMA [ARS10]. Ambients [ARS10]. American [Gla97f]. Among [HB83, LIC92, Sho91, CLLC96, CLW05, Dol97, GE15b, HGK+06, WSJK08]. amongst [RHRC13]. Amorphous [HBD03, BKSM13, BKSM14]. amount [EEAZ13]. AN/BSY [AACL02]. AN/BSY-2 [AACL02]. Analogy [ANC11, ANM15, CH07b, IAA16, JIS03, LXG09]. Analysis [AV12, AS96, BWN+08, Ber93, BC91, CH94, CUY09, CDPM17, CR90, CMP85, DHKV06, DLG96, DG80, EHS93, Eli92, FM93, FN85, FAI94, FAI97, Gla92a, GDF86, Hag91, Har88b, HI87, HB89, HH08b, IMM95, Jef91, JP94, JO83, KSH92, Ken84, KS96, KSAOK04, KP93, KP97b, Lak93, LL97b, LHS8, Liu93, LG03, MTG92, McF92, MW95, MM93c, Muc86, Myr90, Nel81, Par86, PdF97, PH86, RCSD03, SW10, Sca88, Sch91, Sel93, SSP17, SB95, TOY95, Tia96, TPP97, Tsu85, WH91a, WH91b, WKM94, WCTK12, WYL06, YNDS88, ZEB88, ZX94, vdBK94, AAMS14, AAMS16, AH+10, AHW10, AS10, Anm100, BH02, BH03, BRC90, BDMK03, BB080, BHH+12, BBLBV04, BGG10, BWH10, BHL00, BRS10, BCL12, BLOS06, BS12, CCG14, CC08a, CS15, CS16, CCC05, CCC10, CL99]. analysis [CCW02a, CMM15, CJFP98, CH09, CKyL98, CPL+04, CL17b, CVGP13, CGW08, CZH+08, DCA09, DH09, DDGR09, DC17, DSGS17, DS98, DZH+14, DH13, DOL+16, EB17J, FDN+16, FAB+07, FL05, FSGY17, FP18, FRR09, FTAM99, FMdAR16, GCDY16, Gok09, GPML06, GAWW07, GAK92, HPT07, Ha92, HH07, HBT16, HR02, HLS14, HCL+10, HJW08, HY00, Hu05b, HZCD05, HCC10a, HWLM11, IB03, IYS13, JIPM07, JM96, JX07, JCYC04, KK17a, KRDH12, Kar04b, KM17, KBK06, KG12, KR14, KRJ17, KG09, KKP06, KPS08, Kim12, KPK12, KSS03, Kor99a, KDEK04, KSH09, LJH10, LHC95, LH+08, LKJ10a, LKJ10b, LS14, LVC04, LGW09, LGL+10, LKJL01, LM96, LDL7, LJ11, LSaC04, LHC+05, LH06, Lop03, HLSK06, DPS03, Luf96, MYZC06, MT07, MLB09, MGM10, MJ14, MTF14, MK17, Mil00b, MR99, MR00a, MA10, ML08, MN12, MMTS15, MMB10]. analysis [Mur08, NS92, NSAK10, NSM17, OHL17, OML16, PG05, Par00, PK02a, PC04, PH13, PPM17, PS00, PDBD18, QBO+14, RK00, RAS14, RH02, RH03, RGH17, RITF+11, RAL12, Row86, SG16, SKZ+04, SNBH08, SK11, SS12, SCwY12, SC88, SGC+17, SW09, dSSVV11, SS04, SM08, SZ13, SLL14, SLL+15, Stu00, SP06, TNJ07, TOS08, TDB0+08, UN09, VITZ+17, VCMG17, VHFF+17, WCC12, WLZ+17a, Wei79, WKV11, WN11, WG05, WPP+09, WMOKY11, XCY17, XNP07, YAY13, YLXZ16, YSO2, YFT+15, ZP00, ZSP01, ZYZ+17, ZJDB02, ZP17, dB12, dBV08, JR15, LBVB02, MS17b, ADZ+09]. analyst [MG04, SJ17]. Analysts [TDB97]. Analytic [BDM+93, FSA87, FWP93, Lee93, LKZ12]. Analytical [EK13, LJ16, FCM09, MA09, Mil00a, MV11, RST98, ZM06]. analyzable [DGL+08]. analyze [MR00b, PSM01, SGMH13]. Analyzer [FLN91, PÁC13, BS89, EOM95, KH10]. Analyzing [CC02a, CCW04, CL15, CBKK08, His98, JLG17, KG10, MW95, Mot96, RSB+16, Sta90, CTKT13, HYS+04, ZSB17].
KJS$^{+12}$, Lop03, PB11, YAKK16, vAAJ16].
anchors [LJ16]. and-or [Vla98]. and/or [HHKWB16]. Android
[AAM$^{+17}$, LVVTIP17, LBHB16, OBS$^{+18}$, TKZW17, YGN$^{+16}$]. Anecdote [Gla98a].
angle [HKD16]. animation [KA14, LW07, MSB198, PH07]. annealing
[MK5b, PH06, TVA04]. anniversary [WL16]. Annotated [Not85]. 
annotation [HA10]. annotations [SM17b]. announcements [Ano92d]. Anomalies
[WKM94, LM03, WW09, ZXC$^{+17}$]. Anomalous [HWMO1]. Anomaly
[CA87b, Rad04, CA87a, CCM09, DLW08, Hsi91b, KMM89, WWZ17, YGN$.^{+16}$].
Anomalous [Not85]. anonymity [CHL97$.^{+16}$]. answers [TLW01, VL94]. ant [MDO$^{+10}$, TJH15].
Antecedents [GA11, LCCJ10]. anti [CHA11, LCCJ10]. anti-forensics [QZ14]. anti-patterns
[MSK17, Sta10]. anticipation [TSS09]. anti-patterns [KGS01, TKCR14]. Antoniou [LZ07].
aperiodic [OD10]. api [SL07, CKCK15, CPLH09, EZG15, HS03, NZK17, SM17b, SPS17, SC01]. APIs
[Sai17, SSSA17, TDK$^{+07}$]. APIs-based [TDK$^{+07}$]. Apollo [BP86]. app
[GNA17, LLL$^{+17b}$, vAAJ16]. appear [Gla96h]. applets [HWMO1]. appliances
[ZDC$^{+11}$]. Applicability
[WH91a, JWA14]. Application [AZ08, AF96, BFG97, BYY87, Ber93, BL98, CLO95, 
DK94, EHS93, FCMJ12, Fri90, Gla92f, GV92, Gla99c, HL94a, HZ84, HS95, Lan98b, Lop03, LVB$^{+03}$, MR01, MM93a, MB84, 
Nite98, SL96, SK07, TO05, TZ92, TMI97, YN91, ZC97, AV12, AR12, ASS07, AYZ110, AdA17, Amlo0, AF16, An92g, BBBP13, 
BGG10, CS16, CPT05, CDA11, CTZ92, 
CM15, CH07a, Cho05, hCSW$^{+04}$, Dav99, DFCR96, DSPU06, DBCG14, EAH$^{+11}$, 
ELH00, FJ98, FAB$^{+07}$, FIGCLN$^{+02}$, FTC12, HyLW$^{+12}$, HBB$^{+09}$, HWM11, 
Hus01, HSS14, JE02a, JS13, JRO12, KK17a, 
Kel09, KSHC14, LORB03, LSO4, LGW09, 
LP05, LWZ12, MMLT06, MJZ$^{+10}$, MR00b, NHH$^{+12}$, OC04, PC15, PTRW04, PRR10, 
Pop03, RDD02, SCDS$^{+06}$, SRDLCP09, 
SC16, SP14, Tan04, VSD21, WCC12, 
WK00, WHMP99, WY107, YLY17, ZSG16, 
ZYZ12, ZS16, Zha16, DFCPS15].
Application [FM11]. application-domain
[SP14]. Application-Specific
[DK94, SK07]. Applications
[Ano86d, CR85, EC04, Goe80, Gom89, 
HH97, HFK92, IT03, KP97a, LZN04, MD91, 
MK90, Sta93a, Zho94, AP90, AdB13, 
ALT$^{+09}$, AAC16, AHOP14, AMHJ09, 
ABFM12, BBG$^{+04}$, BPQP$^{+10}$, BZ14, 
BSD14, BA17, Boz00, BK17, CG15, 
CdCAD08, CES07, CCC07, CJZ04, 
CLG05, CZL07, CJO9, CC05, CRKH11, 
CCG16, CBK08, CRESF$^{+13}$, CF12, 
CGPT14, DGV$^{+07}$, DBO05, DY99, DCH02, 
DK01, DHC$^{+11}$, DS16b, FL09, GE15a, 
GRBNA10, GC011, GD04, GZK13, HL01, 
HGP$^{+12}$, HK11, HHS08, HKW00, HS15, 
ISS98, JC09, KDS$^{+08}$, KHL$^{+99}$, KRJ17, 
KCO1, KV12, KQ17, LLY07, LXL10, 
LG05b, LG10, LTO8, LCJ10, LZH11, 
LXC13, LAS14, MV05, MV06, MB13, 
MGR$^{+13}$, MK15b, NOPF12, NK15, 
NBR$^{+14}$, OKG13, OD17, OZK97, PL94, 
PDK$^{+16}$, PHLP$^{+15}$, PGL15, PMMM11, 
QGZ$^{+15}$, RAS14, RLY$^{+13}$, RAJ15].
applications
[RB16, RMD11, SPK99, SRWE10, SUS04, 
SC14, SHT$^{+07}$, Shi17, SFSE05, SBB$^{+16}$, 
SB988, SLLL12, TKZW17, TJT$^{+18}$, TL99, 
TAP$^{+17}$, TL09a, UIK17, VVA$^{+15}$, VSS$^{+11}$, 
VA08, WVT$^{+14}$, WDC10, WWZ$^{+14}$, 
WXY$^{+17}$, WH05, YSO4, YM13, YGN$^{+16}$, 
ZCT$^{+09}$, ZT$^{+11}$, Zhu03, Zhu04c, CCCY17].
applied [LNPAGD+06, PPG+13, PB00].

Applying
[BS93, CDS02, FSGL12, Gon08, KS06, KHMF13, LL98, Mil00a, Moo98, PLHP+15, SLC00, TPWR04, AdB17, BKB+07, MGB16, RSB+16, RMCH+14, Rog89, ZFS15, Ano93e].

Appraisal [OKMD12].

Approach
[AQ90, Bar92, BW83, BAH96, BST93, CB89b, Car96, CW09, CPDM16, DA86, DK97, DLS94, DiI91, Dye87, Dye93, Fra90, HZ84, HP16, HOT97, JvB83, KL95, KAL97, KSW93, KCK+98, Lam07, Lan98a, LF96, Mai96, MWH98, MR83, Mue86, NSS3, PM90a, PdF97, Pow86, Rv91, Rv93, She90, SCK95, SDB16, SCK86, Tia96, TM97, WLPL95, WWF94, ACF+07, Aba13, AdB13, AMKD13, AM15, AM04, AGC13, AF16, AdB17, APS+10, BML+13, BM00a, BKH01, BDGR01, BH02, BBC05, CCW01, CPT05, CFFT08, CI15, CF13, CELS07, CWK+11, CCHT09, CCY11, CCW02b, CCI03, CCKM09, CC09b, CHLW17, CZC+18, CBZ+16, CHT01, CJI11, CHL+13, CAG17, CHCO11, CKL12, CLF+13, CKS15, CGPT14, DBCdP11, DV10, DWC17, ESW06, EGH016, EZKR16, EBB09, FVHF+15, FdOdL04, FG15, GE15a, GN15, GMPN16].

approach [GM02, GP98, GMLSF+15, GCSSDP+18, GPHS08, GPSS+13, GMS07, GSb+07, GEM15, HD17, HJ14, HTK00, HK09, Has98, HNH15, HNS12, HPF16, HK09, HCC08, HZC05, HLLS13, HWML04, IBM11, JS11, JG14, JF99, JC15, JCK+17, JMLML17, JMM99, Kamm98, KCT12, KR14, KRJ17, KKH+16, KVGS11, KY08, KY10, KKL+11, KL15, KGT02, KMS09, KTF+16, KR16, KS16, KSS15, KHMF13, LMvV09, LLM+17, LNC01, Lee07, LMN10, LGMHB17, LNY06, LWXZ10, LT11, LIWL14, LM06, Lin98, LW07, LASL14, LJ99, LJ096, Lut00, MMP15, MLB09, MPTT14, MFMCY12, Mer13, MM00a, MDMC06, MdFD+15, MA11, MCS+12, MR00b, MA17, Mur99, Murs08, Mus03, Nae01, NEM17, NRG08, OZO+14, ÖKT09, PS13, PL94, PS15, PCC02, PB11, PD16, PTBP08, PLGT10, PAR14, PMB09, PP94, PAS+10, PSS+09, RT07].

approach [RW00, SCS15, SM09, SL10, SAMN12, SAM+16, SPTM15, SL03, ST07, SMC196, SAKZ15, SJ13, SSP17, SHC+11, SJH+10, TVA04, TB13, TGP11, TK00, TTW04, TL07, TT13, TTT14, UIK17, VAM+10, WDC12, WV11, WC99, Wu11, WLD16, WDN05, XYCL17, YR09, YSSaR14, YZC15, YJZ17, ZERO00, ZMB14, ZSM04, ZYZL12, ZJZ+17, Zhu03, rBHM17, BBEM11, KLRF01].

Approaches [GMMGP15, KO95, KML94, LCY00, RBCM91, VLC+17, VP92, AJG+15, ABC13, AAGT16, ALRP16, BKS15, Bts08, BS15, CNG12, DA07, FDAM12, HKN+07, JSHW14, JZ05, LS05b, MHK+12, MH04, PFG13, PMB15, RGV+17, Rey07, SGHJ13, SS14b, SH07, TAF+17, WCC12, WNC17].

appropriate [Ozk97]. approximate [VL94].

Approximating [BGM04, MMP15, OH15].

Approximation [MR66]. Approximations [vD93].

apps [AAM+17, LVVT17, QXYL16, SPC16].

April [BT97, KT16, PH07].

AQUArIUM [CdCAdO18].

Arabie [AA98, Mus03].

arbitrary
[AGBYB+14, CCW02b, GBC16, NXS00].

arbitrary-rate [NXS00].

Arches [DSL09].

Archetypal
[RCC07]. architect
[HFLvV11, MAT+16].

Architecting
[FB04, dLGR06, AdB17, FM08, FvV12].

architects [Kru08].

Architectural
[Lea95, LL15, RAS14, YWLG02, dBV08, AAC07, BGS+16, BBA10, MBM18, BGG+06, BWH01, CLS+12, CH10c, GLZ15, GPMLO6, HZ15, HYS+04, JBA08, KOS15, KKL09, KG10, LJA+11, LJDK10, MCV16, MvD08, MFMT0, PSEE12, PTBP08, PPM14, RLvV06, SB17a, SAMN12, SMR09, TCR14, TGE17, WD08, W103, WSMQ05, Woa12, XZAR06, YLA16a, YLA+17, ZK+09, ZMK12, dRSBA13].
Assessment [Cav84, CLL14, Gla94a, Gla96a, Gla97a, JM90, KB07, Pre95, SZ06, SP08, VP92, Vis99b, AD14, AS00, BP13, BW01, Bud00, CJHB08, EFSJM17, EJ01, FG15, Gla95c, Gl98b, Gla99a, Gla00c, Gla00d, GC01, GC02, GC03, GC05, HCN00, JWA14, KCAS13, KPS04, LSV06, LHC05, LMS12, LHLG15, MSA08, MR99, MGvFGCB10, NL99, ONZ09, PIG08, REF07, SL10, SKW06, SED16, SPSM03, SLLL14, TCG06, WTG08, WTG09, WTG11, Woo12, ZADA15, ZSP01].

Asset-R [Rei90a].

Assignment [JJ06].

Assisted-living [GMPN16].

Assistance [Bar92, BHH12, GH83, RASL12, APS16, GMPN16, HHC12, WWL10, YGC14].

Authentication [MHK12, CTL12, CH10a, CJT01, CJ03, EA11, GJ13, GCSAddP11, HCC10b, HS11b, IB11, JC98, Kan15, LH11a, LT13, LT04, Lin07, NB13, TM06, TLL12, WHHT08, WKH11, WS13, YCYW07, YS04, YSL10, OHJ10].

Authorization [FM87, Lin07].

Authentication-chaining [EA11].

Author [Ano80a, Ano81a, Ano84a, Ano85a, Ano86a, Ano87a, Ano88a, Ano89a, Ano89b, Ano90a, Ano91a, Ano92a, Ano93a, Ano94a, Ano95a, Ano96a, Ano97a, FSMG08, Gl00a].

Authoring [BBG04, PSS11].

Authority [CKCK15, ZZ12].

Authorization [FM87, Lin07].

Authorship [DS04].

Auto [DVV16].

Auto-scaling [DVV16].

Automata [SP94, KH06, WKH09, WOLS12, KSH12].

ATF [CH05].

ATLAS [CL04a].

ATM [SSK98, WMD10].

ATNet [BMSB94].

Atomic [CGP09, WM96, MK00, Rom98].

Attack [DG87, CWK13, GJ08, MBB11, TSL11, WYL06, ZZ16, ZL12a].

Attacks [BBBP13, GMB09, KPS10, KKH11, KKP12, OLV15, RZMPM12, SKZ04, SCH05, TLL13, JWLY13, ZGZ13].

ATTEST [NC10].

Attractiveness [AADAD02].

Attribute [FWCS12, Mot96, BV15, FNWL18, KAM13, PK01b, WZG09, WGC14, YHZ09, ZML17].

Attribute-based [FWCS12, WGC14, ZML17].

Attributes [GR97, AAC17, BL03, CGSGR06, HPF16, Wij03, NC10].

ATM [SSK98, WMD10].

ATNet [BMSB94].

Atomic [CGP09, WM96, MK00, Rom98].

Attack [DG87, CWK13, GJ08, MBB11, TSL11, WYL06, ZZ16, ZL12a].

Attacks [BBBP13, GMB09, KPS10, KKH11, KKP12, OLV15, RZMPM12, SKZ04, SCH05, TLL13, JWLY13, ZGZ13].

ATTEST [NC10].

Attractiveness [AADAD02].

Attribute [FWCS12, Mot96, BV15, FNWL18, KAM13, PK01b, WZG09, WGC14, YHZ09, ZML17].

Attribute-based [FWCS12, WGC14, ZML17].

Attributes [GR97, AAC17, BL03, CGSGR06, HPF16, Wij03, NC10].

Auction [BV15, CHL10, KBRV17, LLL06].

Audit [HHL06, YWpNyL11].

Audits [Ber81, McDo2, dBvV08].

Augmented [GHK05, LGH17, SS13, VSS11].

Australia [CFSS98].

Authenticated [CLO8b, WZM12a, WZM12b, WH02, YC09, YC12, ZG10].

Authenticating [Lin01].

Authentication [MHK12, CTL12, CH10a, CJT01, CJ30, EA11, GJ13, GCSAddP11, HCC10b, HS11b, IB11, JC98, Kan15, LH11a, LT13, LT04, Lin07, NB13, TM06, TLL12, WHHT08, WKH11, WS13, YCYW07, YS04, YSL10, OHJ10].

Authentication-chaining [EA11].

Author [Ano80a, Ano81a, Ano84a, Ano85a, Ano86a, Ano87a, Ano88a, Ano89a, Ano89b, Ano90a, Ano91a, Ano92a, Ano93a, Ano94a, Ano95a, Ano96a, Ano97a, FSMG08, Gl00a].

Authoring [BBG04, PSS11].

Authority [CKCK15, ZZ12].

Authorization [FM87, Lin07].

Authorizations [LWL04].

Authors [SM06b].

Authorship [DS04].

Auto [DVV16].

Auto-scaling [DVV16].

Automata [SP94, KH06, WKH09, WOLS12, KSH12].

ATF [CH05].

ATLAS [CL04a].

ATM [SSK98, WMD10].

ATNet [BMSB94].

Atomic [CGP09, WM96, MK00, Rom98].

Attack [DG87, CWK13, GJ08, MBB11, TSL11, WYL06, ZZ16, ZL12a].

Attacks [BBBP13, GMB09, KPS10, KKH11, KKP12, OLV15, RZMPM12, SKZ04, SCH05, TLL13, JWLY13, ZGZ13].

ATTEST [NC10].

Attractiveness [AADAD02].

Attribute [FWCS12, Mot96, BV15, FNWL18, KAM13, PK01b, WZG09, WGC14, YHZ09, ZML17].

Attribute-based [FWCS12, WGC14, ZML17].

Attributes [GR97, AAC17, BL03, CGSGR06, HPF16, Wij03, NC10].

Auction [BV15, CHL10, KBRV17, LLL06].

Audit [HHL06, YWpNyL11].

Audits [Ber81, McDo2, dBvV08].

Augmented [GHK05, LGH17, SS13, VSS11].

Australia [CFSS98].

Authenticated [CLO8b, WZM12a, WZM12b, WH02, YC09, YC12, ZG10].

Authenticating [Lin01].

Authentication [MHK12, CTL12, CH10a, CJT01, CJ30, EA11, GJ13, GCSAddP11, HCC10b, HS11b, IB11, JC98, Kan15, LH11a, LT13, LT04, Lin07, NB13, TM06, TLL12, WHHT08, WKH11, WS13, YCYW07, YS04, YSL10, OHJ10].

Authentication-chaining [EA11].

Author [Ano80a, Ano81a, Ano84a, Ano85a, Ano86a, Ano87a, Ano88a, Ano89a, Ano89b, Ano90a, Ano91a, Ano92a, Ano93a, Ano94a, Ano95a, Ano96a, Ano97a, FSMG08, Gl00a].

Authoring [BBG04, PSS11].

Authority [CKCK15, ZZ12].

Authorization [FM87, Lin07].

Authorizations [LWL04].

Authors [SM06b].

Authorship [DS04].

Auto [DVV16].

Auto-scaling [DVV16].

Automata [SP94, KH06, WKH09, WOLS12,
WS13, ABCH13, CR06. **Automated** [Arc81, BPO+16, Ber91, BNS12, BLOS06, DF84, FAS94, GML05, HWHM02, JS10, MB06, Mer87, NBA+17, NS83, P13, PBC93, Rec93, SKF95, TJIH15, TBD+08, TSR16, WLB+10, Yeu00, YFT+15, ZAO98, ASDMGM14, ABC+13, AS17, CCM12, CdCMMN16A16, CWK+11, CKS15, DW14, FG115, HCN15, JSHW14, LW07, LT08, MG12, MGM16, PG05, SH17, SPLW17, SC88, SK13, SWS16, VM13, VHFST15, YLCZ12, CSSW05]. **Automatic** [AGBY14, AM85, ABL15, CCCT06, CL17b, CB16M16, DGM93, DB05, FDAM12, FMPS16, GLZ15, GL90, Hab85, HAE+15, JEE16, KSH+12, LPM15, LQW12, LSL17, Phi06, SA08, WRTP+13, YLC06, dR106, AAM+17, CCD+16, CHT109, DF08, GLG71, HZ15, HY11, HJ12, HFP16, JF99, KGM10, KBI17, Lai95, LN11W+11, LL99, LHP+09, LHP+10, MSK+17, PTP08, PPS12, RJH10K10, S11, SAKZ15, TAF+17, TH02, VA08, WBW+06, ZC08, ZS05b]. **Automatically** [YFZ+16, ATHM17, HRSC16]. **Automating** [CNKL12, KKT17, SKL10, SG89]. **Automation** [BMP97, HZ83, ACC02, BFL13, DL06, FVHF+15, GL95h, GCL13, KAS18, KMK16, SJR+11, WRR14]. **Autonomic** [NKJ109, BDK08, EGG+11, MBT16, WDC08, WTG+15]. **Autonomous** [BHAM09, MHW01, BVV+10, ETYL15, GH95, JS10, WM99, YSDT11]. **Autonomy** [Lue92]. **Availability** [Ab08, PK02a, Tsu85, BT17, OCC12, Pot13, SW10]. **Availability-based** [Ab08]. **Available** [LS97, CSS10, JLLQ+10]. **AVDL** [RS06]. **average** [MM01b]. **averse** [Kel15]. **Avionics** [Lam97]. **avoid** [FGBC10]. **Avoiding** [JSHW14, O’B08, HST15, HST16, PV94, S103]. **aware** [AKP04, AAC16, AGB14, AO16, BSDD14, BVV+10, CDEV08, CV16a, CDRT13, CY16, CKC15, DBZ16, DPD07, DHC+11, EB17, FRGC10, GQ12, GBL08, GDSB11, HGM13, HLYL06, HZ07, JLLQ+10, KC16, KPT09, KJ17, KK7b, KSH14, LJC16, LWL+13, LZ13, LL14, LC11, LXC13, LVPMPLC13, MRT17, MA9, MDO+10, MV11, NK15, OB13, PSH06, PS09, PCCB+11, RT07, SRWE10, SBC12, SK13, TK15, TdC16, TDL16b, WVL+10, WWZ+14, Wen16, WX10, WZJJ14, XCM+12, YZG+13, YH98+08, wZG13, wZG14a, wZG14b, ZADM10, ZW15]. **Awareness** [TKSRP11, AHOP14, CBC14, DMI17a, EYR16, FHY17, NBR+14, SSM16, UD10]. **awareness** [SSM16]. **Axiomatic** [TDT08]. **axiomatization** [LOR03]. **Axis** [Sah94].

B [WH99]. **Back** [Bux90, ZK85, CE08, P109]. **Back-End** [ZK85]. **back-off** [P109]. **back-propagation** [CE08]. **Background** [Sei89, KM04]. **backup** [MAAC17]. **backtracking** [CC01, YZ08]. **backup** [CRSS14, MK08]. **backward** [CPL+04]. **Backwards** [CCG16]. **Bad** [BAH96, KP10, GL989h, LS70, WKBOS17]. **bag** [GGS15, PK10a, MK15b]. **bag-of-tasks** [GGS15, MK15b]. **balance** [CH04, Dan17, MB10]. **balanced** [MCC11, NVN17]. **balancer** [CV16a]. **Balancing** [HJ90a, HJ91, MNSM12, RCSR93, Woh16, BVV+10, Boz00, CB100, CH14, DY15, DLT99, HH17, MCC03, RJK01, WGW+09, WSM15, WOC15, ZK09]. **BaLinda** [YFY96]. **Band** [RT86, MMS13]. **bandwidth** [MV05, MK06, NG99, NJ17]. **banking** [CDA11]. **Barefoot** [BS15]. **barriers** [PWS+15, WRR14]. **Barry** [FRA07, Vau07]. **Base** [GRS92, GSC91,
Based [MP90].

[AAH10, Art87, Bar86, Car96, CVGP13, CSSW05, DS92, DK94, Dye93, EL94, FM90a, FWD97, Fra90, GMGTdFR14, HLS97, CSSW05, DS92, DK94, Dye93, EL94, FM90a, FWD97, Fra90, GMGTdFR14, HLS97, HC15, HL93, HFK92, KH81, KB96, Ken84, Kal97, Lan98a, LL97b, Lin93, MG81, MW95, MS90, MI92, Mos84b, MP90, MP95, NM93, OG80, PBC93, PdF97, Pre95, Ry93, Ry93, Ros87, RMC93, SGJ93, Sam93, STJ83, She90, Tak97, TW95, YY93, ZX94, AF+07, Aba98, AHS88, AH90, ASGJ13, ABCH13, AZV90, AZW07, AA07, As16, AKP04, AAJ+16, AQK11, AR87, AS17, AAN11, AM04, AHC13, AM00, Amn89, AM10a, AGCS+08, AMNT08, AHC+11, ANC11, ANM15, BRB14, BM05, Bai05, BXH05, BSG12, BRMA+09, BBP13, BMLL14, BAAS13, BPGS13, BRG+12, BK95, BCLW11, BDBLP15, BW01, Cam99, CCL+16, CC09a].

based [CD107, CT13, CGL+04, CFAP17, CC04, CCG106, CCY+09, CBS16, CV14, CV16a, CL06b, CC07, CWP09, CCL11, CTL12, CNL13, CBG09, CPS11, CMK+11, CJP98, CK00a, CLGL05, CZZL07, CC08b, CLC08a, CKL9, CWK10, CSE+13, CW14, CXO+15, CPX16, CNS+17, CZC+18, CG12, CB+16, CHY03, CCC06, CLG08, CT10, CKyL08, CH07b, CPL+04, Cho04a, Cho05, CC05, Chr99, CHL+13, CF10, CHCO11, CEE08, CKL12, CBC+15, CLF+13, CNL07, CPO13, CL02, DGBE18, DCAC09, DII+17, DY15, DMSG11, De 97, DHL06, DB05, DKA5a, DPSU06, Dit91, DAC07, DK01, DHI3, DZW+09, EA11+11, EA14, EBRG01, EB14c, EHKH04, EUR+13, EK13, FBB15, FY04, FHHL09, FWS12, FYCL13, FVHF+15, FSPH+16, Fie89, FdOD04, FCL+00, FCB+16, FSS+13, FPW96, FNWL18, FL90, GMR08, GKD13, GML05, GJ13, GBL08, GRM17, GM02, GPMI13].

based [GR05, GS17, GFP11, Gi79, Gl89i, Gok09, GKV14, GZY11, HGBD+16, GMS07, GJ07, GHKR04, Gr07, GJ08, GAW07, GCSAdd11, GAKF13, DDF+13, GDSB11, GMS11, GPL+15, GGS15, HBG+14, HP16, HSC15, HJHH10, HBT16, HRL09, HHZ92, HSM+07, HZH+16, HNH15, HSPD14, HBR12, HRRC16, HNS12, HWC+10, HL94b, HYC02, HB13, HH06, HH08b, HWL13a, HWL13b, HHL+97, HDLK00, HCO1b, HH05, HZCD05, HTH09, HCC10a, HYWS11, HWM11, HPH12, HWS13, HKS+17, HZ07, HWML04, HCC10b, HR10, IA16, IB11, JS11, JVP+98, JR09, JK13, JW06, JHSB09, JC15, JXLC15, JS13, JS16, JTM04, JH10, Jor10, Jun00, KBBM05, KWE29, KAO13, KBB09, KK07a, KDS+08, KK11, KOL+14, KVS01, KSAO04, KU10, KP06, KYPW06, KY08, KY10, KKL+11, KLL17, KJO4, JTK01, KSS03, KEO4, KAM13, KB16, KSFT89, KTF+16, KS15].

Based [Kuo94, KLGH07, KKL11, LWS+03, LHL05, LJB05, LKR13, LK01, LNC01, LH04, LS04, LPR04, LW+09, LCT10, LM10, LC10, LCC11, LES11, LS14, LS05a, LCLF13, LSL+06, LXG09, LXJL10, LQL12, LHZX12, LWW+13, LG15, LQLC16, LGH+17, LCH02, LP05, LCLL08, LL10, LT11, LHL1b, LHY12, Lin12b, LCC+13, Lin14, LLWL14, LDDL15, LWL04, LS05b, LZ06, LDDL7, LGL08, LC08, LLV+09, LNY+11, LXX7, LZKW12, LW13a, LZLC17, LAS14, LI99, LHC+05, LLL+14, Lok06, LHLG+15, LWW+10, LWL09, LCL15, LTLW16, LW13c, LZRR16, LLGZ13, MYZC06, MJF10, MKL++00, MKS10, MV05, MV06, ML+14, ML09, MCV16, MBD13, MJ14, MK17, ML16, Mv08, MP+17, MOH16, MK15a, MBB11, MIUM12, MBB14, MA11, MGMT16, MCS+12, MGI07, Moo98, MSB+02, MHS99, Mos84a, MIKG13, MDR06, NLKW05, NC10, NL99, NKM12, Nec96, NPC12, NG08, NGM08, LDS13, O008, OW04, Oi08, OZO+14].
based [OD17, OLZN13, OB13, ONR02, Özm09, ONZ09, Pal12, PEO11, PMDH13, PG05, PKL03, PSK05, PB15, PWY+16, PDC01, PAOC15, PTBP08, PWH10, Pen11, PCYZ12, PLGT10, PILO06, PPB16, Phi04, PPS12, Pla95, PHR10, PA99, PWC12, PS90, PP94, PW03, PLP04, PA13, QXYL16, RNC14, RBT11, RFM10, RH02, RAK15, RZMPM12, RO13b, RRW00, RG10, RLY+13, RSP03, Rey07, RDD02, ROFGFRM13, RMD11, SCMS15, SM09, SZ06, SRGL08, SFMB16, SCdS+06, SI12, ST13, SMvD16, SNM14, SKE10, SRS15, Sha09, SBZ+17, SPLW17, mSgPtL05, Shi10, SL02, SAKZ15, SA11, Shu99, SHBA+16, SA16, SM06b, SV12, SS+09, SD66, SH16, SS94, SM08, SHC+11, SGW+15, SZW+16, SZPMK04, SM03, SH07, SHTG16, SLL12, aSRS+10, SHH+15, aSRZ+18, TJH07, TG17, TKJL13, TBB13, TB13, TPGdS13, TAB+16, dBTdSS08].

Bases [TKCR14, TL09a, TTL10, TDK+07, TPKT12, UIK17, VCa+16, VKL16, VMJS06, VHFF+17, Wal05, WCH03, WPC06, WC07, WGY+08, WDCL08, WYYZ11, WWLG13, WCC+14, WGC+14, WXY+17, WXZ+17, WKH09, WZG+12, WSM+95, WGO5, WQ06, WDC10, WAW012, WLC08, WS12, WWY+12, TB012, jWLY+13, WS13, WZJH14, XJZ+15, XYS07, XL+15, XZZ+16, YSG17, YY04, YWHL11, YCLY13, YTW+13, YCC16, YCLC17, YGH+08, YS04, YL08, YL+14, YSK06, YBE17, YGN+16, YKC+12, YFT+15, YZC15, YLZ+16, YLYL17, YCO8b, ZEY04, ZC08, ZTZ+11, ZLZ11, ZXTTL11, ZLW+12, ZM12, ZT14, ZML17, ZHH+17, ZY+17, ZM06, ZCZZ11, ZZ12, ZGZ+13, Zha16, ZL12b, ZLmLN14, ZLZ+96, Zhu00, ZS05b, dACM17, dL13, dCPVI0, WL10, BLUH15, TKSRP11].

Bases [KZ91, Uck91, BF96, MP94, MA94, She89].

Basic [Boe83, GMP94, De 97, KP10]. Basis [Lea95, McF92, WM90, EVR11, RG79, SXYW14, TFLW99]. batch [AR18, SRS15, dSSJV08]. Battle [RB03a].

Bayesian [Bai05, BHXN05, DCT17, KVG11, PRN17, RSB+16, SXYW14, TNJH07, YLYL17].

BBN [FY04]. BBN-based [FY04].


Bayesian [Bai05, BHXN05, DCT17, KVG11, PRN17, RSB+16, SXYW14, TNJH07, YLYL17].


Behavior [MD91, Nit96, Sak84, WSR+83, Ala15, BPGS13, CLS01, CGW08, CRSS14, LGH+17, NJ17, OK11, Oi08, RCO07, SC88, War89, KMWL12]. behavior-driven [NJ17]. Behavioral [BW83, HFC+01, LFW15, Mi096a, CMT02, Gla00k, HJH10, HZC05, KZD09, LX15, OHB190]. Behaviors [FZHS05, CACC06, MM00b]. Behaviour [Nit09, ABJ+17, BPQP+10, OFWP07, Phi04, HL10]. behavioural [BZ10, HCWN05]. behaviours [HCWN05, dL04]. behind [Gla00a]. Belbin [HS99]. belief [AC16, BG09, TNJH07]. belief-theoretic [BG09]. believe [FF89]. believing [Gla00a]. Benchmark [Hag89a, BGE17, CŽUO99, CDOP15, ZBLG07]. Benchmarking [NG08, FMAA16, SA11, VVA+15]. benchmarks [SPC16]. Bend [Gla96].

benefit [NGC02]. benefit-oriented [NGC02]. Benefits [BS12, BB09, BGG10, FD+A12, LMT16, TR+13, ZGYS+15].

Bessel [GJ13]. Best [GFP11, GH08, KT16, Sai02, VE03, CL11, Gla91b, Gl92d, KK07b, NI13, OZO+14, PFL16, ZADA15]. Better [Gla93i, JTM04, ABL16, Gla98d, SRSC16, TC16a]. Between [Chr86, HD84, Lan90, AJLS10, AC17, BMES04, BDD+15, BBS00, BGH+08, BFAGS+08, BWDP00, CFMRL11, CKL12, CGMPAP08, EZOK14,
Gla89i, Gla92g, GBDCR12, GKV14, GMS07, HZ79, HSM16, IBAH12, JH01, KBDGAW16, MER17, MR00a, OBS+18, PPMM14, PW09, SÁMI17, TGE17, VCMG17, WMW12, WGH00, dBvV09, vdRBSvV10. \textbf{Beyond} [Gla95d, RGBM06, dMSSS+13, ZK13, AZX14, AT15, Bos12, GL14, Bi [FL05]. Bi-directional [FL05]. Bibliography [Not85a]. Bidder [CHL+08]. Bidder-anonymous [CHL+08]. bidding [GGC16]. BIDDLE [YY93]. bidirectional [DGWC16, SHC+11]. bidirectional-transformation-based [SHC+11]. Big [SKT17, TLK16b, GPL+15, LDZL15, SGW+15, VTZ+17, XLM+15, YF15, Dut15, FGD+17]. \textbf{bilateral} [JT12]. Bio [FL05]. Biographies [Ano81b, Ano81c, Ano84b, Ano85b, Ano87c, Ano88b, Ano88c, Ano89c, Ano89d, Ano89e, Ano90b, Ano90c, Ano92b, Ano92c, Ano94b, Ano94c, Ano95b, Ano95c, Ano95d, Ano95e, Ano95f, Ano95g, Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano96d, Ano96e, Ano96f, Ano96g, Ano96h, Ano96i, Ano96j, Ano96k, Ano96l, Ano97b, Ano97c, Ano97d, Ano97e, Ano97f, Ano97g, Ano97h, Ano97i, Ano97j, Ano97k, Ano98a, Ano98b, Ano98c]. Biography [Ano79, Ano80b, Ano80c]. Bioinformatics [PM10], biometric [GCSÁAdP11, UN09]. birthmark [CPLH09]. bit [PMDH13]. bit-rate [PMDH13]. \textbf{Bitstream} [QZ12]. \textbf{BitTorrent} [KA14]. black [BAAD17, CF13, ZZ12]. black-box [CF13, ZZ12]. Blackboard [JRO12]. \textbf{Blending} [DSGS17]. Blind [CSE+14]. blind [CZL07, HH08b, HC04b, JL04, SHT05, yWPWYpN13, WYL06, ZC05]. Blit [Car83]. \textbf{Block} [HL83, Gok09, GCSSDP+18, HOR01, KM11, LKH+08, LCLF13, WCC+14, WQ06, WLC08, ZL12a]. blocking [KW00, Shu03]. blog [TPTV17]. blogs [DV10]. \textbf{blood} [HHC12, Ken80]. blue [Gla00a]. \textbf{Blueprints} [SG91]. BN [PJNB11]. board [Ano02a, Ano02b, Ano02c, Ano02d, Ano02e, Ano02f, Ano03g, Ano03h, Ano03i, Ano03j, Ano03k, Ano03l, Ano03m, Ano03n, Ano03o, Ano03p, Ano04h, Ano04i, Ano04j, Ano04k, Ano04l, Ano04m, Ano04n, Ano04o, Ano04p, Ano04q, Ano05h, Ano05i, Ano05j, Ano05k, Ano05l, Ano05m, Ano05n, Ano05o, Ano05p, Ano05q, Ano11a, Ano11b, Ano11c, Ano11d, Ano11e, Ano11f, Ano11g, Ano11h, Ano11i, Ano11j, Ano11k, Ano11l, Ano12a, Ano12b, Ano12c, Ano12d, Ano12e, Ano12f, Ano12g, Ano12h, Ano12i, Ano12j, Ano12k, Ano12l, Ano13b, Ano13c, Ano13d, Ano13e, Ano13f, Ano13g, Ano13h, Ano13i, Ano13j, Ano13k, Ano13l, Ano14a, Ano14b, Ano14c, Ano14d, Ano14e, Ano15a, Ano15b, Ano15c, Ano15d, Ano15e, Ano15f, Ano15g, Ano15h, Ano15i, Ano15j]. Board [Ano15k, Ano15l, Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano16c, Ano16d, Ano16e, Ano16f, Ano16g, Ano16h, Ano16i, Ano16j, Ano16k, Ano16l, Ano17i, Ano17a, Ano17b, Ano17c, Ano17d, Ano17e, Ano17f, Ano17g, Ano17h, Ano17i, Ano17j, Ano17k, Ano18a, Ano18b, Ano18c, Ano18d, Ano19f, Ano19g]. Boehm [Fra07, Vau07]. Book [LC06b]. \textbf{Better} [CW14, Kim17, YCC16, YLCO6]. \textbf{Better-based} [CW14, YCC16]. BOOM [RA96, Gl97d]. boost [CBZ+16, LLC17]. Boosting [RNC14, ZHGL11, MRJD+12, ROFGFRM13]. bootstrapping [AHH+10]. Bord [BRG+12]. \textbf{Bord-and-Pillar} [BRG+12]. Born [CHB94]. Boston [Bra89]. both [HZCD05, LWLL12, WCL110, YLXZ16, YYL+06]. BotMosaic [HB13]. botnets [HB13]. Botswana [UN09]. bottlenecks [HRN+01]. Bottom [PK10b]. Bottom-up [PK10b]. bound [MC01, SMZC12, SS005]. boundaries [Bos12, KRHZ05]. bounding [HDLK00]. bounds [PNK96]. Box [HZ84, BBEM11, BAAD17, CF13, KAS13, WL99, ZZ12]. Boy [Gla90g]. BPEL [LQLW12, aSRZ+18].
BPM [LGH+17, THWC10].
BPM-oriented [THWC10].
brainstorming [Gla97b]. Branch
[Ber93, BM96, BMP97, SC00, LMH10,
MC01, PS13, PG04, SLC00].
branch-and-bound [MC01].
Brazil [CVGP13, DFG+13, Gar13, LCM+13,
NAB+13, dMSSS+13].
Brazilian
[Bor12, Ano13a, LdSBA+08, WWSS13].
Breadth [LC00]. Breadth-first
[LC00].
Break [Spa92]. Break-ins [Spa92].
Breakdown [Tau80]. breakdown [RvDV17].
breath [LSR13]. bribery [CW09].
bribery-free [CW09]. brick [SBAH17].
Bridging
[CKL12, HS11a, MGBE03, LVPMPC13].
brightest [Gla91b]. Bringing
[BBEM11, BMKM15, NTdSX13].
Broadcast [RLL+18, CLL02, CBK02, DY03,
HST15, HST16, LK04, MK00, MV11,
NSA10, PJ09, PLF05, SM17a, SC07, SC08,
WHYT06, ZZ12]. broadcast-and-select
[WHYT06]. Broadcasting
[KM04, CK00b, LCY00, MK11].
Broadcasts [Ram90].
Broader [McF92]. Broker [WZJ14, KAK+13].
Broker-based [WZJ14]. brokering
[BV+17].
Brooks [Ano87d]. browsing [KY09,
LZL+06]. browsing-based
[LZL+06]. Brute [ZK04a]. BSD
[WLC95].
BSN [HY11]. BSP [TW07]. BSY-2
[AACL02]. Budget [Len92]. Buffer
[DMV98, Ha01, CB89a, CSGL05].
Buffered [MF90]. buffering [YZG+13].
buffers [SLC00]. bug
[ACB18, BNS12, CCHW09, HK13, LYLIC16, SAKZ15].
bug-fixing [ACB18]. bugs
[CPRT16, ECS15, WLL17, YLCZ12,
ZCY+16, IBAH12]. Build
[PF95, ABJ10, Cdr+14, HFRHS09, SCC16].
Building [Bar92, DSSL09, GZKL13, HL94a,
HO96, WHC07, BSG12, CJZ04, GRRX01,
GCSSDP+18, GTF17, Ha92, KH14, LLY07,
SRGL08, SL01, TG17, XYS07, LJDK10].
builds [FW90]. Built
[Gla89f, Wd05].
Built-up [Gla89f]. bulk [HSS10]. bullet
[Ano87d]. bullying [GGM11]. Bundle
[ST11, CZH+08]. bursts [SAA+10]. bursty
[BP15, GAWW07, LJM11, PPM17,
WMOKY11]. Bus
[GDF86, MBCD86, CTL10, KMB05].
Business
[ACDG02, CBVD07, DLG96, HH97, ML18,
TL96, WM00, ABCT06, BGL13, CO12,
CLF+13, DIP98, FASM12, FSG+11, GV99,
GBDRC12, LC09, LCL04, LPM15,
LMGBH17, IWC06, MSWGL12, MHS99,
Oja16b, OFR+12, PCCLSG12, P000,
PNL07, Rey07, SK11, SL03, SJ17, SS14a,
SLR16, SAS11, TAF+17, TK00, VKL16,
VSV16, WW09, ZMAV08, RCL14].
bust
[Gla97d]. Buyer [Hon90]. bye
[Gla00f, Gla02]. Bytewise
[TKJ16]. byte
[Kim12]. Bytecode
[GK08, CY04].
Byzantine
[BDK08, Zha09].
c [KRDH12, AP97, dSAC12, CDM98,
CWK+11, CLS01, CL04a, CC05, CN00,
CMP85, DIL93, EBC10, FLN91, LMH10,
LI98, L096, W000]. c-means
[KRDH12].
C/ATLAS
[CL04a]. C4.5
[SSCL08]. Cache
[Hac91, Kar00, RMC16, CE08, DPM07,
ED06, JFC08, OB13, TDA+14, nWCW12,
CWK+13]. cache-aware
[OB13]. caching
[AKP04, CLG08, GLJ13, HL06b, PKL03,
SM06a, TYH04]. CAE
[WL09]. CALA
[HRR16]. calculating
[B09].
Calibrating
[Gul91]. calibration
[LHP+09, LHP+10]. Call
[An03b, An03c, An09d, An09m, An02a,
An02b, GQG+15, ZM96, CV95, Gla95g].
called
[Gla89d]. Calls
[An09d, L16]. Chars
[PM00]. Camera
[LS08]. CamCam
[KL09]. Camera
[LZL+06]. cameras
[MKH+12]. CAMKES
[KLH07]. CAMS
[LJ96, SGJ93]. Can
[BB81, Gla91h, Mat86, SSCL08, vAAJ16, Gla99c, Gla98d, HH08a, LRvV03, ZXC+17, KBM05, LJ005, Gla93a]. **CAN-based** [LJ005]. **CAN-bus** [KBM05]. **Canada** [GZ13]. **Canadian** [GV10]. cancelled [AS10]. **Candidate** [BC94]. **Capabilities** [MR84, Zel96, KCR16, LH08, TDL+02].

capability [EBO0, GAW92, JH01, LLM+17, LT13].
capacity [AQK11, BK17, CAG17, LCT10, LBCL10, Lin12b, LCC+13, MRM16, PK02b, PWLL13, VVS99, WHL13, WCC+14, WLT+09].

**Capitals** [Woh16, WSM15]. **capstone** [RR09]. **Capture** [PTRW04, Iso98, SL03, TR00].
capture-and-recapture [Iso98].
capture-recapture [TR00]. **Capturing** [CBL+15, MH11, PKS18, YAKK16]. car [PG05]. **card** [BNvdH05, ABFM12]. **Cards** [Bri92, JT97, BPM06, HCC10b, KKP12, YSL+10, BBC+08]. care [HWdS+15].

**Cares** [Gla98j]. **carotid** [CCW13].

**Cartesian** [WDS09]. **cascades** [RNC14].

**Case** [AH90, AN01, BMP97, CL04a, DGM93, EC98, Eli92, FWD97, Gla96j].

**Gor91J**, **JVP**+98, PW92, RV92, RB16, Sed93, SSP17, SW94b, SB88, WK09, Wi92c, AHS8, AAC07, AAGT16, ASS07, Am100, ABC+13, AACL02, Bar94, BP80, BAM17, BFPAGS+08, BS12, BAAD17, BCF+05, CCCT06, CW02, CKMT10, CXO+15, CZC+18, CCC06, CP07, DSB05, De08, DZRH04, DF00, DFCR96, DJW08, ED04, EA12, EA14, EG00, EBGR01, EVR11, EBB09, ELHC13, FAB+07, FCL+00, FLA+01, Fra04, FWA09, FMdAR16, GR05, GPPT16, GSdS16, Gur01, GEM15, HF08, Han12, HLAB99, HWC+10, HCC10a, HPH12, IF10, JWA14, JG08, JCYT16, JC15, JR15, Kan15, KOS15, KK06, KJS+12, KVVH12, KSM+16, KC98, LQLW12, Lin99, LC08, LWZ12, Lok06, MCTM11, MPLL+15, MT98, MMTS15, NRG08, PPG+13, PSS+16, PAB+17].

case [PCCLdGP12, PW09, PB04, PSG+09, RRD06, RAS14, RR98, RRW00, RGBM06, RASL12, SSA+10, Sal80, SS12, Sh12, SSvdW99, SS14a, SGC+17, SCC16, THGL07, UGFK15, VTZ+17, VAS+04, War89, WRR14, WHMP99, WLD16, YLA+17, Yeu00, ZLL+12, dB12, dSmSMNO+14, vHAT13, APL95, BT03, Gla91a, IYY09, IKCN91, LL04, PC98a, PKK98, RM195, TM07, TKSP11].

**Case-Based** [FWD97, EBGR01].
case-supported [Bar94]. cases [CKL08, DJW08, KSM+16, LW03, NS92, YLC06, QZ+06, ZY+17, ZZC18]. cash [FHHL09]. Casper [CBSM16]. casual [RB99]. catalog [PTK00]. catalogs [dAGSdFS+15]. catalogue [EL10].
catalogues [DV10, PB00]. catastrophes [SC09]. **Catastrophic** [DG92]. Categorical [SA06]. categorization [GKP98, KGM06].

**Categorizing** [OW84]. category [YFZ+16, ZA12, CPX16]. **Category-choice** [CPX16]. causal [HtC04, JP02, JFC08].
causality [CBSM16, CPV+14]. causally [CN04].

case [Gla96h, LM03]. Caused [BAH96, FAI97]. Causes [LP95, vGB02].

**CBT** [PKR01]. **CCA** [SLZ12]. **CCA2** [RG10, ZZ12]. **CDH** [ZG10]. **CDL** [WKZ10].


Centered [FG94, KSKP11, KPS+04, ZÁ15].

centers [MH04]. centred [KK06, LSG17].

entric [CCY11, LD00, LS99, OBS+18, PTM08, PCG+14, Pon03, SNB08, WWY+12, WDN05]. century [Gla99d].

Cépage [Mey88a]. certain [SC01].

**Certificate** [YLZ+16, GMR08, LHZX12].

Certificate-based [YLZ+16, GMR08, LHZX12]. certificateless [HRL09, THS12, ZM12]. certificates [ZSM05, RMC05].

Certification
classical [SSK98]. Classification
[DHV90, DZG97, Esk97, LPS92, SS90, Tak97, Tri86a, CCHT09, CP09, DRCG12, FMSG08, JCH99, KAM95, KCT12, KSH05, KU10, LZ12, MTO7, MRBN17, MRJD+12, SZ11, SS14b, SLLY17, TCK14, VHL14, ZMAER99, ZML10].

classifications [ALRP16]. classifier [JE02a]. classifiers [EBGR01, PS05, XHM+11, Zha12a].

Classifying [dAGSdFS+15, WWC98, Ala15, YFZ+16, HRRC16].


Client [Gla97d, MSA08, CCDD00, CPL+04, HC04a, HC04a, NGC02, Pon05, SMS94, YS94, CWJK13].

Client/server [Gla97d]. Client-based [CPL+04]. client-server [CCDD00, SMS94]. Client-side [MSA08].

Client/server [Gla97d]. clients [FHT07, KNA11, OM13].

clone [ZcKS17]. clones [BKSM13, BKSM14]. cloning [YZ+17].

close [Gla95a]. Closed [MR86, WLC13a, NK15, NDS13, OH15].

closed-loop [NK15]. Closely [HJ90b]. Closely-Coupled [HJ90b]. closeness [WKoSO17, WGH00]. Closely [CFSS98].

Close [Fra86]. Cloud [FS14b, GDLB16, GGS15, HLS+13, MTD13, Rya13, AJG+15, ALRP16, AO16, BMA+13, BV15, BJK+11, Bis13, CZG+15, CXO+15, CHL+13, CAG17, CDPM17, DSI6a, DEA+14, DM17b, DSI6b, EGO16, FNW18, GS17, GCSSDP+18, GMMC13, HS15, JCYT16, KSN17, KQ17, KBRV17, LMT16, LDZL15, LZY+15, LZC14, LCL15, LZG15, MGB16, MK17, MS17b, MBT16, MIK13, MCV15, NK15, NB13, Oja16a, Oja16b, PWS+15, RQD+17, SCO13, SBB+16, Som13, SCC16, SSI13, SWES16, TG17, VPMVM+13, WDC12, WCX15, Wen16, WCB+17, XZZ+16, YYS+16, YL16, YCLC17, rBH17, Cha17, LZO+13, LZO+16].

close [Gla95a]. Closed [MR86, WLC13a, NK15, NDS13, OH15].

closed-loop [NK15]. Closely [HJ90b]. Closely-Coupled [HJ90b]. closeness [WKoSO17, WGH00]. Closely [CFSS98].

Cloud [FS14b, GDLB16, GGS15, HLS+13, MTD13, Rya13, AJG+15, ALRP16, AO16, BMA+13, BV15, BJK+11, Bis13, CZG+15, CXO+15, CHL+13, CAG17, CDPM17, DSI6a, DEA+14, DM17b, DSI6b, EGO16, FNW18, GS17, GCSSDP+18, GMMC13, HS15, JCYT16, KSN17, KQ17, KBRV17, LMT16, LDZL15, LZY+15, LZC14, LCL15, LZG15, MGB16, MK17, MS17b, MBT16, MIK13, MCV15, NK15, NB13, Oja16a, Oja16b, PWS+15, RQD+17, SCO13, SBB+16, Som13, SCC16, SSI13, SWES16, TG17, VPMVM+13, WDC12, WCX15, Wen16, WCB+17, XZZ+16, YYS+16, YL16, YCLC17, rBH17, Cha17, LZO+13, LZO+16].

cloud-based [CXO+15, CHL+13, LDZL15, MK17, TG17, YCLC17]. cloud-native [KQ17]. Cloudera [MCL+17]. clouds [DVG+16, MK15b, ZHAY12, CdAM+14, KKG+12].

CLPL [CX10]. Cluster [Gla92f, AP04, Ano92g, ABW07, BH09, CDGJ10, CLG08, KAM95, MB06, MAS13, PK02a, Shu99, WZJ10, WGC+14].

cluster-based [AP04]. Clustered [WCC97, CDC09, WCC00].

Clustering [BP91, CV14, LK13, LWOY16, MW95, RY93, XZZ+16, ACGS+08, BPGS13, CZC+18, CL17b, CBK02, HLMB07, HWML04, HR10, KCB05, KS16, LQC+14, LZN04, LXS06, MK16, MB06, MJ14, MK06, NMM13, SMDM05, TZ12, TTV04, ZCC11, Zhu04d, Zhu06].

Clustering-based [XZZ+16, MJ14]. clusters [AO16, BL10, BHH+10, CBKK08, IKBH14, RBT11, SHS+07, SBZ+17, ZHGL11, dACM17].

CMM [Chr99]. CMM-based [Chr99].

CMMI [Rai00, SNJ+07, WLS+10, YYL+06].

Co [DRELHE16, LC06b, HyLW+12, HNH15, KBBG17, SHHL12, WRS+17, XXX07, ZS01].

co-changes [WRS+17]. Co-evolution [DRELHE16, KBBG17].

co-located [SHHL12].

co-scheduling [HyLW+12]. co-verification [XXX07].

coal [BRG+12]. coarse [ZPEL01].

coarse-grained [ZPEL01]. COBOL [AP97, Ano87h, BB89, Gla97b, JPK00].

Cocktail [Gla90b, HOH87]. COCOA [MG07].

COCOMO [Fal07, Gu16, Sai07].

Code [AC97, AF96, BAEH96, CR90, DHKV06, Dol97, Kal92, KH010, LSC04, Lue92, OC90, SEC13, AD07, AMdLM17, BHN02, BHH+08, BFFV04, BM08, CMD98, CAHV15, CCL+11, CHL04, DDGR09, EAH+11, FDN+16, FMSG08, GE15b, Gla97i, HNZ17, HM00, HJO0, IKBH14, KR14, LK09, Lea08, LC07, LK13, LK16, LQLC16, LCL+12, MSGM17, NVPGMP017, OM13,
OHL17, OKS\textsuperscript{+15}, PAR14, Phi06, PUP03, QBO\textsuperscript{+14}, RGBM06, SJR\textsuperscript{+11}, SMR09, SHW09, TAF\textsuperscript{+17}, THGL07, WG05, WDC10, YWHL11, ZQZ\textsuperscript{+06}, ZCT\textsuperscript{+09}, ZTZ\textsuperscript{+11}, WGC02. \textbf{Code-on-Demand} [WGC02].

code-smells [OKS\textsuperscript{+15}]. \textbf{CodeCloud} [CdAM\textsuperscript{+14}]. code-dependent [VvSvV16].

collision [CC04, CPL13, HH06, SNM14, TW07, YWpWyYpN13, WGZ\textsuperscript{+12}]. color-complexity [CC04]. color-spatial [CC04]. Colored [SBM04].

colored [Mar81]. Collecting [OW84]. \textbf{Collection} [BBC\textsuperscript{+88}, YNDS88, Yua90, AKA\textsuperscript{+15}, AN10, Fra04, KKLB11, LSAcO1, SvV08, SK07].
collaborations [MBL\textsuperscript{+99}]. Collaborative [PSEE12, YSJ13, AAN11, AHOP14, BG09, BDG13, CX10, CC11, GLZ15, LL09, LNC01, LLWL14, LWL\textsuperscript{+16}, LNFAGD\textsuperscript{+06}, LOFA17, NOPF12, NRG08, PRS11, PQB16, RR00, SG01, TT13, TTT14, WCB\textsuperscript{+17}, Xia13, XWZC14, HB13]. \textbf{CollabRDL} [LOFA17].

collaborate [vAAJ16]. Collaboration [MdOBW\textsuperscript{+15}, BHR89, CB16, CSNS05, CRSS14, GAWC91, GAW92, Tan04].

Collision-based [ZL12b]. Collocation [VP07]. Collusion [MMSD13]. colony [TJH15].
colored [COC04, CPL13, HH06, SNM14, TW07, YWpWyYpN13, WGZ\textsuperscript{+12}]. color-complexity [CC04]. color-spatial [CC04]. Colored [SBM04]. com [Sha01, IT03, LJDK10]. \textbf{COM/DCOM} [IT03]. coma [Sha01]. combination [BGG10, DLW08, NSM17, PB15, YLA16b]. combinational [SH07]. combinations [MRBN17]. \textbf{combinatorial} [BV15, YZ08, ZYZZ14]. \textbf{Combinators} [SD94]. combined [SCdS\textsuperscript{+06}]. combiner [LL06]. Combining [DW14, HK98, MS03, TC16a, ED06, LC08, MOHB08]. come [DDMP14, Mea09]. \textbf{Coming} [Fis81].

Commanders [Sch81]. comment [IBAH12]. \textbf{Commentary} [WB10]. Comments [CA87a, LZ07, CJT04, DF98]. \textbf{commerce} [CCF\textsuperscript{+04}, DLW\textsuperscript{+13}, SL02, WGC02, YCO9].

commercial [CW02, KKP12, LZO\textsuperscript{+13}, SPMS03, YSSaR14, vAAJ16]. Commit [WM96, QL03]. commitment [WKbOS17].

commits [SYXL17]. committee [Gla96]. \textbf{commodity} [KMK17]. \textbf{Common} [AMKD13, AJMP96, CCWT13, GDF86, KJLK07, MP90, FAB\textsuperscript{+07}, HR10, SCO13, TKZW17]. \textbf{Communicating} [GHC91, Jia99, Moy96, Lai99, SK13].

\textbf{Communication} [ASSA96, Gla91h, Jma96, LL98, LMS11, MF90, MWH97, MWH98, MV10, PH07, YCGH92, ZSO1, ZK09, AN16, AHLH16, AM04, BML\textsuperscript{+13}, CLC08a, CNLV07, DSC\textsuperscript{+08}, ELK06, GC13, HKW00, HSS10, IBP03, KH97, KA14, KKLCL2, KM14, Lai02, LLY07, LT13, LUS\textsuperscript{+00}, LyWSZ10, MRM16, MHW01, NK14, OS09, Rav03, RwJK01, Rog89, SCM15, TKSRP11, Tse07, WWC98, YZ05, ZH05].

\textbf{Communication-efficient} [LMS11, Tse07]. \textbf{Communications} [Mor86, AACL02, BBA10, HYCO4, JS99, SS13, WF07].

\textbf{Communities} [SBGT13, GL14, TKH\textsuperscript{+11}]. Community [AM94, Ano13a, JR09, LWZ12, QGZ\textsuperscript{+15}].

\textbf{Community-driven} [JR09]. \textbf{Commutative} [Hsi91a]. Companies [ESWA18, BV16, GTF17, HBOS13, KJLK07, SNDC13, VHFF\textsuperscript{+17}]. \textbf{company} [DLW\textsuperscript{+13}, MDFG08, YJZ17, Sed93].

\textbf{Comparative} [BMOKAM09, BGG\textsuperscript{+06}, GKP98, Gla92a, MW\textsuperscript{+94}, PT91, TOY95, Wil89, CGP\textsuperscript{+09}, DZ05, EFG\textsuperscript{+08}, GRRX01, GR05, GAK92, Kam95, LZO\textsuperscript{+16}, LO04].
PKK98, SUSO04, SMS11, SSCL08, SLL+15, TAJ+10, TdCAF16, vHAT13]. compare [HBVG08]. compared [Lit80]. Comparing [BRB14, BV16, EBGR01, MF90, MA08, Mos84b, RO13a, SGMHJ13, SPZ06, AAM+17, Mos84a]. Comparison [Bla87, DR12, DHP86, FWD97, HJ90b, HG91, JRB+06, Moy96, Ver89, DC11, FWH97, KT03, KLMC06, LASE00, LMIV15, LFCL12, LMYMG08, LICA09, MB01, MA10, Mi1505, MO84, NLSK04, NBA+17, OD05, OFR+12, PV09, RGV+17, SM06b, TT98, TLK16b, WBP+03, YL06, YSC+06, ZPEL01, ZML10, ZZP15, ZP17]. comparisons [MM01b, Tho06]. compatibility [FK01, FCC+10, KKT17, RFZ08]. compendium [CTY01]. Competencies [TB95]. competency [HJP15, PJK13]. competing [CLW05]. competition [HSM16]. competitive [HPT07]. Compilation [Fri83, HL94a]. Compiler [Ros87, WWL+10]. Compiler-assisted [WWL+10]. Compilers [Mos84b, CWK+11, Mos84a]. complete [BG06, HLWC04, WL17]. completely [DGJ+03, SD16a]. completeness [RPL97]. Complex [CM12, Dam96, PdC94, PdF97, Sca88, AAA11, BM17, CX10, CL15, CL17b, Cie16, DZRH04, FGd+17, Gho91, Gic79, Lai97d, NC88, PRN17, SG12, SW95a]. Complexity [AR90, BK85, CS85, DS92, Eva83, Gon95, HC87, HS95, HB89, HL98, KML94, Mac91, MTC92, MM92, MK90, MK93, Rey84, Tak97, TZ92, Zie88, AHGSS05, CA88, CC04, CG05, DSNH13, EKI2, JPK00, KT03, KHRZ05, LW+10, MT98, Moc98, ZLT10, ZKL10]. compliance [Kim07a, MOH16]. compliant [LLK05]. Component [BDM+93, CSSW05, DPSU06, HTH09, MP14, TDT08, XYS07, ACF+07, ADT12, ASGJ13, ARS17, AMNT08, BWP16, BKR09, BKH10, Ber03, BBC05, BWM06, CGL+04, CLGL05, CHCO11, CL02, DL06, DGP02, DGL+08, EL10, FM11, FBMO9, FCC+10, Fra04, FPW96, GHBD+16, GMS07, GD05, Gru07, GJ08, HNS12, HZ07, KM17, KBF07, KAM13, KLEG07, LS04, LZL+06, LZXS09, LG15, LASL14, MYZC06, MBD13, MV08, MA11, PEC01, PTBP08, PKR01, Rad04, RSP03, SDG+07, SPZ06, TAB+16, VCdA+16, WM03, YM13, ZLZ11, Zho00, Zhu06, ZS05b, dL04, HTH09, WL10]. component- [LASL14, MV08]. Component-Based [CSSW05, HTH09, XYS07, ACF+07, ASGJ13, ARS17, AMNT08, CLGL05, CL02, FPW96, GHBD+16, GMS07, Gru07, GJ08, HNS12, HZ07, MYZC06, MBD13, MA11, PEC01, PTBP08, RSP03, TAB+16, VCdA+16, ZS05b, WL10]. Component-Interface [HTH09]. component-level [DL06]. Component-Oriented [TDT08]. component-ized [SRGL08]. Components [BAEH96, DJL93, Eva97, TL96, BWW+18, BT06, BDLM16, CCD+04, DACY07, EBGR01, GS07, HH07, HJ14, HGK+06, ICSK14, JRO12, KBK06, KBF07, LCLP16, LLX+11, MPAA15, OCCI13, RTT11, RTTF+11, SAM12, Sch03, SSSA17, SJ17, SS15, VP00, WGH00, WDN05, YSG17]. Composing [DACY07, LLX+11, WDN05]. Composite [DGS88, HS95, Çam00b, CDEV08, Cie16, HS15, LQLW12, LASL14, MK15a, SYT+17, WZJ14, YDGB+12]. composite-metric [MK15a]. Composition [BWH10, BDBLP15, BBS10, CPT05, FYCL13, FL09, JZL07, KDS+08, KBF07, KKK08, KSH09, LKL+11, LLZW14, MdOBW+15, MS17b, PW03, S298, TGB13, dbV03, MGI07]. composition-based [FL09]. Compositional [TKJL13, UH96, MKS10, SGC+17, TKJ15]. compositionality [Scho3]. compositions [APM+14, Mer13, MSL12]. compound [KPS10, jT12]. Comprehending [Sca88].
comprehensibility [FRF98].
Comprehensible [MdFD+15, VMB+08].
Comprehension [AS96, BBP96, KLT07, Let87, RBCM91, DRW00, SKW06].
Comprehensive [OD10, Zvi93, ABJ10, CS15, CELS07, CPR16, FBB15, FCC+10, KR98, VK08, YZC15, r9HM17].
compressed [LZG07, Lin12a, WC02].
Compression [Cha91, CBK96, CW97, BGG09, JEEL16, KPT13, LSC04, QZ14, SI12, TC06, WCH03, WCC10, KR98, VK08, YZC15, rBHM17].
compression-based [SI12].
compromise [RFZ08].
Computation [KD91, Alz08, CLC08b, CLC08a, DEA+14, MJ89, RMC05, TH05, TAB+16, YDBG+12, YZL+14].
computation-efficient [CLC08b].
Computational [YGN+16, CL04b, SRS15, TdCAF16, Vla98].
Computations [AQ90, BFR96, BP91, Shi86, SK10, ULN06, WWC98].
Computed [DS98].
Computer [Amm91, Bar92, BTT84, BLPB92, BD10, CPT05, CZ91, CM92, DG87, DV94, DHP86, FM90b, FS91, FJ92, GKS91, GL98a, GL92a, GL96c, Got92a, Got92b, Hay86, Kal92, Kar04a, KL90, KNT86, LIC92, LJC10, Lue92, MC91, Mat86, MvS95, RA91, SL80, Sch81, Spa92, TLP95, YN91, Zvi93, AACL02, Fiec95, Fiec95, Giec79, Gla98c, Gla96c, Gla98d, Har98, HCH12, HLWS13, Ifi11, Kar04b, KBDGAW16, LNC01, Mar81, Mey88a, MCV15, RGV04, RRC07, SLW+15, ST89, Sny79, Sta02, TVK94, TVK95, VB99, WZG09, WSM+95, Zlo99]. computer-aided [Mey88a]. Computer-Assisted [Bar92].
computer-based [WSM+95]. computer/IT [Ifi11]. computerized [JP02].
Computers [IMM95, OS87, SM92b, CC99b].
Computing [Eng81, FJ92, Glia91h, KN97, Mor86, Pow86, PP04, Rp91, Rv92, Rv93, Sch97, SPDT06, ZR94, AJG+15, ALT+09, ADMOK+10, AR18, AHLH16, ALRP16, AAN11, ANH07, AGBD14, BV15, BCF04, BS96, CZG+15, DHL06, DB06, DPMD07, EGH016, FTC16, Glai95i, GL05, GZKL13, HGP+12, HC01b, HH17, HL06b, KHS10, KHS11, KR08, KK07b, KQ17, KBRV17, LCY00, LLKL04, LK04, MKMS05, Mar81, MT13, MGI07, MPG+08, MCV15, Oji16a, PNgGF12, PK01a, RQD+17, Rya13, SPK99, Shu99, SY16b, Som13, TJT+18, Tm04, TE99, TW98, TM98, TLK16b, WT01, WCX15, WLZ+17a, Wen16, YL16, YSJ13, ZERO00, ZGSH13, rBHM17, vWSB13, FdSdp08].
conceal [EEAZ13]. concealing [CPL13]. Concept [FS91, LBX12, MS17b, AACT13, DH13, Glai89d, HLC99, LMGHB17, MM01b, ONR02, Par00, Xia00, YF15].
concept-based [ONR02]. concept-drift [YF15]. conception [BGS+16]. Concepts [CHB94, Sku91, TKS95, BDMK03, BGH+08, FM11, JNY84, JE02a, MO04, SPK99, TKH+11, ZPEL01, Rog94]. Conceptual [BF90, Del92, FM87, Kun95, RA91, RKK16, SA14, Sak84, AF16, ARH+17, BG09, BDP11, CT09, DB95, DGJ+03, GPH07, PDC01, RB99, TFLW99].
conceptualization [SOS+16]. concern [ADTZ12, FSLG12]. concern-sensitive [FSLG12]. concerning [Mü10]. concerns [CHCO11, KPS+04, PSEE12, VM13].
concise [HWHM02]. concrete [PC10].
Concurrence [DY03, wLyRH97, RMC93, SW96, CKy98, HK13, Jun00, KMS04, yLeY98, MMB00, PMB99, SY02, Shu93, WSM+95].
Concurrent [ASSA96, Ara95, KC96, KD91, Kus90, LVB+93, Ng93, SW93, She90, SBM94, Sta90, SP94, UH96, WH97, dSAdLF17, AMN08, CL18, CLLC96, CD05, DY99, FRR09, FW90, LZR16, PTF+15, TS89]. concurrently [ST89]. condition [CCWT13, JLYK09].
conditional [FSGW11]. Conditionals [HC86]. conditioner [DDF+05].
conducting [CC11]. Conference [BKW10, KT16, LH12, LP07, DGV08, Sai09].
SS17, HL10, LKH09, Tse07, VE03].

conference-key [LKH09, Tse07].

conferences [LCM+13]. CONFIDDENT [PGRQVV12]. confidence [JTM04, LYC14].

Confidential [HS11b]. configurable [PSS+16]. Configuration [Bro87, BLM10, CZdV98, MSAH16, MAS13, Rav81, SDG+07, SP14, TBG13].


Conflict [LL00, ZWX+08, HGK+06].

conflicts [EUR+13, HST15, HST16, jHjW08, LKL02].

conformance [ATHM17, KYP+03, LCLP16, NS92]. Confucian [WKbOS17]. Congestion [Ha´c94, GAWW07, PV94, XZP+10].

conjunctive [BL11]. connected [Aba06, Aba08, SK03]. connection [Cic16, JE02a, LJB05].

connection-oriented [LJB05].

connectionist [TN05]. Connections [Cho95, Cic16, GBDCR12, SSK98].

connectivity [BMES04]. connector [LASL14]. connector-based [LASL14].

connectors [EL10, NSD16]. Cons [Gla90f].

consequences [HTB12, ST01, SMB17]. Conservation [Leh80]. Considerations [RA91, Rog89, Won93, Car99, Gie79, PK01b, ZW15].

Considering [BD16, Sám+16, WWSZ15]. consistencies [JFC08]. Consistency [CC99a, Kun91a, Liu95, HC01a, VT99, WSJK08, ZcKS17].

Consistent [DEW+16, TliWS10, BG09, CN04, DRELHE16, EA12, KH14, PGRQVV12].

consolidation [KCV11, LZ+15, LN13].

consonance [KJ01]. Consortium [DB86].

constant [BCF+05, Shi10]. Constrained [LW13b, AR18, DvV+16, HZG+12, KP07, LZ13, LKL05, PCCB+11, Sko14, SK01, ZWX+08, ZCC+17, MGM10].

Constraint [Car96, LKR13, UW95, VMJS06, CCR14, CBG09, EK12, GM02, HCDJ08, TFS10].

Constraint-Based [Car96, LKR13, CBG09, GM02].

Constraint/Rule [UW95]. Constraints [LH95, Pha94, UH96, Wfz96, ZR87, LPP15, CL17b, CF12, GLZ15, GWW+11, KTT+17, KBHG17, LcLsW06, LYC04, MK08, NBF16, Sám+16, SRS15, VT98, VT99, ZT+11, ZKL+09]. construct [Jav88, KTF+16].

Constructing [Fer93, KH96, WZG09, FYCL13, GMPN16, GCSSDP+18, GPSS+13, GAT15, YZ08, dbV08].

Construction [KK17b, OH94, vC80, BHM12, CX10, Luk11, MSH98, RLL+18, RG79, SKL10, Sfm99, WWLG13, YKC+12, SBGT13].

constructs [BBS00, PTF+15].

consultants [CWJK13].

consumer [HT12]. consumption [ÀRMc16, APS+10, PAS+10, XJZ+15].

ConSus [DDF+05]. contained [LY01].

Container [dACM17]. Container-based [dACM17].

Contemporary [Rey80, BGS+16, Glã95i].

contending [AAMS16].

Context [AKP04, CAR14, CLG08, FmPs16, FdSp08, Kmi17, Ky08, LK01, LHH10, LvpmpCLS13, PAC13, Shi12, SL01, TR00, WWSZ15].

Content-aware [AKP04, LVPMPCLS13].

content-based [CLG08, KY08, LK01].

content-oriented [SL01].

contention [CYT16, MA09].

Contents [AH81, An01c, An01d, An01e, An01a, An01b, An02e, An02f, An02g, An02c, An02d, An03a, An03b, An03c, An03d, An04a, An04b, An04c, An04d, An04e, An05e, An05f, An05g, An05a, An05b, An05c, An05d, An097m, An097n, An097o, An098f, LLLK12, LAT10].

Context [AS96, BDV17, EZRK16, HP90, HP92, KPTV09, SGp12, SMS94, AAC16, BD16, BSDD14, CELS07, CBC14, CMNA+09, DBZ16, DpmD07, Frgc10, GMr17, GDSB11, HGBM13, KOS15, KRJ17, KAK+13, Kk07b, Kri06, KSHC14, LC11, LXC13, LLL17a, MRT17, MPG+08, MSK+17, NK15, NBR+14, PCCB+11, RT07, SW05].
SRWE10, SG16, Tom89, VKL16, XCM+12].

Context-aware [KPTV09, AAC16, BSDD14, DBZ16, DPM07, FRGC10, GDSB11, HGBM13, KRJ17, KK07b, KSHC14, LC11, LXC13, MRT17, PCCB+11, RT07, SRWE10, XCM+12].

Context-awareness [EZRK16].


context-sensitive [SG16].

contextual [Aki18, NL99, WRS+17].

contiguous [BMOKAM09, SK03].

Continuing [Bra89].

continuity [SMB17].

Continuous [BK17, Che17, Cho13, FS17, RHL+17, TGBK17, IBM11, LU06, LCC10, SB14, SMB17, Tia99, YMM+17, FGMM17].

Contract [DGBE18, ASMN09, LU06, LCC10, SB14, SMB17, Tia99, YMM+17, FGMM17].

Control [ANB93, Bha84, CL94, CH83, CW90, FSA87, FZ93, Gla97c, Ha94, HB83, Har95a, Hei95, Pre90, Pul90, Qui94, RA91, Rei90b, SM92b, Tau92, Thi94, VPM93, Zuc90b, Zuc90a].

Co-operative [GD12].

Cooperation [CRSS14, HMG96, SSMvD16, dVRB13].

Cooperate [TSCC04].

Coordinated [MP11].

Coordinating [Sch81].

Coordination [APCS10, HMG06, SHHL12, CKJC09, JF04, mJKME01, NPC12, PNL07, Sko14].

coordinator [LSH09].

Coping [Moy00].

COPs [Dar02].

copy [HMC98, LC02, WLC07].

copyright [CWP09, GJ13].

CoqCots [BDLM16].

CoRAL [AT09].

CORBA [CLCY04, LJB05, LFY+99, RDD02].

Core-based [RDD02].

Core [CVT16, CKC15, FHL+15, KSH+12, LK09, LS14, PN14, PGPC17, WX10, ZCC+17, CD10].

Corner [Ano92e, Bab91, BS93, Blu89, Bol97a, Bri92, Car02, Gla89f, Gla90b, Gla90a, Gla90g, Gla90c, Gla90d, Gla90e, Gla90f, Gla90h, Gla90a, Gla91b, Gla91c, Gla91e, Gla92b, Gla92e, Gla92f, Gla92h,
Liu93, MRBN17, Mar84, MG81, MP90, Mot96, MK93, Myr90, OW84, PM90a, RT93, SG91, SW95b, SKT17, SB88, TL96, TC93, Tan96, TK91, Uck91, UW95, VM00, Vei87, VP92, WSN92, WH91a, Won93, YRN80, YY93, YNDS88, vS83, AAAC07, AQK11, AG15, ACL13, ACSC16, AGBYB14, AN10, BRMA+09, BNW+08, Bis13, BTPLST15, BF96, CCGG14, CC02a, CCY+09, CD00, CY00, CCW02b, CL06a, CNL13, CPS11, CDP15, CWC04, CLL10, CLB05, CLK10, CK03b, CBK02, DI+17, De 98, DM17a, DIB14, DS12, DK15a, DHC+11, Dut14, FS14a, FF12, GZ11, GTY12, dGFDL16, GMGTdR14, GP10b, GPL+15]. data [HBG+13, HSC15, HY11, HBT16, Har04, HR95, HST15, HST16, HCS09, HC10, HL94b, HL00a, HC01a, HCL+10, HWL13b, HY01, HSS10, HTH13, HL06b, IAA16, JF99, Jen99, KRDK12, KCR16, KNYS09, KUK07, KRC00, KKL12, Kuoz94, LHC95, LCY00, LKL02, LM13, LKL04, LLC+09, LCT10, LC10, LZZ+15, LVMM07, LCLF13, LL+12, LBCL10, Lin12b, LCC+13, LDZL15, LTK+15, LZW+16, Lin16, LZ12, LW13b, LLL13, LLL17, LK12, LKL06, LWL09, LCL15, LCL17, LQ04, MCC13, MP94, MPST06, MMP15, MQG+17, MTF14, MK08, MDC17, MA94, MG11, MLC09, MC10, MIU12, MT10, MFD+15, MLS12, MZJ+10, MR00b, NK15, NDS13, OL99, OLZN13, OZ97, ÖZ99, OSS99, PS13, PL94, PS06, PAO15, PM94, PWC12, QZ12, RC89, RS+14, RY+13, RRH13, RRHC15, SM17a, SD16a, SAA+10, SAI02, SG16, SHN14, SSH+07, SA06, SW96, SAH12, She98, Sh17]. data [SJC13, SGBP12, SA08, SS07, SSSC08, SG+15, TLV910, TKJ16, TWA04, TBC+16, TTW04, TW07, TLK16b, TC06, TL07, TPTV17, VZ+17, VK08, VZT17, WDC08, WZG09, WC110, WLH13, WYCC13, WC13b, WCC+14, WZL+17b, Wei79, WQ06, WLT+09, WWY+12, WDN05, XLM+15, YYWS10, YWTW11, YWHL11, YCL13, YT+13, YF15, YYS+16, YZL+14, YM13, YHH03, ZS88, ZJZ11, ZHH+17, ZMO6, ZCZZ11, ZHAY12, FGD+17, HBG+14]. data-centric [WWY+12, WDN05]. Data-Driven [YY93]. data-hiding [WYC13]. Data-Intensive [TL96, Shi17]. Data-locality-aware [KC16]. Data/Knowledge [Mot96]. Database [Bar86, BW96, Bha84, BM83, DK08, Fr90, FM87, HB83, Mar84, NS87, PK01b, PL83, Sw94a, UH86, UH95, UH97, WM96, AV02, BL11, CZUB99, CM05, CH10d, DM98, DFC96, EAH+11, GP98, HMP99, HyLW+12, HNS12, HLW04, HDLK00, HY95, JR09, Jun00, KKK00, KRP02, KL02, KVT+17, yLC+98, LKL02, LK01, LJP09, LKL+11, LY01, LZG15, MDFG08, NG08, NGM08, PDK+16, PSL90, PQLN04, RB99, RB16, SVMAM04, SBB98, SL112, TL99, UH98, YLCO8, ZHS01, ZTT+11]. database-driven [PD9+16]. Database-Oriented [NY84]. Databases [KW93, wLyLh97, SW95b, SKS96, AJCM08, BG98, BH09, CKyl98, DK15b, HL09, HK13, HLL01a, JNY84, JK13, KYP06, KKR16, KR98, yL98, LL00, LL00, LYT+09, LKL04, Lin12a, MLGA11, RVM17, TTVY04, ÚDUG04, VGM13, VT98, VY08a]. Dataclay [MQG+17]. Dataflow [BS86, KD91, CD07, Hsi91b, SMM17, TL89, WZ+17a]. DATALOG [Hsi91b]. datasets [HK+17, LGX10]. date [Gla97b, Gla98k]. Db4XML [SVMAM04]. DBMS [Gor91, LKW09]. DC [YLO6]. DCOM [Dar02, DZ05]. DCT [LCC+13]. DCT-based [LCC+13]. Ddbms [DG88]. Dbxx [FG93]. Ddbx-LPP [FG93]. DDDAS [NK15]. DDH [NLKW05]. DDH-based [NLKW05]. DDO [LKH+08]. DDO-64 [LKH+08]. DDS [PG15]. De-motivators [BH03]. deadline [DV+16, LL00, LSE12]. deadlines [CBL+15, HST15, HST16, SK10]. Deadlock
Deadlock-free [IT03]. Dealing [FRGC10, Sko14]. death [Gil86]. Debate [Rei90b, Zuc90b, Zuc90a]. debt [BMB18, FKA16, FSGYP17, GSD16, LAL15, MS16, MKS+18, MGM16, TAV13, YHMS16].
deptor [LS08]. Debugger [Car83, ZENA93]. Debugging [BW83, BH83, FG93, Fri83, FAS94, GH83, HO96, KVH12, PL83, STJ83, SKE95, AVzG11, ASdMG14, Alz08, BBS00, BND14, DW14, OCN89, Shy03, WWSZ15, WSQM05, WQ06, YLCZ12, CA14].
decade [DNBM12]. decay [AS00].
decentralised [NPC12]. Decentralized [AS01, EMSU11, HJ91, AMNT08, CHL05, HSC15, JS13, Ken80].
decide [JK12]. Decision [DLS94, MTA+16, Mos84b, URG10, Zha12a, vT16, ABG02, BWP16, BWW+18, BFP04, CTZ92, DGC17, DCP12, ETYL15, GLZ15, GPMI13, GLJ00, Gho01, KWT’00, KLMZ08, mKME01, Mos84a, PWS+15, Pre90, SWA+13, UZ09, WQJZ10, ZKL+09, vHAT13, vHJPB+17].
Decision-Based [Mos84b, Mos84a]. decision-making [BWP16, BWW+18, ETYL15, GLJ00, Gho01, KLMZ08, SWA+13].
decisional [LJC16].
decisions [BL09, CPS11, JBA08, MFM10, SHS16, VM12, YL06, vHAI12, vHAT13].
Declarative [FAS94, Kom88, Lok06, CCGdL10, CGPT14].
decoding [BMJ11, LHY12].
Decomposing [CCDD00]. Decomposition [LL98, MPS86, Moe96, Mue86, Raj94, KK07a, Kor99a, MDB17, SJ17, TCI11, WH01, YGH+08].
Decomposition/generalization [Raj94].
decompressing [LCLL08].
decoupling [PC10].
decryption [FNWL18, SWH+09].
dedicated [ZLD13].
Deductive [LL97a, Uck91].
deduplication [XZZ+16, ZHH+17].
dee [ZL+12].
Deeply [HC86]. deExploit [WLZ+17b].
defeasible [KB16].
Defect [CC07, KSH92, ZR04, AC16, Bf03, CSN+17, EE08, HNH15, KT03, LASE00, LAT10, MS16, OCE13, RSB+16, SLLY17, SPASM03, TT98, YJZ17].
defect-prone [EE08, SPASM03].
defect-related [MS16].
detectiveness [OY16].
Defects [Cai98, CW90, Eva97, Bf03, CIP+14, JMP07, KJL07, LPS02, WAO12, XCM+12].
defense [Ano93f, Gl93b]. defined [FFdRG+14, WTG+15].
Defining [BBEP17, HB89, JP94, Ros87, TK91, KSKP11, LFW15, MGR+13, RRM17, YKC+12, dSF12].
Definition-Based [Ros87].
Definitions [ABL15, Sku91, CK02b].

degrees [Gla97e]. delay [CSW10, KTK01, LZ13, NSAK10, TAB+16].
delay-constrained [LZ13]. delay-tolerant [NSAK10]. Delegatable [WZ11].
Delegated [WHG01].
delegation [SM09].
delegation-based [SM09].
Deletion [Hab85].
Deliberations [CB91, Kun91b].
delivering [SCO13].
Delivery [Che17, Emd91, AN16, KD05, LH010, VvSvV16].
Delphi [EGHO16].
Delta [LLL+14, AD07, HM00, YLCZ12]. Delta-oriented [LLL+14].
Demand [HHSN7, LS14, DR12, HST15, HH05, NX00, PLF05, WW00, ZLC+14, WGC02, HST16].
Demand-based [LS14].
demand-driven [ZLC+14]. modulatation [KKP12].

demographics [GCDY16].
Denelcor [Hay86].
deniable [HS11b].
denial [SKZ+04, OL15].
Densities [KSH92].
density [HWML04, ZCZZ11].
density-based [HWML04].
depend [VC97].
Dependability [CG94, FMAR16, Pow86, RASL12, VP00, BGG+06, DB06, HP16, LC09, SXYW14, XZAR06].
dependable [CGP+09, GRRX01, SJH+10, dDGR06].
Dependence [HOT97, HUMT92, BGG+08, BHH+10, CS16, CCW02a, CCW02b, HY00,
HY01, YLYL17]. **dependences**

[MH11, FC01]. **Dependencies** [HB83, BRS10, DCAC09, MSL12, OCC13, SPLW17].

**Dependency** [ADTZ12, HTH09, HR96, JLQ+10, WH91b, HJBH10, LSC04, WQ06, YZL+14, YR09, ZKL+09].

**Dependency-aware** [JLQ+10].

**dependency-based** [YZL+14].

**Dependent** [KO95, Car99, FS05, IBM11, LU06, LH08, TSSD09].

**Deployed** [GDH05, BZ14, MHLMG14].

**deployment** [AHH+10, ABL15, C¸T13, CX O+15, GDSB11, HS15, MBAG11, PDC01, PCCB+11, RHL+17, SMS11, SDG+07, VSS+11, WL17, ZP06, ES09].

**depth** [CJ13, KM17, PUPT03].

**dereferences** [CBSM16].

**derivation** [CL17b, CNKL12, DSB05, LPM15, ROR11].

**Derivatives** [Sta90].

**Derive** [AQ90, FCL+00].

**Derived** [LV97, HKN+07].

**Describing** [She89, KT12].

**Description** [MR84, OKS08, Ayr98, BBA10, FICGLN+02, GGC16, GS17, LZX09, LPXL10, RS06, SMG08, XLM+15].

**Descriptions** [BYY87, Mar84, Mil96a, CP07, EVR11, LLL+17b, NBA+17, OFR+12].

**descriptive** [PL99].

**Design** [ALT+09, AH+10, Amm91, BL09, BW96, BCD92, BYY87, Blu93, BDG13, BM83, CL94, hChSyCwL10, CH94, CLG08, CDJ+84, DG92, DDGR09, DS16a, EHS93, Fic89, FJ92, Gla90d, Gom89, Gom94, GRS92, GA95, Ha´c91, HRL09, HJ12, HG91, How80, HCC10a, Hup93, Hu81, JH95, KRT02, KLL17, KWL17, KWL17, KW91, KW93, LJS+03, LJB05, LKL05, LKW+09, LZ97, LG97, LH97, MM81, MLGA11, MBD13, MJ89, Moh81, MB84, OC90, PW87, PZB10, PWCC01, PdC94, Pha94, RLY+13, RAJ15, Row86, RT93, SGJ93, Sak84, SKZ+04, SM17b, TOY95, TDT08, TKA+02, Tsu85, UW95, Var91, WNSC96, Whe81, WSR+83, Won93, WFZ96, YY04, ZK85, ZC96, Zha09, Zho93, ZX94, vGB02, AA07, AL05, AAN11, AKKS11, ACS13, ACDF01, ARH+17, AAC+17, BPO+16, Bat08, BD16, BI10, BHH+12].

**design** [BM07, BWDP00, CSF+14, CLX+04, CA88, CGL+04, CH07a, CLLC96, CL04a, CCC06, CMSG12, CDDF99, CK12, DI05, Dav99, Dav95, DRSR03, DSA+04, DLT99, DAR14, E04, EM01, EZK14, ES97, FM11, FVHF+15, FBMO9, FIGCLN+02, FSGL12, FMR11, FHT07, FCRF16, GKD13, GJ88, GD04, Gla94g, Gla00h, Gla00i, GPM08, GTA14, GMS07, GA13, DDF+13, HAL08, HZ79, HJBH10, HLAB99, HR95, HKN+07, HJ17, HL00a, HCC08, HHL+97, HC04b, Hus01, JBA08, JF92, JS90, JMM07, Kam89, KB98, KY92, KBK06, KK06, KRJ17, KCS08, KST89, KP07, LASE00, LRv93, LH04, LT09, LSH09, LZW07, LY09, LSa04, LJD10, MLB09, MCV16, MRY17, MM93b, Mey88a, MR99, MR00a, Nav92, NBR+13, NOPF12, NWZ05a, Ost92, PLGT10, Phi98, PK89, PFF12, PK01b, PGRQV12, Rey89, RDD02, SCSI15, SNB98].

**design** [SHS16, Spi01, SFM99, SDG+07, SPSM03, SLLL12, SC09, TA02, TL99, TBGH06, TJJ07, TNJH07, TJJ15, UhCLS94, WJ10, Wij03, WCV+98, WSM05, YWGL02, YZC15, ZA15, ZFS15, ZAD15, ZLT10, ZM06, ZLZ+96, Zho04c, vHJBP+17, KY09].

**design-based** [AAN11].

**design-time** [AAC+17].

**designated** [CC09a, FWCS12, HYWS11, KBD09, RPSL10].

**designated-verifier** [FWCS12].

**designers** [WFCS12].

**Designing** [AD17, BL95, Ber03, Car92, DFCPSF15, GH02, LCLL08, NC88, PB04, San95, SZ06, SVMAM04, SD02, TLK+16a, VPM93, AF16, CCG+07, CGP+09, CW09, GMLSF+15, HLC99, SJH+10, ZMAV08, MM93b].

**Designs** [AC97, TZ81, WSN92, ATHM17, OSG98, PG05, RPL97, RF14, SK02].
desires [HKvVvdV07].
desk [ABL16].
destinations [WMOKY11].
detailed [PFF12].
Details [Hen88].
Detect [BAH96, FW00, FCMJ12, KSS15, LTK+15].
detected [ZXC+17].

Detection

[BAFR96, Wha93i, Goe80, JM90, KL95, LHC96, Wha90, WC02, Aba13, BRG+12, CCKK15, CCP05, CXX+15, DBO05, FMR11, HWMO1, HWHMO2, HWH+03, HK13, HAE+15, HB13, HZ07, JZ07, KGVSI1, KHC16, LASE00, LWB+13, LG17, LYLCE16, LH06, LJM06, LTW16, MC98, MJZ+10, PRN17, SG16, SKE10, SS14b, TR00, TLZ+16, WZW+06, WZG09, WJT09, WWZ+14, WHMP99, WLC07, JWL+13, WHC07, XTXZ12, XTXZ13, YWWS10, YLXZ16, ZFS15, ZWX+08, ZLC+14].

detector [PAC13].
determinants [VEM+01].
determined [ZWC+08].

determining [Kel09, NDM80, SvV08].
deterministic [DC11].

develop [Amm91, PD98, TC93, AbdB13, SMCL96].
developed [GN15, LMNA17, OD17, WK15].
developer [CB16, GC13, HSM16, Lin99, MSK+17, SHW09, SYXL17, YLCZ12, vAAJ16, LZHS11].
developers [Por93, AbJ+17, BVD17, HHKW16, HAE+15, LK16, LVTVP17, LS98, OBS+18, WL16a].

Developing

[Aki18, BM05, CH11, DK94, HH97, HJSB09, Kal92, LK09, MTON94, SG06, TM97, CCF+04, EA12, GMMC13, LM10, O´B08, PGPC17, SJR+11, SÅM+16, SPZ06, WRR14, REF+07].

Development

[AYZI10, ANB93, AMGG14, BB096, CB89b, Coo81, Di 87, DSS5, FWP93, Gas96, GK91b, GR97, HZ84, HL90, HHSR94, HS95, HHS17, Jef87, Jos83, Joy94, KSS6, KTS5, Laim98a, LP95, Lee93, LS17b, MM93a, MB84, NG91, Pan81, Phi81, Pla92, PL6, PZ94, PU84a, Ros87, RO99, Sah94, Sei89, SM92a, Sta83, SB93, Sub93, TC89a, TKS95, TDB97, TT93, WKM94, Zim84, vS96, vS83, vC80, ACF+07, AJLS10, AKH12, AW07, ASG17, APS16, AB10, APSC10, AHC+11, BG09, Bar94, BM00a, BDGR01, BBS10, Bos12, BS15, CM15, CNG16, CH09, CC11, CLL14, CBS00, CHCO11, CL02, Dav88, DZ00, DC17, DNB12, DCT17, DGCA17, DCP12, EB00, EL10, Fei12, FA13, FFdRG+14, FMRM15, FLA+01, FCRF16, FPW96, FA19, GKD13, GML05, GRBNA10, GGC16, GR05].

development

[GD12, Glas98d, GC13, GPHS07, GAF14, Got93, GTF17, GJ07, HGP+12, HP16, HDGZ06, Har00, HTHB12, HVK11, HHO8a, HW01, HBB+99, HCM01, HBJ+99, IAA16, JPK04, J006, JKM04, Jor04, JK12, JST10, JR15, KWT+00, Kel15, KRJ17, KLKL99, KPMEO2, KPEM05, KSM+16, KM14, KRC08, LGLP16, LGC17, LSO4, LCL04, LK02, LCCJ10, LRD+16, LZW12, LASL14, L16, LMYGT08, LTF89, MWM12, MKS10, MR01, MDP+11, MG16, MCB08, MA89, MMTL06, MT13, MK00, MSB+02, NSL+07, NCK+15, NL99, NKO17, NER01, OAZ08, OKS+15, PJ13, PC15, PRS11, PFG13, PW09, PGRQV12, PLP04, PU84b, PFL16, PM10, RGBM06, RDD02, RS00, RSGH12, RMO+08, Sal80, SCDS+06, SSMvD16, SFJ04, ST01, SHEO2, SWA+13, SB14, Sta09, SM16, SHHL12, SLGY17, SJ07, SP14].

development

[TC89b, Tha80, TDT08, TK00, VAM+10, VM12, WK15, WCC12, Wei79, Wes02, WWSS13, YLA16b, YHMS16, ZA15, Zel88, ZEO3, ZGYS+15, ZGH+07, ZP17, ZS01, dOZR+04, BMKM15, DL06].
device

[ASV+16, BVB+04, OMLB16, SCL13].
device-related

[SCL13].
devices

[BJK+11, CDA11, CCD+16, CTIL12, CMK+11, DS16a, IB11, LWK+09, LZHS11, LKL05, PCCB+11, PSG+09, SFJ04, SKE10, VA08, VK04a].

DHA RMA [MM00].
diagnosability

[BGLG13, KKH+16, LOR903].
diagnose

[WLZ+17b].

Diagnosis [RB93a, SK02,
diverged

YCW15, YCLC17, YYWW07, YZL
WCLK07, WFWL09, WKH09, WM99,
YCWW15, YCLC17, YYWW07, YZL+14,
ZK13, ZLC+14, ZZ88, ZLZ+96, ZS01,

Distribution [BHL00, CH07a, CH11, HR10,
LASE00, PWLH06, TH02]. DoD
[Rav81, SG91, Wal91]. DoD-STD-2167A
[Wal91]. Does [VC97, vHAT13]. doing
[Gla88c, Gla98d]. DOM [KY09]. Domain
[Gla92f, Jar93, KO95, Lam97, PC10, Pas96,
Pou95, Sut00, TM97, dOZR+04, ACG+15,
AMCC14, ARS17, Ano92g, AMK12,
BML+13, BRC09, BGH03, BKB+07, CL06b,
De08, EMB17, EZRK16, FM09, FH10,
FCL+00, FLA+01, Fra04, GJ13, GW95,
HGMB13, JOZ03, JF99, Jen99, KG09,
KKP06, KPS08, KM16, LXCMI11,
LLL+17b, MPTT14, PWW10, SLK10, ST13,
SL03, SHS16, Spi01, Sp14, yWPWyYP13,
YWW10, ZGH+07, KHY12, RALS12,
Vpdp13]. Domain-Dependent [KO95].
Domain-Independent [KO95].
Domain-oriented [dOZR+04].
domain-polymorph [FM09].
Domain-Specific
[Lam97, Pou95, PC10, ACG+15, AMCC14,
ARS17, EMBS17, GW95, HGMB13, KMK16,
SLK10, SHS16, Spi01, ZGH+07, Vpdp13].

Domains
[GV92, JHYK10, MO84, NES+14, PAB+17].
dominance [CV95, MC01]. domino
[LZZO06a, LZZO06b, DB95]. Done [Gla91h].

DoS-resistant [HCC10b]. Dot [Sha01].
Dot-com [Sha01]. DOTS [CL17a]. Double
[NTRN11, BV15, KBRV17].
Double-layered [NTRN11]. doubly
[AC16]. doubtful [Gla96g]. Down
[MM81, HWML04, WCLL09]. downlink
[WC11]. Downloadable [HCKY08]. DPDP
[ZENA93]. DPE [CHL05]. DPE/PAC
[CHL05]. DR [HCKY08]. DR-TCP
[HCKY08]. Dr. [TG10]. drag [SDB16].
drag-and-drop [SDB16]. DRAMA
[KPS08]. dramatic [Gla96d]. DRRank
[SPLW17]. Drat [LDN87]. DRDB [SBB98]. DRE [LBS+07, SDG+07, TDW+14]. drift [BGE17, YF15]. Driven [Har81, Jar93, PMR16, Por93, YY93, AdB13, Aki18, AF16, AC16, ABCT06, BKR09, Boz00, CCHW09, CWK+13, CPYZ14, CCC06, CHC011, CV16b, DI05, DY99, ELHC13, FDAM12, FA13, GMPN16, GwV08, GMS07, DDF+13, GEN15, HP16, HVK11, HK13, HRN+01, JR09, JGdL17, KKL09, IWZ+16, MEB+10, MGB16, MBAG11, MAG12, MCS+12, MGR+13, MD16, Mus03, NK15, NJ17, Özm09, PLCC09, PDK+16, PG15, Phi98, Phi05, Phi06, PBD+12, PGRQV12, PQLN04, PZ15, PSG+09, Rey89, RRM17, SAMP12, TKM03, TKJ16, TAF+17, TTR+13, TGP11, UIK17, VM12, WWSS13, WLD16, ZLC+14, dBV03, AJCM08, BMKM15, DL06].

DRM-protected [LLLK12]. DRMFS [LLLK12]. drop [SD16]. DS [NI17].

DSEA [LLLL06a, LLLL06b]. DSFMS [GP13]. DSL [MAGC+17]. DSM [INS00]. DSP [LC05, LC07, PNM04, WWL+10].


duty [LWL04]. DWT [CWP09].

DWT-based [CWP09]. DyDAP [SGBCP12]. dying [Gla97b]. Dynamic [AP+14, APT+12, BFR96, CsaG02, DVV+16, DT09, EG+11, FG93, Gan91, HJ90a, HJ91, IN00, KL90, Leu97, OSG98, OCC12, OCO4, PCCB+11, QKO8, SSM+09, SM03, SF92, VSS+11, WCX15, WCTK12, YRN80, YCO8b, ADZ+09, ASV+16, ADET12, AKA+15, AR17, BRB14, BRC09, BRMA+09, BGH03, BPQP+10, BSKL10, BLNm10, Boz00, CS15, CD107, CCdR+16, CsDSG+18, CkCk15, CD00, CTL12, CBG09, CYT16, CS12, DY15, DSO12, DZT+14, D101a, EOM95, EA11, FL09, GJ88, GP05, GDH05, GWDE07, DDF+13, HSM+07, HLL01a, JS16, KYP+03, KBH07, KDE04, KPG+07, KMO09, LBS+07, LLY07, LZL+15, LLKL04, Li11, LJJ+12, LG15, LH11b, LSaC04, MMM00, MHW01, MLM09, MKM+06, MAAC17, MM06, NK15, OM13, OD05, PB15, PLHP+15, PCYZ12, PAR14, RO13b, RLL+18, RwJ10, RMCh+14, SM09, SLS08, SBGCP12, SA08, SA05].

dynamic [SH07, SKF17, THWC10, VKL16, WL16, WHY06, WG05, XJZ+15, Zho06, vdBK94, CBT+14]. dynamic-circuit [CDC+16].

dynamical [JT12, Wen16].

Dynamically [FS91, GAT15, KPT09, CFN10, QOLGJ16].

Dynamics [AH93, KLRW01, PL09, PMB99, RRT01, SG01, WC99]. DYNAMOS [RT07].

DYSCS [CdR+14].

e-business [LC09, ZMAV08, RCL14].

e-commerce [DL+13, WGO12].

e-contracting [AG08]. e-mail [MRJD+12].

e-science [SZZ06, ZL06]. EA [vdRBVS10].

each [LY01]. earlier [Ber12]. Early [CM15, Gru07, KL05, Lok96, OAZ08, WJT09, APS16, Dav88, EDO9, FS+11, JZ07, LKB06, MMD05, NHC13, PCC02, SG16, SS15, ZK13].

EASE06 [KB07]. EAST [WRTP+13].

EAST-ADL [WRTP+13]. Eastman [Sed93]. easy [Dav95, MPG+08].

eBizBench [LCL04]. ECC [LH11].


ecosystem [CRL+12, Han12, KHAH12, LZO+16, PSZ17].

ecosystems [AS16, BBS10, B14b, BHS14, HSM16, MH13, Man16, SA12, VA17, vAAJ16, KJS+12].

ECP [Cic16]. Edge
Zuc90b, FF12, LTW16, TJT+18, WLT+09, WCB+17, YCLY13. Edges [Ber93, MC10].

EDI [LH01b]. EDICT [BLPB92]. editing [RDD02]. Editor

Fai85b, Gla97e, Gla98i, Ree95, SM83, CCM12, vEHvV89, Ano83, Ano86c, Ano86b, Ano87d, Ano90d, Ano91b, Ano92f, Ano92g, Ano93e, Ano93f, Ano93g, Ano94e, Ano94d, Ano94g, Ano01g, Ber94, BS93, Bol97a, Car02, Car04, Car08, CDW07, Fai83a, Fai83b, Fai83c, Fai84, Glv6, Glv8a, Glv8b, Glv8c, Glv89a, Glv89b, Glv89c, Glv89h, Glv89d, Glv89g, Glv89f, Glv89e, Glv90a, Glv90b, Glv90c, Glv90d, Glv90e, Glv90f, Glv90h, Glv91a, Glv91b, Glv91c, Glv91e, Glv91f, Glv92d, Glv92e, Glv92f, Glv92g, Glv92h, Glv93a, Glv93b, Glv93c, Glv93d, Glv93e, Glv93h, Glv94c, Glv94d, Glv94e, Glv94f, Glv94h, Glv94i, Glv95b, Glv95c, Glv95d, Glv95e, Glv95f, Glv95g, Glv95i, Glv95j, Glv96a, Glv96b, Glv96c, Glv96d, Glv96e, Glv96f, Glv96g, Glv96h]. Editor

[Gla96j, Gla96k, Gla97a, Gla97b, Gla97c, Gla97d, Gla97e, Gla97f, Gla97g, Gla97h, Gla97i, Gla97j, Gla97k, Gla98a, Gla98c, Gla98d, Gla98e, Gla98f, Gla98g, Gla98h, Gla98i, Gla98j, Gla98k, Gla98l, Gla98m, Gla98n, Gla98o, Gla98p, Gla98q, Gla98r, Gla98s, Gla98t, Gla98u, Gla98v, Gla98w, Gla98x, Gla98y, Gla98z].

Editor-in-Chief [Car08].

Editorial [Ano98d, Ano98e, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano99c, Ano99d, Ano99e, Ano99f, Ano99g, Ano99h, Ano99i, Ano99j, Ano99k, Ano99l, Ano99m, Ano99n, Ano99o, Ano99p, Ano99q, Ano99r, Ano99s, Ano99t, Ano99u, Ano99v, Ano99w, Ano99x, Ano99y, Ano99z].

EDS [Won93]. EDT [Lai97a]. Educate [Gla91e]. educating [SJ05]. Education [BLPB92, CFSS98, Mat86, Rus90, Sai09, AdB17, Bra89, BT05, CC11, CHZ03, CP88, CR89, Fai97, FCL99, GSB97, Haz02, HHB99, Let00, Mea09, MFM01, PKR01, RZL+18, Sai99, SW05, WR99].

Educational [KCK+98, JS90, vWSB13].

Educator [Joy94]. Educators [Gla91e].

Effect [CB16, Fai94, GR97, Loh84, AL10, BDP01, CPY07, ETM10, HJN11, HCN00, HNN15, JSL16, SW88, WW00, XNP07, YAY13]. Effective [AKB11, CCK15, Fai93, HK13, JJC+14, LCC10, LLL06, ROFG13, SHu99, Tre81, WQ06, CX10, GPL+15, IW07, KHS11, KPS+04, KLB15, LC05, LC07, LN+11, MQG+17, NWZ05, PC02, PC01, PACH15, RB16, SD16b, SZ98, WZG09, WAG15, Wey99, WDC10, ZGO7, ZK09, LXC13].
effectively [KTF+16, ZXC+17].

Effectiveness
[ARAS94, CCL01, Emn91, FZ93, GC94, SYB97, CKN06, CW99, ELH00, FF96, FWH97, HS99, JK00, JST10, NR04, RZL+18, SL08, WHMP99, vDBSwvV10].

Effects [DG80, HCN05, Kri06, OCCN99, Sch97, AW07, CGW08, FCSM09, Gla99c, HMC01, Hus01, JH10, Jor16, Kan15, KCV11, LJ16, MF10, SSvD16, SAN+17, Xia13].

efficiency [HBJ+99, MMTL06]. Efficiency [SKL07, vSS3, CW12, DMSG11, FMP09, Hua05a, KCT12, MK06, PAR14, SB12, TWD+14, WH15, WOC15, YTH04, YM13, ZS05a]. Efficient [AMP12, ACS16, Bel93, BDM+93, Fra86, GLW10, GH04, HPT07, Har81, HL11, HL06b, JLY14, KH97, Kim17, KKR16, LHJ10, LLK04, Lee07, LZL+15, LWZ+16, LHYZ12, MPST06, NES+14, NMM10, OFWP07, Ow096, PWH06, Ram90, RO13b, RVC17, SAAAS94, SD94, SM00, SGO13, TWA95, TH05, ULN06, WVT+14, WXZ+17, WL09, YCL13, YZF+14, ZGZ+13, ZHAY12, ABA06, ASV+16, AM04, BHM09, Bar15, CDA11, CKC15, CD00, CHL07, CH11, CLY17, CL08b, CHL11, CZG+15, CLG08, CTL08, CBK02, DA07, EMBS17, EZOK14, FS06, FNWL18, GQ12, GCSSD+18, HL09, HWL13a, HC04b, HSS10, HS15, IB11, JW06, JC02, JLYK09, JXLC15, KKH+16, KA96, KKH11, KPS09, KMO09, KKL11, LMS11, LWHS05, LC07, LH11a, LKL+11, LHZX12, LZ13, LZG15, MPN+17, MC04, MLC09, MSAH16, MT10, MM06, NNV17, OT17, PHN08, PJ09, Pen11, PPMM17, PFL16].
efficient [SM17a, SC08, Shi17, SOC+03, TLL2, Tse07, TL07, TL09b, USL01, ÜDUG04, VT14, WMWZ12, WK88, WC11, YWLG02, YC09, YC08a, YSK06, YH10, YC08b, ZM12, ZGSH13, MC10, MPG+08].
efficiently [JC03, LBCL10]. Effort [Dol97, DG80, Eva95, FWD97, JB91, Lee93, NQ98, SB93, SB95, WSD81, ASMN15, ABL16, ANC11, ANM15, CM15, CH07b, DCT17, dGFDL16, GJO7, HBVG08, Hua05b, IAA16, IHA16, J303, JT04, Jor04, JH10, Jor10, Jor16, KM13, LH08, LJ16, LMYMGT08, MS03, MDFG08, MT98, MdFD+15, RSO00].

Efforts [HH97], Effiel [Mey88b]. eight [GTF17, VCD+16]. EIS [Sal02]. either [Gla95g].
electric [HWR17, ZGSH13, dACM17].

electricity [DM17a].

electronic [HH97].

electronics [HTB12].
element [NG08].
elements [AMdLM17, FSGYP17, HLWC04, SFM99, TKZW17].

Eigaman [CW00].

Eigaman-like [CW00].

Elicitation [Lan98a, LZL17, GSM15, PG12].

Eliciting [ASS07, CP07, DB06].

eligibility [DMSG11].

elimination [CCH09, LZ12, Ozm09, WAW02].

elitism [PS13].

elliptic [BAAS13, EHKH04, IB11, JW06, NZM10, YC09].

electrophysics [MPS86].

Else [Lak93].

elusive [SKZ+04].

email [CP09].

embed [KPS10].

Embedded [ABCH13, LPXL10, War89, WHe81, WCTK12, ÁRMC16, BRMA+09, CWK+11, CC03, hChSyCW10, CS04, CG05, De98, Del08, EB14b, DDF+13, HZG+12, HNS12, HLC+09, JBS09, KCS01, KSM+16, KSH+12, KP07, KLG07, LNY06, LC11, LLS11, MYZC06, Mar81, MFMCY12, MBAG11, NEM17, PB04, RAK15, SO03, ScwY12, SP08, SJH+10, TC12, WCLK07, WWL+10, WWSS13, WDN05, XYS07, YSSaR14, dRSB13].

Embedding [Cho04a, LCT10, PdC94, SÁMI17, AO16, EA11, HCL12, KC09, MHK+12, PWLL13, WLC08, YWWS10].

EMBOT [ZEY04].

emergence [LN13].

emergency [HWdS+15, MPPL+15].

emergency-care

Empirical [AW07, AS96, BGB90, BBP96, DDMP14, Emd91, FAI13, Har00, MBB01, Pas96, Per93, PFL16, RK00, RSGH12, SKW06, Sta93b, Sub93, SB95, SBY97, SAN+17, UN09, Wei14, WSJ14, ACS07, ACG+15, AL05, AKKS11, ARH+17, AB10, AS00, ANM15, BKZ+06, BVN07, BRB14, BB89, BBS00, BGH+08, BvD06, BT03, CH09, CH10c, CO12, CN00, CGSR06, CGMPAP08, DvdVA+13, DSR03, DOL+16, EA14, EJ01, EED16, EBC10, GTHA14, HHHW16, HP16, HH07, HJN11, HS99, HB+99, HKS+17, IS03a, JSL16, JPK00, JH01, KY10, KPMEO2, KPMEO5, KT03, LMH10, LS07, LJS05, LMS12, LECO11, LWC06, LCL15, DPS03, MNS13, MDNC17, MSA08, MM00a, MRG+13, MR00b, Mur08, MHLMG14, NSW05b, OD09, OD05, PLMO7, PHR10, RGVO4, Rob98, RNR17, Sol87, SSA08, SC01, SLL14].

empirical [SKF17, Tan00, TB13, VK08, VHF02, VBC+14, WM95, WDMR99, YC13, YHMS16, YR09, ZXC+17, BW10, MPTT14].

empirically [GN15].

empirically-developed [GN15]. employee [LC09]. Employing [Deu01, MF90, VTZ+17, CDS02].

Empowering [OD17]. Emulation [YY93]. enable [CdAM+14, PACH15, VvSV16].

enabled [AN10, EZRK16, KR14, LPJP09, SDG+07]. enabler [LWZ12]. Enablers [ESWA18].

Enabling [BH+12, BLUH15, HMSW03, JZL07, PC15, YYYY+16, SKKL07, TC12]. enactment [GPHS08, RRM17].

Encapsulation [Joy87]. encoding [CNL13, CSW13, HL09, HCL12, MLC09, MIUM12, WCC10]. ENCOMPASS [TC89a]. encompassing [LD00].

encountered [GSdS16]. encrypted [BTPLST15, BL11, CH11]. encryption [BAAS13, CHC01, FSGW11, GMR08, HY95, LLLZ06a, LLLZ06b, LLZlo8, LWC13, LW13a, LW13c, NES+14, RG10, RPSL10, SNM14, SLZ12, SWH+09, jT12, WWYZ11, WHY+12, WZG+12, WH02, YLZ+16, ZLW+12, ZT14, ZML17, ZZ12, ZL12b].

End [Gla00e, SP14, ZK85, AKN14, CTHW12, FGBC10, Gla99d, GCSSDP+18, HBG+13, HBG+14, KY10, KD05, LKP13, LS05a, LAS14, LSL17, SK10, WCLK07].

end-of-century [Gla99d]. end-to-end [CTHW12, FGBC10, GCSSDP+18, HBG+13, HBG+14, KY10, KD05, SK10, WCLK07].

End-user [SP14, AKN14, LAS14, LSL17]. ends [LKJR10a, LKJR10b, PSS11].

endurance [nWsCqW12]. enemies [WLL17].

Energy [CL17, FHY17, LZL+15, TL07, TL09b, WH15, Wen16, ASV+16, ARM16, Bar15, CDA11, CZH+15, DM17a, GQ12, HZG+12, JLYK09, JXLC15, KCT12, LWW+13, LGHR16, LZC14, MDO+10, MT10, NNV17, PJ09, PPM12, PFL16, SPC16, Skol4, TeCAF16, TC12, V14, WMW12, WC11, X1Z+15, YZG+13, ZGSH13].

Energy-aware [Wen16, GQ12, LWW+13, MDO+10, TdCAF16]. energy-efficiency [KCT12].

Energy-Efficient [LZL+15, CL17, TL09b, Bar15, CDA11, CZH+15, JLYK09, JXLC15, MT10, PJ09, PFL16, VT14, WMW12, WC11, X1Z+15, YZG+13, ZGSH13].

Enforce [AAC07]. Enforcement [HB83, GL15, ZTS+11]. enforcers [Ano87f]. Engaging [JR09]. engine [CHL05, HKW00, LS92, MSGM17, SVMAM04]. Engineer [Bab91, Pla92].

Engineering [AAC16, AJMP96, ACCD91, BF81, BCD92, Boe83, BL03, BW93, BHR89, BB08, Bux90, CG15, CS99b, CCCY17, Chr91, CVGP13, CL95, CBVD07, CDJ+84, DR92, EHS93, Fen93, FG94, Gar13, GHC91,
GR05, Gla92a, Gla96a, Gla97a, Got90, Ham81, HC15, HD84, Jac98, JVT17, Jef91, Jef96, KSS84, KL96, KB07, KL91, Lan90, LL85, LN13, Ma196, MA89, MR80, Mey88b, MiI89, NFSM11, O’N83, PMR16, PSS11, Rey80, Sag95, Sai09, Sed93, Snc83, Sta93a, TGBF17, TR89, VM89, VE03, Woh16, Zel96, ZC97, AAAC07, ADZ+09, AA07, AS10, Ale05, Ano96m, BM05, BMA+13, BNvdH05, BM99, Ber95, Ber02, BS96, BDBLP15, BDA+02, Bra89, BCG+13, BKb+07, Bud00, BT05, BM00b, CC08a, CdS18, CSNS05, CC11, CR89, CRESF+13, CU98, CTD07, Cow05, DGRN10, engineering [DA07, DJW08, DS98, DD01, ETM10, EC04, Eri92, FDAM12, FaI07, FVHF+15, FCMS09, FS17, FCC+10, Fug99, GPP+17, GCBCD15, GCDY16, GJ16, Gla89c, Gla94a, Gla95c, Gla96b, Gla98b, Gla99a, Gla99b, Gla00c, Gla00d, GC02, GC03, GC05, GPM08, GSB+07, HBP+17, HP16, HF08, HLS+13, Har88a, Haz02, HAH06, HS11a, HHB+99, HJP15, HFRHS09, JRD09, JPDGL17, JT98, JDL16, KPTV09, Kim07a, Kim07b, KBBW05, LLM+17, LCM+13, LFW15, LSLG17, LHHLG+15, MCHJ17, Mea09, MAGIC+17, Mer13, Mil00a, MPLL+15, ML08, MR00b, MSSMDC12, PILO06, Pfi99, Phi06, PH07, PC98b, PKB09, Qui94, Rad84, RAK15, RR00, Sai09, Sai02, SW05, SG12, SNL16, San16, SCdS+06, SSSA17, dMSSS+13, Som13, SG01, TKM03, Tom89, TTL+13, TL09a, TCG06, TFLW99, UGFK15, UIK17, VCDΔ+16]. engineering [VM07, VB99, VH02, VEM+01, VBC+14, VCMG17, WMAS12, WCV+98, WR99, WRdMSN+13, WSM15, WTB+08, WTBG+09, WTB+11, WLD16, ZTCD16, dSdMSNO+14, vDB05, Bor12, CSSW05, DDMP14, GC01, HLS+13, LAHS97, VPMVM+13]. Engineering-based [GR05]. Engineers [MP89, TB95, JFG07, Let00, dSF12]. engines [APT+12, CCF+04]. England [LZ07]. English [CW97, CHL+08, GI95, Gla93a, Kan15]. enhance [FL+01, OCCR12]. Enhanced [CL97, FHL+15, PPN+15, YCC16, Cdr+14, LWC13, MC01, PK02c, TKb+11, WSM+95, ZEY04, ZSM05]. Enhancements [LYLC16, OS09]. Enhancing [FVHF+15, LTHR97, LH08, MKS10, PTK00, SYXL17, ZS05a, ZCZZ11, HY95, LHC95, ZSP01]. Enough [Gla97f]. enrich [TCCH12]. Enriching [JAvdV09]. Ensemble [LLC17, ANM15, IHA16]. ensembles [SH17]. ensure [CH10b]. Ensuring [ABW07, HHSR94, ATHM17]. Enterprise [SK11, BK17, CCG01, CG03, Chu97, JBSL12, LJIH10, LBS+07, LK02, LLX+11, NHH+12, NKJT09, NB13, RNR17, SL02, SS14a, SCC16, TSPH06, WA102, dSdMSNO+14, FCMA12, PNL07]. enterprises [VA17]. Entity [BT84, CH94, DK15a, JN84, MR84, Sak84, San95, CTKT13, CPW98, JNY84, Kuo94, LMXZ10, MPN+17, SZ06, WWLG13, YLC08, ZLZ11]. Entity-Life [San95, SZ06]. Entity-Relationship [JN84, MR84, Sak84, JNY84, Kuo94, YLC08]. Entity/Class [CH94]. Entropy [Moh81, LZL+06, Özm09, SS04]. entropy-based [Özm09]. Enumeration [Ni97]. Environment [AM85, BFG97, Blu86, Chr91, DS85, FrI83, Har88b, HL90, HS95, IKCN91, JLD9, KZ91, Kom88, Kus90, KCK+98, Law81, Mey88b, MMSH92, Ng93, OW84, Par86, TC89a, TDB97, TT93, FH86, WNSC96, WM90, Zel96, CDM98, CC99a, Czg+15, CPL+04, DB95, DK01, HHZ92, HK09, HC04a, HLY06, KPK06, KSH+12, LCL04, LPJ09, LNY06, LZR16, NLKW05, PILO06, SZZ06, SA11, SOC+03, SSSA11, TA02, TL89, TM02, TT13, TTT14, VA08, XZZ+16, YH13, ZIR04, dOZR+04]. Environmental [ZP17, HCRW05, ZSP01, ZLCY06, ZSP15, DFCSF15]. Environments [ACCD91, BL95, FG94, GHC91, JEF87, KSS84, KW91, MMSH92,
PT91, Sch97, ZC97, AR12, ADZ+09, AHH+10, AD14, AdAD17, AM10b, BSG12, CELS07, CL04a, CLL10, DI05, DSSL09, DY03, DTV09, DPMD07, FPW96, HGP+12, HL06b, HCC05, JS16, KSN17, KSEN17, KGT02, KK17b, LKL04, LSz+07, LLH08, LVPMPCLS13, MC04, MGI07, MPG+08, NK14, NIF97, NJ09, PJC10, PM10, RT07, SCdO02, SC08, SLW+15, Tan04, WDC12, YC09, ZMN05, NFSM11].

epidemic [MK08]. EPR [UUN11]. Equate [Zei88]. equation [SM08]. Equations [Rod86, EMBS17]. equipment [AAMS16]. equipments [AAMS14]. Er-Data [Mar84]. Era [Gla00e, FGD+17, Gla00g, Oja16a]. ERD [CTKT13]. Ergodic [FN86]. Erlang [CF13, Lai97b]. erosion [dSB12, vGB02]. ERP [CWJK13, Ifi11, MRM16, NGC02, PD16, RPK+13, SL10, WSJ08, WOHO]. ERP-client [NGC02]. Estimation [SB95, BPM06]. estimated [OGK13]. Estimators [HP90, TR00]. ETCS [ZH05]. Ethical [Car99, Kal92, McF92, Spa92]. Ethics [BLPB92, CM92, Got92a, Got92b, LIC92, Lue92, SM92b, WkbOS17, Got90]. ETOOD [TA02]. European [AM94]. evading [YWWS10]. Evaluate [ARAS94, BP86, AP09, ABJ10, BM00b, XSH+06, THGL07, OOD09]. Evaluating [BGH03, BS09, Bi03, CG+07, CBAV16, CW89, CdOBT07, CPDM16, CFM+16, FF96, LV97, Li11, MM92, MG81, OLGK13, PA81, PS90, Wei79, dOSdAdSG17, ABG02, Bat08, FSL12, HCC08, KV05, LZO+13, LCLL08, MMM00, RZL+18, SM07, YR09, YLCZ12]. Evaluation [AAH10, Bha84, Bol97b, Bud00, CFK91, CG94, Cz91, CR85, DV94, Es89, FLN91, Hac89a, HO97, Ham81, HLAB99, Het95, HJ00, His91a, IYKO95, LCM+13, Loh84, MPS86, Mil96b, Moh81, Pow86, Rey80, Rv93, SYB97, TLPH95, Uhu97, WNSC96, WH97, Wey99, AZGvG09, ADMK+10, AK16, AAH12b, An096m, ANM15, BKZ+06, BM12, BMOKA09, BMAH11, BM00a, BNW+08, BM07, BAM17, BGG10, BGG+06, BT17, BK17, BS15, BT03, CTZ92, CdCAdO18, CJ05, CMK+11, CSKB+89, DZW+09, EB14a, EA14, EJ01, EK13, FH10, Fug03, FL09, GLWY10, GLD16, GLJ00, GPHL06, HT097, HRRD10, HHHW01, HRS95, HLWC04, JS11, KJB97, Kor99b, KKM10, KKM17.
LH04, LPS02, LZG07, Lop03, LLGZ13,
MK17, MK06, MM00a, MD89, Nae01,
NsL00, OS09, OD10, ONR02, ÖKT09,
PK10a, PWLH06, PCHW12, PZB10.
evaluation [PTRW04, PB00, PG04, PKK98,
PFL16, QHS08, RLY+13, Ri81, RHG17,
SM06a, SA11, SXYW14, SS04, SSC108,
SK02, SM16, TB13, TK00, TDK+07,
TMD07, TPKT12, TMB02, VK05, WHB01,
WR10, WMD+10, WSJ14, YWL02, ZK13,
ZJC+10, ZH05, Ano84c, Goe84, KB07].
evaluations [KOS15, SUSO04].
evaluative [SC99].
EVEN [JL97].
evenly [CKL08].
Event [Chr86, LVB+93, Sch91, BRB14,
BG98, CM12, DPSU06, FGD+17, HSPD14,
HRN+01, KMB05, KK17a, KDEK04,
LGH+17, LP05, LG08, PLC09, PG15,
Phi98, SFSE05, TKJ16, WLL15].
event-based [DPSU06, HSPD14, KMB05].
event-driven [PLCC09, HSPD14, KMB05].
event-extraction [BRB14].
event-triggered [SFSE05].
EventHealer [TKJ16].
Events [KD91, DM17b, KM89].
eventual [BDK08].
every [GSB+07].
Everything [SST16].
Evidence [Bro81, SdSGdMSN+13, JR09, Wen03,
Wes02, DLW+13, NLS+07].
evidence-based [JR09].
evolution [AK08, ES85, Leh80, NS87, NKMM12, PSZ17,
VHFS15, Wi92, ADT12, AD07, AN01,
AL05, ABCT06, BCL12, BM00b, CT08,
CCM12, CHLW17, DRELH16, DGRN10,
DD01, FL09, GPM08, GPPT16, HNZ17,
HM00, Har00, IF10, JLM17, KLRW01,
Kol09, KBHG17, KBH07, KP07, LS07,
LGH+17, LM03, MPTT14, MD16, NCS10,
NBA+15, NSM17, PS16, PBD+12,
RR98, RMOH+14, SM09, SA12, SL08, Sto92,
UD10, Wos08, XCL17, YAKK16, VLCZ12,
ZR04, dOSdAdSG17, Har97].
Evolutionary [GZY11, PL92, Poo93, TCK14, WBB09,
BCB09, CV16b, GTY12, HJ14, PHL+15,
Sal02, SA08, TN05, XJZ+15].
evolvability [BCL12].
evolving [GL14].
Evolving [Bas97, Lea95, PMLR16, PG05, WGS+14, HKW16,
Har99, LWB+13, PTBP08, RF14, URG10].
eVoting [Pen11].
eXact [Kim17, LHSK06].
Examining [Sub93, LysLS81, MR00a,
PHR10, RNR17, Stn14].
Examined [DGCA17, FMSG08, Gla99c, Ifi11].
Example [PU84a, She94, Gla94b, HB89,
KLRW01, LK09, PU84b, Vau07].
Example-Directed [PU84a, PU84b].
Examples [EL92, HS03].
Exception [CCW09, ECS15, FdSBR06, FRR09,
GRRX01, JCY04, SCL13, SHBA+16].
Exceptional [TB95].
exceptions [CF12, HDM17, OBS+18].
Exchange [Tre81, CLS08b, Gla95g, RRH13, RRH15,
WZM12a, WZM12b, YCO9, YC12, YM13,
ZSM04, ZG10].
exchanges [JS16].
Exclusion [DHP86, MS90, TW95, WTS95,
JM96, KTK01].
Exclusions [DS94].
Executable [GMM90, JM90, Kun95,
MGT87, TKU93, HS03, ICS14, KTT17,
KH14, SM00, TC89a].
executables [CPILH09].
execute [CLW05, HS+07].
Execution [AM85, CZH+08, Dll19, J083,
KMWL12, LK93, Rnc93, TT93, ARM16,
AAA11, CdAM+14, CBZ00, EED16,
FDÁM12, GGS15, HCB+16, HSPD14, HS15,
JJC+14, KCT12, LU06, LWL+13, NCK+15,
PH13, PPG+10, SOC+03, WQ06].
Execution-based [Dl19].
exclusions [ASdMM14].
Existence [MKRO14, Gla96h].
Existing [LTT92, His98, MAGC+17].
exogenous [BCB09].
expansion [AQT11, CL06a, JK13, LCT10, WLT+09].
expect [DOL+16].
expected [GGC16].
Experience [Amb87, Arc81, Blu86, Fra07, Joy94, Lai97a,
LZL97, Sca99, Sc89, TAN001, TLO9a,
ADZ+09, AL10, ACDG02, CMK+11,
CCF+04, CP07, FM08, JS16, LG03, McD00,
OCCN89, OR00, SAH12, SJ17, WCC12,
WKV11, WB15, DB06, LNY06].
experienced [LS98, Moy00]. Experiences [HBCC94, Hay86, Iso95, Lak93, LBvVB02, MMSh92, Rei87, SN07, WRW93, BDG13, BTO3, SSK98, TE99, TCH12, VM89, VJB06, FH10, LNPAGD+06]. Experimental [BC91, MD81, DSA+04, MNSA15, Pupt03, RZL+18, SCMS15, SHW02, HWLM11].

Experiment [BC91, MD81, DSA+04, MNSA15, PUPT03, RZL+18, SCMS15, SHW02, HWLM11].

Experiment [BC91, MD81, DSA+04, MNSA15, PUPT03, RZL+18, SCMS15, SHW02, HWLM11].

Experiment [BC91, MD81, DSA+04, MNSA15, PUPT03, RZL+18, SCMS15, SHW02, HWLM11].

Experiment [BC91, MD81, DSA+04, MNSA15, PUPT03, RZL+18, SCMS15, SHW02, HWLM11].
fail-safe [BAAD17]. Failed [Ker92, Gla93f, TTC15, ZYZ+17]. Failure [FSS+13, Gla98g, Jor94, She94, SM92a, BHXN05, CCCT06, CGW08, DMQ07, DW11, Gla96d, Hat99, JX07, Lin99, PD12, TSA08, WGW+09, ZP06, dL04]. Failures [ASSA96, AD14, CLY14, FN99, Lip79, WLL17]. Fair [FIHH09, JL04, SA05, BV15, HH17, LLL06, ZSM04]. fair-share [HH17]. fairness [TT10]. faking [Gla94g]. familiar [WLL17]. Families [Gom95, SD94, CBAV16, CFAP17, DSB05, KTF+16]. Family [Zvi93, AP90, CGP+05, Del08, Lut00, MNSA16, PJNB11, PCClGD12, dAGSdFS+15, SSS17, WMZ12, ZHGL11]. faultloads [CSM15]. Faults [CMP85, Eva95, VPM93, AZvG11, dSACdLF17, AMdLM17, DBO05, JLC04, MHLMG14, SRWE10, Sta03, TVK95]. faulty [EMM01]. FBCM [MKMY07]. FC [WCLK07]. FC-ORB [WCLK07]. FDB [KNYS09]. FDDI [CCL01]. FDDI-M [CCL01]. FA [LL07]. FEAM [LL07]. Fears [HKVvVdV07]. Feasibility [PC04, BRC09]. FEAST [WL99]. FEAST/1 [WL99]. Feature [BKS15, GPML06, BGP17, BAM17, BLU15, CFAP17, CV16b, ESW06, GJ88, GJ13, GWW+11, KKL+11, LMN10, LG09, LHLG+15, LJM96, MRBN17, PXT+13, PBD+12, PHBJ16, SdSdGdM+13, TJB+12, TFLW99, UIK17, WQJZ10, WDS09, WBS+10, WGS+14, WG05, YJZ17, dL13]. feature-based [KKL+11, UIK17, WG05]. feature-driven [CV16b]. feature-oriented [LMN10]. features [AKL14, BZ10, CC04, CP09, CCW13, CRESF+13, FMSG08, HHKWB16, KAU16, LLY16, PHN08, RS00, WBP+03, WGH00, ZLM1N14, PA12, FdOdL04]. Federated [KAK+13, AO16]. federation [NB13]. FedEx [WC99]. Feedback [AHGS92, HSM+07, Por93, CGHL07, Hat99, ILZ13, KMSMD08, KCB05, KY08, LR99, LGH+17, NPC12, PCZY12, RA16, YL09, ZIZ+17]. feedback-based [NPC12]. FeGC [KKLB11]. fewer [Gla97e]. Field [CRSS14, Gla97m, nQYD11, CVGP13, Gla97g, HAHH06, KL11, SCwY12, SCL13, Vis99b, ZP06, CMK+11]. fields [dGFDL16]. Fifth [MR86]. Fifth [Ano84c, Goe84]. File [CM93, FC96, Ha86a, Ha86b, Ha89a, Ban86, KP93, ZX94, GH02, Lea08]. Fault-Tolerance [BW95, CG94, DG92, MS90, Mor86, OK94, PdC94, Ram90, WTS95, WF96, CC01, LY09, YSDT11, ZG97, AT09, CJZ04, CT00, GPSS+13, HTK00, JM96, LKH09, Lin07, LLH+16, SMCL16, Tse07, WMZ12, ZHGL11].
Hač89b, HJS91, HJ91, MIH92, ZK04b, CB89a, CCH14, CLG08, CT00, KFS+02, KA14, LLLK12, Luk11, MCC02, MCC11, MK17, PNY12, SMU98, TXL12, YCL17].

File-Usage [CM93]. Files [HL94a, CLLC96, FSS+13, HH05]. Filling [GMS07, LWHS05]. filter [AG15, CCH14, CLG08, CT00, KFS+02, KA14, LLLK12, Luk11, MCC02, MCC11, MK17, PNY12, SMU98, TXL12, YCL17].


Firm [CFMRL11]. Firms [RZ94]. First [RA96, vC80, CCD00, Gla00a, Gla00b, LC00]. fission [HWR17]. fit [DS98, Gla96f, WSJ14]. folding [TCSC04]. Follow [Sed93, SSF15]. Follow-The-Sun [SSF15].

Follow-up [Sed93]. foraging [LL15, MCS+12, VSSD12]. force [ZK04a]. forecasting [JJP02, LNY+11, PH06, SKF17]. forensics [CDS07, QZ14]. Foreword [FM90b, Har90a, SY16a]. fork [GL14, OH15]. fork-join [OH15]. Form [MBCD86, BHM12, OH15, Xia13]. Formal [Arm98, Art87, BZ10, CW02, Coo90, Dye87, EC98, Fur93, GK91b, Gla91c, Gla93d, Glk95d, Glk96d, GV99, Jac98, JTW98, KSN17, KL91, L'E87, Liu93, LSGD, LNPAGD+06, MGH97, MG81, MP95, Nit98, Ost92, Par98, RDD02, TK91, TZ02, VP92, WKV11, BHH+12, BBC05, CTKT13, CLSC98, DAR14, DBZ16, DH13, FIGCLN+02, FIBRGCLN05, Gla94e, GVK14, GHKR04, HD17, HRZ06, JE02a, JMM99, KSS03, LF98, MGB10, MA11, MSHB98, Sai98, Wal05, WW09, YKC+05, ZAO08, AHH+10, MS17b]. Formalism [Kun95, Ale05, KU10, SSF15]. formalisms [KEK04]. Formally [BG96, HYS+04, Phi04, PPS12, Rec93]. format [SW99, CDS10]. formation [OCC12]. formative [PB00]. formats [CF07, CSKB+89, JH10, ZT14].
Formatting [Fis91, L'E87]. formed
[BM07, VA17]. former [SNDC13].
formidable [Rei00]. forming [LS17a].
Forms [GK91b, SKS96]. formulae
[vEHvV89]. formulas [SGK12].
formulation [AC97, Rey80]. FORTAN
[GKD13]. forward [Tse07, WLL17].
Foundation [NS87, GPHS07, PDC01].
Foundational [ANB93]. foundations
[Mat96, VPMVM +13]. Four
[Blu86, VBC +14]. Fourier
[GJ13, yWpWyYpN13]. Fourth
[Joy94, RA96, DHKV06]. Fourth-Generation
[Joy94, FP [BK92]. FP-S [BK92]. FP2 [Be93]. FPA
[FP18, KRH20]. FPA-FL [FP18]. FPPGA
[EHKH04, MM14]. FPZL [dOCS13]. fractal
[KM11, WCH03]. fractional [MIUM12].
fragile [DFCR96, HSPD14, SeMC02]. fragments
[SGC +17, Zhu04d]. Frame
[HFK92, SGJ93, GL100, LWL +13].
Frame-Based [HFK92, SGJ93, LWL +13]. frames
[LCC +13, CKL12]. Framework
[ANB93, BFR96, Bhi90, BC94, BF90, EL94,
HR96, ILZ14, JS11, Lak97, MWH97, MV93,
Mos84b, MP90, NG91, NC96, PM90b, Pre95,
Rah92, SW93, Sam93, AV12, AM13,
ATHM17, AZW07, AK16, AAM +17, AS00,
BG09, BM98, BS12, CDEV08, QT13,
CJPP98, CPX16, CBC14, hsCSW +04, CL04b,
CBC +15, DH09, DSS10, DS16a, DB95,
DBZ16, DB06, DM17b, ETY15, FBB15,
Fdo0dL04, FTC16, FCC +10, FMRM15,
FLA +01, FL09, GKD13, GN15, GPP +17,
GPM13, GSN +15, GDLB16, Gr07, GJP96,
GMMC13, GZKL13, HALS08, HG +12,
HLMBO7, HZH +16, HUCW05, HS14, HZ07,
ILZ13, JCC05, KC16, KH14, KPS08, KT12,
LCLP16, LBS +07, LSE12, LHH10, LDZL15,
LC11, LNW +11, Lop03, LLC17, LZR16,
MB +10, Mos84a, MIKG13, MAAC17,
NK15, NWZ05a, NBR +14, OAAdLC07,
OAC11, OCC12, PPG +13, PWY +16,
DNAM05]. framework
[PSdO +13, PPMIM12, PA99, PGQR0V12,
QHS08, RGV +17, RMC05, RAS14, RLL +18,
RGH17, SC99, SBJ +11, SRGL08, SCd5 +06,
SC88, SA16, SSP +15, SK02, SL07, SWES16,
Tan04, TKJL13, TPGdS13, TTT +13,
TC16b, TSPH06, VM12, VpdpP13, VRG +16,
VvSvV16, WCB01, YLA +17, YAKK16,
ZC08, ZLC +14, Zha09, dRSBA13, rBHM17,
vHAM12, CV14, CH05].
framework-intensive [RAS14].
Frameworks [CGP +09, FCL +00, GAKF13,
MDF +11, OLV15, PFR10, ROFGFM13,
SKL10, TJT +18, TKJ15, RCL14]. Frank
[LF07]. fraud [Gla95h]. Fred [Ano87d].
free [HP90, HP92, Shi12, Aba06, CW09,
DFCPFS15, GW10, HL10, IT03, Kan15,
LL00, Rad04, SSA08, WCH03, WDC12,
Xia13, YAY13]. free-list [Ab06].
free-spirited [HL10]. free/open [SA08].
FreeBSD [YSC +06]. FreeRTOS
[GPPT16]. French [FM90b]. frequency
[BPM06, HFE10, HHO5].}

frequency-hopping [BPM06]. frequent
[DS12, KKR16, KVT +17, LLL +12,
LW13b, NDS13, SAI7, SPD07, ZJL10].
friendly [MCV0, PJNB11, WOLS12]. friends
[CN00, EBC10, RNC14]. front
[PS01]. frontiers [WMC17]. FRSM
[Liu95]. frustrated [Gla00a]. FSA [LMS12].
FTAM [LL99]. FTM [AHH +10]. Full
[CMNA +09, Gla88b, RUV92, Got93,
JJC +14, LKH +08]. full-round [LKH +08].
Fully [ZZ12, KSA0K04, ZML17]. fun
[GCMB17]. Function
[AR94, BK92, Dol97, EAH +11, ES97,
FWD97, OR00, Rei90a, TC93, CSW13,
HOR01, HBT16, LC10, SHW09, WWH08,
WWSZ15, WWB09, ZLCY06, AHGSS05].
function-assigned [WWB09]. Functional
[ABB15, BM93a, Dye93, HZ83, How80,
KP97a, Mil96b, Moy96, Ne81, SA93,
TT09, AP09, CGMPAP08, De 98, DRCG12,
EGM+11, GD12, GEM15, HRŽ06, HPF16, KR16, LF91, LC08, MLB09, Nae01, NSD16, OMLB16, SA14, TTM13, TGE17, XZAR06, YCG+14. Functional-Decomposition [Moy96]. functionalities [CFFT08, RAJ15]. Functionality [Moy96, PLF05]. Functionally [Amb87]. Functions [FS88, Hsi91a, KA96, KPT09, LWBH16, MRBN17, TC12, MG11]. Fundamental [BDA+02, EL88, Gla95j]. fundamentals [Aml00]. Further [CA89, WHY+12, VVS99]. Fusion [SW95b, HF08, TXLC12, YCF+13]. Future [Ano87e, CG15, BMA+13, BGEP17, CJT+16, Chr16, DFG+13, Fug12, MKNS06, PMR16, PSK05, TDL+02, WTG+15, Wen03]. fuzzing [ZLL+12]. Fuzzy [Zhu04a, ACGS+08, BSKL14, EL07, KRDH12, LMYMGT08, MMSD13, SFMB16, SMN14, ANC11, CWP09, MG11]. fuzzy-based [SFMB16].


Generalizing [SED16]. generate [SGC+17]. generated [LW13a, SCL13]. Generating [BDM+93, DV10, KTT+17, LWN03, OL99, PS90, ZYZZ14, CL18, Cic16, JMM99, UIK17]. Generation [APL95, AM85, Beq91, BCFG86, FAI94, GKV14, Joy94, RA96, AZ11, AG15, ÁGBYB+14, ABC+13, CLS+12, CLSC98, CS04, EVR11, EGM+11, FWA09, FAM15, FA07, Gl06, GZY11, GTY12, GH04, GEM15, HY11, HBT16, HZH+16, HWC+10, JR09, JF99, KL10, KL11, LU06, LC07, LC08, PS13, PAOC15, Phi05, Phi06, PQLN04, SA08, SPMK04, TAF+17, THP+06, VPMVM+13, VA08, WBW+06, YLC06, ZAO08, ZBLG07, ZL06, dRT06, RR09].

CHL+13, MTF14, PNJGF12, PL99, SCS15.

Goals [Pf95, CFAP17, CCHWO9, GBH+16, MPS+12, OW04]. GoF [ACS13]. Going
[DC17]. gold [Gla93f]. Gompertz [OOD09].

Good [Gla97f, Gla02, BB89, CHL+13, Gla00f, MM01b]. Good-bye [Gla02, Gla00f].

Gorbachev [Ano90d, Gla90c]. GOTO
[BGT90]. governance [VvSV16]. GPU
[BAI+14, HCB+16, MBB11, PS14].

GPU-SAM [HCB+16]. GQM
[GPM13, KVG811, MB97]. GQM-based
[KVG811]. GQM-DSFMS [GPM13].
grades [TYH04]. gradient [YCLY13].
gradients-based [YCLY13]. Graduate
[TR89, Bra89, TE99, VM07].

Graduate-Level [TR89]. grafting [SC00].

grain [FSGW11, FAB+07]. grained
[ZPEL01, ZML17]. gram [SPS17].

Grammar [Ara95, HWC+10].
gramar-based [HWC+10]. Grammars
[HP90, PACH15]. grammatical
[RMCH+14]. Granular [KK07b, PS05].
granularity [INS00, Jun00].
granules [IBM11]. Graph [Ara95, Chr86, Fra86, HOT97, PBC93, QGZ+15, WWLG13, 
ÄGBYB+14, CLX+04, CL17b, HWR17, KZOX09, LL00, LQ1W12, MMP15, PM99, 
PXT+13, PRN17, SM06b, YLYL17, C13J].

Graph-Based [PBC93, WWLG13, SM06b].

graph-modeled [MMP15]. graph-oriented
[CLX+04].

Graphical
[Arm98, DK97, HG91, LG97, SN91, CT12, 
LK16, MD89, OFR+12]. graphical-based
[CT12]. graphically [Wai05]. Graphics
[MC91, ZS88]. Graphs [De892, HUMT92, 
AR12, BP13, BNS12, HL94b, QK08, SK10].

GRASP
[Ch91, GHC91, GSC91, IKCN91, Kра91a].
gray [Che13, HH06, JBSL12, UUN13].
gray-level [Che13, HH06]. greatness
[Gla95a]. GreatSPN [LaB7c]. greedy
[KHS11]. Green [LZL+15]. Grid
[LPJP09, Zhu04b, ALRP16, CL04b, 
DHC+11, JLQ+10, LK09, LT11, SRS15, 
Sko14, WS12, YWEL+13, ZCZZ11, Zhu06, 
ZG07, ZK09, GQ12, Kk11, LC06b, NKJT09, 
PM10, SZZ06, SLLL12, XPBC11, ZL06].

grid-based [LT11, WS12]. grid-density
[ZCZZ11]. grids [CT11b, CLH+13, GLW13, 
HSC15, TakeAF16, FM09]. Grigoris
[LO70]. Grindstone4Spam [MRJD+12].

Gross [LJM96]. ground [KA17].

Grounded [GN15, WLD16, AKH12, CO08, 
JG14, JMM17, SSD16]. Grounding
[OHS01]. groundwater [LHP+09, LHP+10].

Group
[ARAS94, CCSC01, GTF17, HR95, Sch81, 
SZS13, AS01, CTJ04, CNLV07, HCY04, 
HDLK00, Jia99, KPG+07, LL06, LLT07, 
LCC10, NLKW05, RDD02, Sha05, WF07, 
WHWT08, XY02, YSDT11, YZ05, ZeKS17].

group-by [LCC10]. group-oriented
[LL06, WHHT08]. grouped [SD16a].

Grouping
[GTY12, GZY11, WHYT06].
groups [HB05]. groupware
[BKZ+06, BDG13, MGR+13, PLG10].

Growing
[HHKWB16, EZG15, KMA12].

Growth
[DLG96, TAA092, Hua05b, KLB15, 
LHC+05, RSB+14, ZLYC06]. GSM
[FIGCLN+02]. GSR [CCSC07, RFM10].

GTCharge
[LWL+16]. guaranteed
[LWL+13, LGHR16, LLK11]. guaranteeing
[FCC+10]. guarantees [AMP12]. guessing
[SF05]. Guest
[Bae06, BJM02, BDV17, 
CMMC12, CSSW03, CHS+07, LW02, RW01, 
SY16a, Ano93g, Ano94f, Ano94g, Ano95b, 
Ber94, BS96, BJ97a, CS18, CDW07, CU98, 
Got93, Har90b, Har93, Har94, Har95b, 
Hoa94, HY94, yL98, DGV08, MW08, OPER11, 
OP92, Pla95, Rad84, Rid81, Sai98, SW95a, 
Wey01, WYN01, ZS95, ZWM06]. GUI
[BRB14, HCC10a, YCG+14]. Guidance
[HHB+99]. guide
[PIC08, PPG+10, dSF12, dBV08].

Guidebook [NB03]. Guidelines
[CCTA94, Joy87, MMSH92, CPDM16, Ph98, SNO7].
guiding [LK13]. Guilt
[TKR14].

Guilt-based [TKR14]. Gulezian
[BT97].
HH08b, HCC10b, IB11, Shi10, SV12, RF84. **ID-based**

[CZL07, HH08b, HCC10b, IB11, Shi10, SV12]. **IDE**

[CT13, GMR17]. **IDE-based** [GMR17]. **idea** [Gla95e]. **ideal** [BMLL14].

**Identification** [FSGYP17, FTSC12, Joy87, Sal17, TC10, TC11, BM98, CKS15, DS04, HZ15, HH06, HLC99, KM14, PG12, RO13a, SPM03, CPX16]. **IDE**

[C¸T13, GMR17]. **IDE-based** [GMR17]. **ideal** [BMLL14].

**ide** [Gla95e]. **ideal** [BMLL14].

**identify** [HJ14, TTC15]. **Identifying** [BDO11, BCB09, CDDF99, FB+12, KL07, MKK09, Shc02, WLZ+17b, WRR14, ZQZ+06, SL08, TNAA01, XCM+12].

**Identity** [HYWS11, WC07, CC09a, KBD09, RG10, Sha09, SA16, WWYZ11, YYS+16, YKC+12, ZZ12]. **Identity-based** [HYWS11, KBD09, RG10, Sha09, SA16, YKC+12, ZZ12]. **IDF** [LCLP16].

**idle** [SHS+07, SRS15]. **IDRS** [HL00b].

**IEEE** [KT16, LH12, Sai09, AAMS14, CMNA+09, KvV06, PZB10, WC11]. **IEEE-FIPA** [CMNA+09]. **IEEE/IFIP** [KT16]. **IEEE/IFIP** [LH12]. **If** [OT92]. **IFIP** [KT16].

**IFPUG** [CGMPAP08]. **ignorance** [Ber95, Ber02]. **II** [Gla94f, Dol97]. **IKAROS** [FTC16]. **Illustrating** [ST01]. **illust** [AB10]. **Image** [BAAS13, CC04, Che13, KS10, PWW10, CC02b, CHC01, CPL13, CT11a, CJ13, CW14, EA11, HRB12, HH06, HHH09, KRHD12, KM11, KC09, KLC02, KCB05, KY08, KAS18, IWS+03, LK01, LTT+09, LCL08, LXCMI11, Lin00, LT04, LW13a, LWO10, NES+14, PHN08, SNM14, mSftL05, jT12, TIL10, TLL13, UU11, UU13, WCC10, yWpWyYpN13, WGZ+12, WLC07, WKKH12, WOLS12, WS13, XZ+16, YCYW07, YC11, YCC16, YCO8a, YL09, ZLW+12, ZT14, ZL12b, Zhu04d].

**imagery** [LJM96]. **images** [AQK11, AMK12, CL06a, CCP05, CCWT13, Che13, FWT05, HCS09, HSL14, HWL13b, HHC12, HTH13, KSRD10, LC02, LW13a, MM14, MKH+12, TCC02, TW07, UUN13, WCH03, WLH13, WCC+14, WC02, YWTW11, Zhu04d].

**imbalanced** [LLC17]. **Imbedded** [MR86]. **imitated** [WLC13b].

**immune** [GP98]. **Impact** [CS85, Hur93, VM07, AI 12, Ano13a, BHH+10, BBS10, BLOS06, CS15, CS16, CH09, CC09b, CB00, DGP02, DNH13, HEF10, HWLM11, IYS13, JMS07, LR99, LJ05, MS16, MT13, PB11, PSZ17, RvDV17, RRD06, RSS00, SLLL14, SLL+15, Tan00, TNJH07, TMD07, YS02, dL13]. **impacted** [AMdLM17]. **Impacts** [Sta93a, WKbOS17, CG05, Ebe07, Li11, NBF16, SP1C16].

**Impala** [MCL+17]. **Impartial** [CJ05]. **Imperative** [BBC+88, BS12]. **Imperceptible** [Lin14]. **imperfect** [Shy03, WWSZ15]. **imperfect-debugging** [Shy03]. **implement** [FCRF16, HD17].

**Implementation** [AHG93, BW96, BKS85, Eng81, Har81, HN17, HCC05, JE02, Ker92, KPH92, RT93, SL96, WLC95, Zho93, ALT+09, BAA10, BBC+08, BAI+14, CLX+04, CdSdS+18, CPW98, CH07a, CLG08, CN012, DS16a, DJG+03, GJ88, HJP15, HYJL04, KRP02, KY09, KSH09, KLM06, Lai95, LWS+03, LLK05, LWM+09, LL02, LL99, LYG13, MM14, NES+14, NWZ05a, NWZ05b, NGM08, PN11B, PPS12, PLF05, SC00, SDB16, SJK07, TVK95, WJK01, WJSK08, WOHO8, YY04, YYY+06, ZADA15, Zha09].

**implementation-friendly** [PJN11].

**Implementations** [Car96, YFY96, JC99, LL07, dB12]. **Implemented** [BW93, ZCd96, LCH+04].

**Implementing** [AAN11, Bhu86, CMK+11, CMS04, FSA87, LS97, MA94, Poo93, CGP+09, PN14, ROH2, RAJ15, SA16].

**implements** [JFC08]. **Implications** [FJ92, AP010, HAN12]. **implicit** [OWB11].

**Importance** [Gla92e, Gla92f, Ano92f, Ano92g, Ber95, Ber02, RGBM06].

**important** [MKK09]. **Impossible**
Imprecise [CZ91, PZ94, ANH07, SK10].

Improper [LL07].

Improved [BS66, FC96, BLLGSM11, BGLG13, HS99, JDL16, Lea08, MTFY14, MK00, SM17b, SSC08, SKW06, TPRW04, VPdP13, YWH11, YM13, ZYZ+17].

Improvement [DB86, FC96, BLLGSMB11, BGLG13, HS99, JDL16, Lea08, MTFY14, MK00, SM17b, SSC08, SKW06, TPRW04, VPdP13, YWH11, YM13, ZYZ+17].

Improving [CFAP17, CSW10, CJ13, CHL04, FRR09, FCB+16, GMS11, KAO13, KA14, LGC17, LKZ12, LL66, LLi96b, OKS+15, PB15, PXT+13, Pon05, Pul90, SLS08, SK03, SMU98, SK01, SB12, DY15, HJBH10, HLMB07, JMP07, KCT12, KM14, LMN17, MKN06, PF09, RSB+14, RR09, VJB06, VSSD12, Wey99].

imputation [HKS+17, SA06, SS07, SSC08, TC16a, VK08, ZJZ11, Zha12b].

in-depth [KM17].

in-home [vdSJK+07].

In-house [BWP16, fli11].

Inaccurate [LP95].

Incentive [FK01].

Incentives [Pou95, LLW12, dVRB13].

incorporation [CBSM16].

incidents [ABL16].

Include [MvS95].

including [Am100].

incomplete [XNP07, ZJZ11].

inconsistencies [EA14, EUR+13, SK02].

Inconsistency [GJ07, NER01].

Incorporating [CCdL+16, Hua05a, XHW99, YLXZ16, FP18].

Incorrect [JDL16].

Increasing [BFLP09, PKS18, YN91].

Incremental [CT09, Fis91, FW90, Fri83, Hee90, IYS13, KK85, TC89a, VAS+04, vAW93, CLY14, HjW08, HHL+97, LCLP16, MM00a, MC04, PW09, PLP04, TC89b].

incrementally [YF15].

independent [M102].

Independent [K095, FT91, CF13, DDD14, DGP+03, DNAM05, SDDLCP09, ZGSH13].

Index [DG58, Ano80a, Ano80d, Ano81a, Ano81d, Ano84a, Ano84d, Ano85a, Ano85c, Ano86a, Ano86e, Ano87a, Ano87g, Ano88a, Ano88e, Ano89a, Ano89b, Ano89g, Ano89h, Ano90a, Ano90e, Ano91a, Ano91d, Ano92a, Ano92j, Ano93a, Ano93b, Ano94a, Ano94h, Ano95a, Ano95i, Ano96a, Ano96n, Ano97a, Ano97i, BO90, CL06b, Ck00b, HLLL01a, HLLL06, JSRN10, Lin12a, LWL09, PSK05, SC08, SLLL12].

index-domain [CL06b].

indexes [HWML04, YWH11].

indexing [BF96, DF98, LK01, RVM06, SC07, TBC+16, YC08a, ZXTT11, ZHZ+17, FSS+13].

Indian [IS03a].

indicator [CCH09].

indicator-elimination [CCH09].

indicators [YC13].

Indices [Rv91, Rv92].

indirect [AAM16, GMGTdFR14].

individual [RSS00, WH99].

indoor [DC11].

induction [BBB13].

Industrial [AF96, Arm98, BFG97, BKW10, CB89b, CLO95, OW84, SD08, Wey01, Wey12, ADZ+09, AAGT16, AZW07, ASS07, APW14, ABJ+17, AHC+11, CCdL+16, FRA07, FS01, HF08, HDGZ06, HK11, HKN+07, KBJZ15, Kim07a, Kmg07b, KGM16, LW02, DPL03, MSSMDC12, PW09, PKB09, ScwY12, SCL13, SCC16, SM16, Sta14, SAN+17, THGL07, TL09a, VHF02, VHFF+17, WR99, WB15, YL+17, dSdMSN0+14, dOSdAdSG17, ELHC13].

Industrialization [Stu83].

industrially [Lai99].

Industry [Bis13, DB86, Gk91a, MBL+99, CCG+07, CBT+14, CSNS05, EB14a, EbAT13, ETM10, EBB09, FF89, HTB12, IS03a, JZ05, LdSBA+08, MTA+16, Sny79, SB14, Tha80,
industry/university [CSNS05].
Inefficiency [BAH96]. inexact [Zhu03].
Inexpensive [MPS86]. infeasible [KSS15].
Inference [CL94, Sta85, LS92, RSB+16, TSRC18, VH89].
infinite [AsdMG14].
inflow [RSB+16]. Influence
[Sny79, ARH+17, BT05, CO12, EED16, Fai07, HSM16, KLMZ08, SJ17, SS15, TW08a, Van07]. influences [Ifi11, Sai07].
Influencing [SYB97, KNA11]. influential [HFC+01, MB97].
INFORM [veHvV89].
Informal [BYY87, LF98, NBA+17, Wyn01].
Information [AAH10, ARAS94, Blu86, BY85, CMM15, CSNS98, DR92, DGC96, DF99, FSA87, Gla92a, Hab85, Hen95, Hen88, HUMT92, KAL97, KJ04, KJB97, ML03, MR83, PGC+14, PL96, RF84, SG93, Tan92, TKS95, Tre81, WSN92, WNSC96, ZC97, Zho94, vS96, ABFM12, Bar94, BPO+16, BDBLP15, BWM06, CLCY04, CL06b, CPL13, CK00a, CSW10, Cho04b, Cho05, CC05, CLW05, CC06, CH10b, CBK02, DHJ05, Fra04, Gla89h, HLAB99, HBJ+99, HL02, HFRHS09, Kam89, Ken80, Kim07a, KJ01, KJL97, LS17a, LK01, LK16, LW02, LK02, LZL+06, LS99, LJ99, LW06, LW16, MCC02, MCC11, MK+12, MMTL06, MD98, NMD80, ÖKT90, OZ90, PMDH13, PWLH06, PB00, PN07, nQYD11, RNC14, RC94, ST13, SSvdW99, SKKL07, SHGT16, SYXL17, VM12, WCLL09, WCC10, Wen03, WRS+17, WB15, XHW99, YAY13, YAT11, ZLZ11, ZZ11]. information
[ZMK12, BDGP13]. information-hiding
[RC94]. information-systems [Kam89].
informations [AAH12b]. infrastructure
[AO16, CX10, CMM15, CL04a, LLV+09, TG17, WC11]. infrastructures
[DST+04, GQ12]. INGRES [HMC98].
Inheritance [AHGS92, AHG93, RMC93, HCN00, LH98, Lee07, NCS10, Phi04, PUP03, RO13b, TB00]. inheritor [SL08].
Inhibitors [ESWA18]. initial [MAAC17].
Initiated [HJ90a]. Initiative [DB86].
initiatives [GMMGP15]. injection
[GR08, PDK+16, RNC14]. innate
[BDD+15]. Innovation [ESWA18, CDZ07, EbAT13, PKB09, ZA15, LMWM18].
innovations [BM89]. Innovative
[ACCD91, ANH07, CMS04]. Input
[JC15, LXL10, LT08, SRT+12, SMU98, SED16, WLZ+17b]. Input-based [JC15].
input/output [SMU98, SED16]. InRob
[FMCMY12]. ins [Spa92]. Insecurity
[AP97]. insertion [JRSN10]. insider
[dMSSS+13]. Insight
[Gla91h, KTF15, MB06]. insights [CTY01].
insourcing [SWA+13]. inspection
[DRW00, FAl13, KS04, LD00, NL99, SdSGdMSN+13]. Inspections
[KSH92, BIV04, CTKT13, ELH00, PTRW04, TPRW04]. inspectors [Mil02].
inspired [MDO+10, NEM17]. instability
[AL05]. installations [CMK+11]. instance
[LTK+15, TCK14, TC16a]. instances
[YZC15, JZJ11]. Instantiation
[MH93a, FAd0L04, OAALC07, VPdP13]. Institutionalization
[AC07]. Institutions
[Gl96a, CLL14, Gl94a, Gl95c, Gl97a, Gl97e, Gl97j, Gl98b, Gl99a, Gl99b, Gl00c, Gl00d, GC01, GC02, GC03, GC05, TCG06, WTG+08, WTG+09, WTG+11]. instrument
[JC10]. Instrumentation
[BAL81, DH09, KHL+99, Özmo09, TLW07]. instrumented [OM13]. Instruments
[MP89]. insulated [RG10, WWYZ11].
integer [AMK12, CAG17, Lin16]. integral
[DAR14, SNM14]. integrate [JOR12, ST89].
Integrated [Car94, CH94, FM93, Fri83, Mai96, TL99, Tia96, ZR87, Bh90, CDM98, CLCY04, DI05, KLY03, LNC01, LK02, LJM11, LL99, Lok06, PKR01, TLWS10]. Integrating
[Ale05, BW01, HL90, KAU16, KZ91, LL09, LTT92, Mar84, MPAA15, MMTS15, SNBH08, Sed93, SW95b, WK15, ZTCZ16, CC94, DK15a, ML09].
Integration [Arm98, EL94, FSPH+16, HZ84, MR80, O’N83, PL99, RBM95, Sta99, VB99, VCMG17, AT15, BG09, BBS10, CCG01, CG03, DPSU06, FCRF16, GML05, GD04, DDF+13, HLW+15, ICSK14, Jen99, JST10, KM17, LLX+11, LH06, LLL+14, NTRN11, RRW00, RPK+13, SD02, SB14, SMB17, SJH+10, UZ09, WD07, Yeu00, ZS88, ZJJ+17, FCMJ12]. Integrity [WGC02, CT09, MA94, SP08, TCMJ98, ZTZ+11, ZHAY12, ZKL+09]. Intel [DSGS17]. intelligence [PP94]. Intelligent [AMK12, Dam96, KP97a, MWH97, Nit98, RF84, WM99, BD16, BFPAGS+08, CJP98, CHZY03, CG05, LPP+10, LKB06, SHI99, UZ09, WD07, Yeu00, ZS88, ZJJ+17, FCMJ12]. intended [Rom98]. Intensive [TL96, AAA11, GBH+16, LP05, O’B08, RAS14, RHL+17, SCL13, SMI17, Shi17, dSSVV11, Sta99, YMM+17]. Intentional [MBF12]. intentions [GA11]. inter [AHLH16, BML+13, CH05, CBZ+16, Cho05, HCC05, LK02, MQQ+17, SL02, WK15, WLC13a, WQ06]. inter-application [Cho05]. inter-block [WQ06]. inter-class [LKL02]. inter-domain [BML+13]. inter-enterprise [SL02]. inter-organisational [WK15]. inter-player [MQQ+17]. inter-process [AHLH16]. inter-sequence [WLC13a]. inter-stream [CH05]. inter-VM [CBZ+16]. interact [HA10]. Interaction [IW07, KP97a, Ni98, AZ11, BJK06, GBDCR12, Har98, HSPD14, HLW13, HCT+15, KWS+17, Mur99, dL04]. interactions [CD05, SAMI17]. Interactive [Amb87, BAL81, DK94, DK97, FSWG11, Fis91, MC91, Mer87, YNDS88, ZENA93, AM10b, Bra89, CFFT08, DL99, Hoo14, HYC02, HL00b, HKW00, ILZ14, JF04, MGR+13, QXYL16, SMHMA08, ZS88, vEHvV89]. interception [FIGCLN+02]. interchange [SMS94, SW99]. Interconnected [BFC92]. Interconnecting [ZEB88]. Interconnection [Arc81, PH93, PDDN86, ZSGS93, BMAH11, CGL+04, CC01, CLC03, Kor99a, LYX09, RS00, WMOKY11]. Interconnectivity [KH81, Sel93, RB89]. Interdisciplinary [Har98]. interest [TZ12]. interesting [ZZ12]. Interface [CB91, GC13, HHSR94, Har93, JS90, KSn91a, LG97, WLC95, AAM07, AYI10, Bak88, CGL+04, CH07a, KSn91b, MV09, MM93b, MCV15, PL94, TKZW17, THP+06, HTH09]. Interfaces [GK91b, Aki18, AK15, HYC02, SFJ04]. Interfacing [HSR01]. interference [AdAD17, BPM06]. interleaving [BP15, LCLL08]. interlinked [MK15b]. intermediate [LSE12]. Internal [ESWA18, Liu95, GAKF13, SeMC02]. International [CBVD07, Rus90, SS17, tLF89, LP07]. internet [RLL+18, CG15, C09, CRL+12, DK01, FGBC10, HL00b, HLTF09, SM01, KD05, LWS+03, LCL04, MHC00, Pal12, PTM08, PC15, SST16, SL02, SHI12, SXWY14, SC09, WGTG+15, XG10]. Internet-based [LWS+03]. Internet-scale [JSM10, SXWY14]. internetworking [VT14]. Interoperability [RCL14, Tre81, CMN+09, DGP02, MFMCT12, NSDI16, GMGTdFR14]. Interoperable [MIBV14]. interpersonal [WKbOS17]. Interplay [AJLS10, AC17]. interpolation [FWTC05]. Interpretation [JK12, ADET12, ML03, OMRL16]. interpreted [AMMC14]. Interpreter [BS86]. Interprocedural [XNP07, MM06]. Interprocess [AACL02, IBP03]. Interrelationships [TD80]. interruptions [FGBC10]. Interrupts [Kri93]. interval [LLC+09, LNY+11, LYT14, NG08, YC08b]. interval-based [NG08, YC08b]. intervals [JTM04, TSSD09], intervention [APT+12, VvSV16]. interventions [SSMvD16]. interview [AHC+11]. interviews [HI00]. Interweaving [PL96]. interworking [SKKL07]. intra [LCC+13]. Intranet [Tan00]. intraprocedural
[ULN06]. introduced [HHKWB16].

Introducing [Kra91a, Ski13, YMM +17, DL06, HCWN05, TC10]. Introduction [Ano84c, Bas80, Bec86, BCDM06, BCG +13, Cha09, DIB14, FKA16, Goe84, GBG10, Har88a, Har90b, IYKO95, JNY84, KB07, LK02, DGV08, ML18, Mar81, OPS11, OP92, SS17, TDL +02, WMAS12, WMC17, ZTPT18, Ano83, Ano93g, Ano94g, BDV17, CCM12, CdS18, CDW07, CU98, Fai83a, Fai83b, Fai83c, Fai84, Fai85b, Har93, Har94, KY92, MS79a, MS79b, PS16, Rad84, Rid81, SM80, SM81a, SM81b, SM81c, SM81d, SM83, Wil89].

Intrusion [HZ07, LHC96, SKE10, YKC +12, CNLV07, HLM01, HWHM02, HWH +03, LG17, LCLL07, SC09, WBW +06, WZG09, WHC07].

Intrusion-resilient [YKC +12].

Intrusion-tolerant [CNLV07].

Invalid [CJT04, SLLY17].

Invariance [KAS18, vWpNyL11].

Invariants [CCGdL10, TLL13, WL16].

Inventory [CDS02].

Inversion [SYT +17].

Inverted [Luk11].

Invertible [UUN13].

Investigate [ASGJ13, MB97].

Investigating [BM00a, CO08, HNH15, JWA14, KOS15, MBF12, MMC05, RRD06].

Investigation [Emd91, Joy87, Loh84, RMB95, WH91a, ACS07, AKKS11, ARH +17, ABJ10, BVN07, BDD +15, CH10c, CN00, DSR10, DSA +04, GTA14, GTF17, HS99, KLRW01, KWT +00, KBBW05, LMH10, LZO +16, LJS05, LJS99, MNS13, MKL +00, RSS00, dBTdSS08, WDMR99, ZADA15].

Investment [RS98].

Investments [RS98].

Invocation [Kor83].

Involvement [CFMR11].

Involving [JSM10].

iOS [LZHS11].

IoT [DS16a, WNC17].

IP [BP15, HHL06, Lin07, SSK98].

IPAC [KVH12].

IP6 [AAH12b, AHD10, CL13, HLYL06, LY09].

IR [BLUH15].

IR-based [BLUH15].

IRC [HB13].

IRC-based [HB13].

IRIS [Çam00b].

IS/software [Moy00].

ISBSG [dGFDL16].

ISO [LS99].

Isomos [NY84].

ISO [DRCG12, EG00, EBO0, EJO1, JHO1, Lai95, Lai97a, LL97a, LL99, LCM +04, YYL +06].

ISO-certified [YYL +06].

ISO-FLANN [DRCG12].

ISO/IEC [EG00, EBO0, EJO1, JHO1].

ISODAC [TBC +16].

Isolation [Dil91].

Issue [BCEF10, CCCY17, CUY09, CGA08, FM90b, GH08, Har90a, OPS11, SS17, WCTK12, ADMOK +10, Ano84c, BEZ14, Bas80, Bec86, Bor12, BCG +13, CCM12, CdS18, CA14, CL11, CU98, DIB14, Dut15, FKA16, Goe84, GBG10, HLM +09, Har88a, JNY84, JWT17, LH12, LP07, ML18, MS17a, PS16, Pla95, TB13, VZT17, WMAS12, WMC17, WC16, YAT11, ZTPT18, GP10a, Won10].

issue-based [TB13].

Issues [FGD +17, FWA09, FG94, Hač86b, ALRP16, CDS10, CL99, De 97, EGOH16, Fic89, Glah6b, J15, MSB +02, PW09].

IT-based [Rey07].

Italian [ETM10, RZ94, TTR +13].

item [CLL10, MCCC03, MMO12].

items [SG91, ACL13].

itemset [DS12, NDS13].

itemsets [CG91].

iTravel [YH13].

Java [AAH12b, APS +10, BKS14, LKM10, LHP +10, WZM12a, XTZX13, YWE +13, wZG14a].

J2EE [ZP05].

Jaccard [LQ +14].

JACK [BF97].

Jackson [CC94].

Jacobian [BAA13].

JAD [Dav99].

JAIN [TDK +07].

Japan [AM94, Duv95].

Java [ASdMGM14, AYZI10, ABF12, BD17, CY04, CHP05, CDP05, DS04, ECS15, ES14, EED16, GOK8, HM17, HW10, HWS11, ISO33b, JCYC04, MLGA11, MKM +06, NCS10, OI08, PTF +15, QLS17, S60].
Kalman [AG15]. Kanji [Kuo00]. KAOS [MNSA15]. keep [RFZ08]. Kemerer [Gur01]. Kendra [MHC00]. Kernel [CYT16, CC03, CHY’98, LC06a, LWBH16, OY16, SCWy12]. kernels [YSC’+06]. Key [ROR11, RH02, ACS07, CLC08b, EHKH04, HLI1, IB11, JW06, LLY07, LKH09, LKJL01, LH11b, LW13a, NLKW05, Nc96, NJ07, RG10, RPSL10, SLZ12, Shi17, SCH05, TLL12, Tse07, WF07, WWY11, WZM12a, WZM12b, WHHT08, YC09, YC12, YS04, YLZ’+16, ZSM05, ZG10, OHJ10].

key-insulated [RG10, WWY11].

key-management [JW06]. key-value [Shi17]. keyrings [MBB11]. keys [BCW05, CWH00, HY03, WJ99, WH03].

keystroke [CTL12, Kan15]. Keyword [TZ12, BL11, LWXZ10, WHY’+12]. kill [LGC17]. Kintala [TG10]. kit [FCRF16].

Kmeans [LQC’+14]. Knowledge [AJMP96, Fra90, HHK13, KB96, KPS’+04, LC06b, MW95, MP90, Pla92, Pop92, Pre95, Sam93, STJ83, She90, Uck91, Zhu04b, AAH12a, CJT’+16, CSNS05, CHL11, CU98, CDZ07, Eri92, FM08, FH10, GLJ13, HHZ92, Ifi11, JS11, Ke15, KK17b, LL09, LJA’+11, LLL08, LLL’+17b, MMTL06, NTSX13, Pla95, RR09, RO09, SKE10, SSA08, TAJ’+10, TBG13, TL09a, YCG’+14, Zhu06, ZG07, ZMK12, dBV08, SZZ06, ZL06].

Knowledge-Based [Fra90, KB96, MW95, MP90, Pre95, Sam93, STJ83, She90, HHZ92, Pla95, SKE10, TBG13, TL09a]. Known [Hen88, HWW01, YTH04]. Kodak [Sed93].


Language [Arc81, BS86, Bel93, BYY87, BBC’+88, BK85, CL81, CT94, CH83, Coh81, GMM90, HG91, Joy94, KP91, Kr¨a91a, MGH97, Maz81, Mey88b, MO90, PT91, PD98, Ros87, Sku91, TKU93, UW95, Whe81, ZSG93, ARS17, BK515, BK95, BLP09, BW01, CAH15, CF13, CG12, De 98, DDGR09, EMBS17, GJ88, HHKB16, HGB13, Jav88, JMM99, KNYS09, KRK00, KM09, KS16, LPXL10, LOFA17, MB06]. Laboratories [HBC04]. Laboratory [BF81, MA89, VM89].

Lagrange [FWTC05]. landscape [GW01].

Languages [AM81, CH83, CGD’+96, FM90b, Gan91, HP92, Kor83, MF90, NC96, PDS86, RMC93, SAA93, TK87, YFY96, ACG’+15, AMKD13, AyR04, BBA10, BSB12, PCG02, PK98].

JavaScript [HHKWB16]. JCSI [ABFM12]. Job [AP97, BBG86, GQ12, Kar01, PRS11, VC97]. jobs [AR18, LZY’+15, ZK09]. Join [AT97, JLYK09, LWHS05, LCCH02, OH15]. Joinly [Dav99, KCS01, Sch81]. Jointly [AP97, BBG86, GQ12, Kar01, PRS11, VC97]. Joinly-owned [GAWC91]. Journal [BT97, FM90b, Gla99b, Gla00d, HST16, KPM05, Li99, LLLZ06a, TTT14, Woh16, Gla89e, GLV13]. journey [BDA’+02]. JPEG [HWL13b, QZ12, QZ14, WHH13, WC02].

MT10, Nav92, OKMD12, PLCC09, PN14, PC15, PPMM14, PK10b, Phi06, PBD+12, 
PU84b, Rx91, Rog89, SMG08, Sal17, ST13, TE99, TC12, TLO9b, UUN13, WLZ+17b, 
WL10, YC13, ZJZ+17, CT13, LBvVB02. 
levels [AL10, JH01, RVM99]. Leveraging [HCB+16, LZXS09]. lexical [BHLL00].

librarians [Glah95]. libraries [Ber03, SRGL08, SPZ06]. library [LLY07].

LibreOffice [GL14]. license [KTF15, KKT17, LGC17]. licenses [SA12].

Life [AJMP96, Bas80, FF95, HZ83, Leh80, RUV92, San95, TD80, Dav88, Fei12, Gla94d, 
Got93, LD00, OBS79, YSC+06, WLZ+17b, WL10, YC13, ZJZ+17, C¸T13, LBvVB02].

life-cycle [Tia99]. lifecycle [MGEB03, PMB99]. Lifetime [YZG+13, LS05b]. light [DDF+05, PIGO8].

light-weight [DDF+05]. Lightening [Glah95]. Light weight [CM05, DCAC09, HWH+03, SCwY12, KT12, 
PSSo+13, PQQP16, RQD+17, ZADA15].

like [CWH00, CT94, ZLZ11]. likelihood [JZ07]. Likely [VPM93, TSRCL18].

limitations [HLWS13, MMTS15, SBAH17]. Limited [RT86]. Limiting [CPYZ14].

Limits [Tau92]. Lin [CC02b]. Linda [Has98]. line [ACS07, AD07, AK08, 
BBW+18, Çam00b, CV16b, DGRN10, DWC17, FH1Y7, GAK92, HF08, HPF16, 
KDS+08, LMN10, LG03, MC16, MB10, NRG08, PBD+12, SSS17, TN05, UK17, 
ZR04, ZM06, dSdMSNO+14, CBT+14].

Linear [RT86, YRNO8, CAG17, HY01, MPAA15, 
NHC13, PWLH06, dSSJV08, TM02]. Lines [Dol97, BK15, BdMSNO+17, BBS10, 
CdSdSG+18, CNKL12, EBB09, FL05, GWW+11, HBOS13, KG09, KPS08, 
KTF+16, LDL07, MAGC+17, MR00a, 
MD16, NBA+15, PLHP+15, ROR11, 
SHW09, SdSGdSMNO+13, TBG13, WVT+14, 
WAG15, WGS+14, dSdAdSG17]. lingual [RMC05]. Linguistic [Sta02]. Link 
[AAH10, AAH12b, DRCG12, Gla92g, KR16, 
PSM12, RNC14, SZS13, WY04, WG+09].

Link-Layer [AAH10]. linkability [WYL06].

Linkage [ZS88]. linked [Kar94]. Linking 
[BJ03, FPW96]. Links 
[HRR16, KBDGAW16, Zhn04d]. Linux 
[FAB+07, Fei12, IF10, LO60a, SMZC12, 
YSC+06]. LISP [Ng93, YY93]. List 
[Çam00a, SD94, YRN80, Aba06, BG06, 
CHY+05, SBZ+17]. Listings [LDN87]. Lists 
[DT90, CC05, GAW92, LML15].

Literature [LL85, Not85a, SKT17, 
AAGT16, APW14, Ano91c, AT15, AS16, 
BWP16, BKS15, BMB18, BBK+07, CP15, 
DPL16, DBCG14, EFG+08, GJ16, GNA17, 
GA11, Gla91i, IHA16, KGB11, KNA11, 
LFW15, LL15, MH13, Mau16, MRT17, 
MR17, ML08, MB10, PG12, PMB15, 
RAK15, VCL+17, VCMG17, ZADA15].

Little [Glah90g, RNC14]. Littlewood 
[Lit80]. live [FGLI15]. lives [TLK+16a].

Living [BR90, RASL12, CFAP17, GMPN16, 
BHI+12]. LMR [Rav03]. Load 
[HJ90a, HJ91, HL94a, MCC11, RCD93, 
SLW+15, Sho91, BVV+10, Boz00, CBZ00, 
CV16a, CCH14, CS12, DY15, DLT99, Hac92, 
JJL+12, MCC03, NNV17, RwRJ01, 
TH02, WGW+09, WOC15, YCF+13, ZK09].

load-balancing [DY15]. Load-Building 
[HL94a, Ha92]. Load-prediction 
[SLW+15]. load/extract [TH02]. Local 
[DT90, Oi08, CL18, FF12, FLA+01, HC10, 
JC15, KAU16, LM15, LWW+10, ZZ88, 
ZLMN14].

classical [aSRZ+18].

Locality [TL89, ZG00, KC16, YR09].

Localization [STJ83, Se93, AZGvG09, 
DC11, DW14, FP18, JCC+14, MLD+14, 
PAR14, WL15b, WL16, WDC10, YLYL17, 
ZJC+10, ZCT+11, ZS16, ZY+17, ZGZ18].

localize [dSACdLF17]. Locally 
[CWM97, TC06]. located [SHHL12]. locating 
[WBP+03]. Location 
[CL94, HLYL06, LLKL04, ZS05a, AACT13, 
AL10, BLUH15, CFAP17, ESW06, IBM11, 
LU06, LPR04, NCS10, PSK05, PSH06,
PXT$^{13}$, WCC13, dL13. Location-aware [HLY10, PSH06]. location-based [LPR04, PSK05]. location-dependent [IBM11, LU06]. lock [CKL98, PMW12].
lock-based [CKL98]. locking [CM05, Jun00]. locking-based [Jun00].
locks [HPT07]. Log [XPBC11, CPL$^{+}$04, FSS$^{+}$13, MK17, NH13, WWS15].
log-linear [HLYL06]. log-logistic [WWS15].
location-aware [HLYL06, PSH06]. location-based [LPR04, PSK05]. location-dependent [IBM11, LU06].
locking [CM05, Jun00]. locking-based [Jun00].
locks [HPT07]. Log [XPBC11, CPL$^{+}$04, FSS$^{+}$13, MK17, NH13, WWS15].
log-linear [HLYL06]. log-logistic [WWS15].
locking [CM05, Jun00]. locking-based [Jun00].
locks [HPT07]. Log [XPBC11, CPL$^{+}$04, FSS$^{+}$13, MK17, NH13, WWS15].
log-linear [HLYL06]. log-logistic [WWS15].
Measure-independent [DDD14]. Measured [Gla90a]. Measurement [AR94, BBF+90, BF81, BK95, BF90, Cav84, Cha95, CGA08, DR92, Het95, LS05a, Mac91, Mor99, MK93, Mus80, PW10, Por93, RUV92, Rus90, Sed93, TTP97, Tia99, vS83, AP09, AI 12, BW01, CLB05, EAH+11, EhAT13, GPM13, GTF15, HALS08, HRZ06, KMK16, LORB03, LAT10, NSL+07, PL99, QGZ+15, SMR09, SM16, TTH98, VM89, VK08, Xia00]. Measurement-based [LS05a, BW01]. Measurement-Driven [Por93]. Measurements [Hon90, Gok09]. Measures [BBC+88, BK85, FM90a, LV97, MTG92, BD011, BAML17, BFSQ09, BDWP00, CdCAda018, Ckm06, EB00, Fer00, FMDAR16, HH80a, KOL+14, MSGGL12, Moo98, PSM01, WK00]. Measuring [AR90, BTV06, CA88, Ci91, DNSH13, FRF98, GOn95, HJBH10, HWHT11, HL98, JST10, LC09, LS17a, MA89, SvV08, She94, TZ81, WLL15, ZLT10, DHJ05, LH08, LCM+04, nPHW+16, PEO11, TPGS13]. Meaures [HB89]. Mechanism [BH83, BDBLP15, CL98, CL08, CSGL05, CL13, FPW96, GAWW07, HC01a, KKG+12, LQLC16, LZG15, PC01, SM17a, SKKL07, WGY+08, WXC15, YL16, YGN+16, ZDC+11]. mechanisms [AK08, AJCM08, CJKC09, CYT16, GRRX01, IBP03, JCC99, KR98, KBRV17, Lin00, MCBo8, SMCL96]. mechatronic [DZRH04, SFSE05]. media [CDC09, SM03]. median [LCLF13]. mediating [JC10, KP10]. Mediation [BDBLP15]. mediator [CDS02]. mediators [BJK06]. Medical [UUN11, AQK11, AMK12, BGG09, FM11, HTH13, KSRD10, KRDH12, LWS+03, LDZL15]. Medicine [Co92]. medium [VA17, dSdMSNO+14]. medium-sized [dSdMSNO+14]. medoid [BRTT08]. meet [TSL+11]. meet-in-the-middle [TSL+11]. meeting [Gla96i, SSD16, Bev99]. Meetings [BJK+11, Jef92]. melody [RH06]. Member [Mot96]. members [JLY14]. Memetic [FAM15]. memo [KA96]. memo-functions [KA96]. Memoriam [TG10]. Memories [BW95, GP98]. Memory [CCN+10, Hac91, IMM95, SS14b, SF92, ARMC16, BPQ+10, BH09, CGHL07, CN04, CD00, CSaLG02, CBG09, CC99b, CHL04, HC06, ISS98, JFC08, Kar00, KKL01, LF91, LUS+00, LSaC04, PS13, RMCH+14, SMU98, Shi17, SeMC02, SLL12, TL89, THP+06, USLC01, WLZ+17b]. memory-corruption [WLZ+17b]. memory-efficient [Shi17]. MENDELS [UH96]. Mental [FA194, LPLS87, KV05, SFM99]. Menu [Art87]. Menu-Based [Art87]. Merge [Yan94, HCB+16]. mergence [ZHH+17]. Mergesort [Ver89]. merging [DEW+16, MKL+15]. mesh [Ada06, Ada08, BMOKAM09, BMAH11, CCHT09, LZ13, LL14, SK03, WMD+10, YCLC17, ZADM10].
mesh-connected [Aba06, Aba08, SK03]. MeshFS [YCLC17]. MeSRAM [SM16]. Message [Ha94, MF90, MW08, AN16, CL18, EEAZ13, HYC04, JEEL12, SV12]. Message-Passing [MF90, CL18]. messages [KPS10]. messaging [RA16]. Meta [rBHM17, KBHG17, Mil00a, SMDM05, ZGH+07, AM13]. meta-analytical [Mil00a]. meta-heuristic [SMDM05]. Meta-Protocol [AM13]. Meta-synthesis [rBHM17]. Meta-tool [ZGH+07]. meta-heuristic [HBT16]. Metamodel [MGR+13, KTF+16, OHS01, ZMK12]. metamodel-based [ZGH+07]. Metamodel-driven [MGR+13]. metamodels [DRELHE16, HS11a, HFRHS09, TT09]. metamorphic [JCK+17, TSRC18, XHM+11, CPX16]. metaphorical [MMB10]. metasearch [LDN04]. metasearching [AKB11]. Metasystem [BST93]. Method [BAEH96, BYYY87, BK02, CS16, CH94, CL97, CCGdL16, GLA90d, Gom89, HL83, Hur93, KL96, LL98, LHC96, Lin93, MPS86, Pan81, Vel87, AKL14, dSACdLF17, AS17, AB10, BKSM13, BKSM14, BM08, CCV+09, CCH09, CC94, Che13, CCS+13, CD07, CBK02, EB14c, FJ98, FAI13, FN00, HJ12, HC10, HHC12, HTH13, HFRHS09, Iso98, JC02, KY90, KKL12, KPSK09, KMKY07, Kvv06, KSS03, KRHz05, LTK+06, LC05, LLC10, LT13, LGH+17, LC08, LWBH16, Lop03, LC98, MBRNB17, MLC09, MM06, NDM08, PDMH13, PJ09, PPW10, PW10, PWC12, RFP10, RS0+16, SNBH08, SI12, SC00, SCwY12, SCE10, SPLW17, SSP17, SGC+17, SHS16, SBB+16, SOC+03, SK04, SS07, SZW+16, SM16, Sta14, Th06, TB13, TC11, W399, WWTH08, WJT09, WCCL10, WK88, WDMR99, WCB+17, YT+13, YK+05, YZC15, ZK13, ZLZ11, Zhu04c]. Method-level [CS16]. Methodological [BHM12, WV11]. Methodologies [Gla96f, TOY95, ABC+13, DMDP14, DNB01, GR05, GPHS07, HB+99, IS11, KMY92, KL06, MMTL06, SDG17, TLK16b]. Methodology [BY85, Bro87, CS85, Cha06, EHS93, FL09, Gas96, HBC94, IYK95, KZ91, Kim07b, KL96, Law81, LH90, Lee93, MB84, She94, ZCd96, Zvi93, BRMA+09, CCC06, DAR14, GPHS08, HGP+12, Kno94, LS04, LK02, MYZC06, NGM08, ONZ09, PN14, RAJ94, Rio81, RMCH+14, RG79, SL01, WJ14, ZA15]. Methods [ACW10, EC98, Esk89, Fen93, FF87, Fur93, Gl91c, Gl93d, Gl95d, Gom04, Hag91, Jac98, LH95, LPSD15, Par98, WRW93, Zim84, AI12, AB10, ANM15, BDMK03, CP15, CBV16, DC11, DIP08, FIBRGC05, Gl93h, Gl94e, Gl96d, GV99, GPM06, HAL08, HR06, HJ00, HC10a, HLC99, JH99, JTW98, KSEN17, KSM+16, LF98, MRT17, Ost92, PG12, QHS08, Sai98, SUS04, SPZ06, TC11, TPTK12, W14, WBP+03, W189, Yeu00, ZADA15, ZXT11]. METKIT [WBR90]. Metric [Eva83, Gom95, Har88b, HS95, KAL97, MK90, NC96, OHHK93, PS90, RY93, SKV94, vS83, AL05, CJP98, CO8b, HU01, KCAS13, L98, L99, MK15a, NJ07, RC94, RB89, dAGDS+F+15, TDW+14, CPX16]. Metric-based [PS90]. Metrics [AM94, Bhi90, BST93, BC91, BN90, BC94, CRV94, CL95, CBOR88, CR90, CMP85, DS92, Deh90, EL94, Gla89f, Har90a, HL90, HG91, HSH18, KML94, LH93, Moh81, MV93, MM93c, Myr90, NB93, OOKOM97, OC90, PM09b, Pf95, PSZ17, RAC90, Rey84, SN91, Sed93, SI94, SS08, VM93, W090, WSP81, YNDS88, ASGJ13, AAM16, Am100, AAC+17, CGP+05, CKL09, CDDF99, CPR13, DLW08, DMSG11, EMM01, FN99, FBB+12, FN00, GPM13, GS07, G01.

mode [CGW08]. Model [AHH’+10, AA07, AHGS92, AHG93, Ara95, Bel93, BW93, BY85, BFC92, CDI07, EL94, FZHS95, FSA87, FAI94, Goek80, Gok09, GwD08, Ha89b, HZ83, HB83, HVK11, HH97, HO96, HFK92, Jar93, Je87, JB91, KP97a, KD91, KP97b, LM94, MKL15, MG97, MSI90, OB13, PMR16, Phi05, Phi81, PBD’+12, PH86, PL92, Poo93, Pop92, PL83, PLP04, SL96, SDB16, Tak97, TZ92, UW95, Var91, VTS87, WNHM86, ZK85, ZC97, AdB13, Aki18, AK16, AdAD17, AF16, BR14, BHXX05, BV15, BKR09, BHB’+05, BDDS11, BMB18, BL11, CGfdL10, CCC05, CC00a, CG1+04, CFAP17, CELS07, CPW98, CV14, CHLW17, CLB05, CMC04, CD10, Ch04a, Ch04b, Ch05, CC05, CO06, CH10b, CGfdL16, CHCO11, DEW’+16, DLW08, DK15b, DGL’+08, DGJ’+03, DGWC16, DCT17, DM17b, EJ01, EVR11, EUR’+13, FdDAM2].

model [FGMM17, FVHF’+15, Fei12, FBM09, FAI13, FWA09, GM08, GMPN16, GM17, GD12, GRT13, GMS07, GTF15, GA9C91, DDF’+13, GEM15, Hae88, HT097, HP16, HA10, HZH’+16, HAHH06, HKN’+07, HK09, HMC98, HLW13, JPKP04, JJ06, JBSL12, JS99, JHSB09, JGdL17, KP10, KBHG17, KRK00, KBH07, KLL17, KB16, KC98, KSS15, Kuo94, KLGH07, LJC16, LKR13, LP93, LS17b, LPM15, LJA’+11, LAHS07, Lit80, LM96, Lz06, LT08, LXC13, LLL’+14, LH01b, MMCB00, MR01, MJ14, MGB16, MA09, MAG12, ML16, MPR14, MV11, NHC13, NR04, NWZ05b, NPC12, NGM08, NB13, OOD09, PLCC09, PG05, PK02b, PB15, PCHW12, PRS11, Phil06, PHR10, PGRQV12, PW03, RAK15, RKK16, RRT01, RRM17, SAMN12, SÁM17, SFMB16, ST13, SDG17, SZ98, Shv03, SXWY14, SSP17, SS14a, SW99, SM08, SZW’+16, SFM99, SLLY17]. model [SXYM11, SS13, Tan04, Tan00, TJH07, TKJL13, TAF’+17, TN05, TCSC04, TTR’+13, TPG11, TSCR18, TMB02, UZ09, UIK17, Uzz13, VM12, Vla89, WHL89, WW09, WKZ10, WDC12, WWSZ15, WTG’+15, WD99, WZM12a, WZM12b, WBS’+10, WGS’+14, WWS13, Woo80, WCC13, XTZX12, XTZX13, YFZ’+16, YC12, YCF’+13, YHM’+14, YF15, YYL’+06, ZML10, ZE03, ZLCY06, ZyCk01, Zhu03, Zhu04a, Zhu04c, dCPV10, AJCM08, FdOdL04, MYZC06, nQYD11, Zha08]. Model-Based [EL94, AA07, CDI07, Gok09, OB13, SDB16, BR14, CFAP17, EUR’+13, FVHF’+15, KSS15, LLL’+14, PG05]. Model-Driven [Jar93, PMR16, GWdD08, HVK11, PBD’+12, AD13, Aki18, BKR09, FdDAM2, FAI13, GMPN16, GMD+07, DDF’+13, GEM15, HP16, JGdL17, MGB16, PGRQV12, RRM17, SAMN12, TAF’+17, TPG11, UIK17, VM12, WWS13, AJCM08]. model-free [WDC12]. model-oriented [LM96]. model-to-model [CGfdL10]. modeled [GJ08, MMP15]. Modeling [AAMS14, ABB15, BPGS13, Bt97, CS01, CB91, CUY09, EL07, Eva95, FS88, FF95, FM87, Gut96, HOT97, HA03, HLC’+09, HYJL04, JX07, JLC04, Kun91a, Kun95, MA96, Mer87, Mil96a, Mot96, PL07, PG15, Por93, RCSD93, Sak84, San95, SB14, SBM94, Sta83, SP94, aSR’+10,
TAF^{17}, VPdP13, WC99, WFZ96, YLXZ16, Ze96, AHW10, AGC13, APS^{10}, BKH10, BDPRC18, BCV06, BW80, BT17, CCW^{+10}, Car94, CW02, DY99, DGRN10, DB06, DL99, EZRK6, FBS15, FCSM09, FCB^{+16}, GH04, HR95, HCC91, HGMB13, Is01, JZ03, JZ05, JC10, Kar04b, KMR99, KJS^{+12}, KPS08, KKL^{+11}, KMKY07, KSS03, KEK04, KDEK04, Kun91b, LP93, LH04, LGH^{+17}, LSH09, LDL07, LHC^{05}, MV10, MGR^{+13}, MNSA15, MNSA16, Nae01, Nav92, OD05, PS05, PPMM17, Phi04, PAS^{+10}, RK00, SA14, SÅM^{+16}, SZ06, SKL10. modeling [Sc99, SRDLCP09, SJ17, dSSVY11, SK13, SWES16, TB13, TGP11, TBB^{+08}, WPC06, WKH09, WSJ14, Xia00, YWT07, YAKK16, ZH05, ZMK12, BBA10]. Modelling [CBG09, Cla86, CP97, ELK06, GPHS07, Ha86a, KNT86, RW01, WM0K11, AD14, BRS10, Cic16, CFN07, Cow05, DI01b, ETY15, GV99, GCC^{+15}, KLRW01, KMK16, MPS^{+12}, MPLL^{+15}, PC10, PL99, PH07, PSG^{+09}, RRW00, SB17a, SS15, SG01, TTR^{+13}, VKL16, Wal05, WL99]. Models [ClO95, Dha95, FWD97, FAS94, HS95, KMMG91, KL91, KW91, LV97, LL97b, LPLS87, MBDC86, MS97, MD91, MTON94, Pfi95, PS16, Sta85, Taur92, Tör90, ZEB88, APM^{+14}, ASV^{+16}, AMCC14, ADET12, AKA^{+15}, ABG02, AF16, ABJ10, ACGS^{+08}, AMGG14, AK15, BG09, BAN17, BI03, BGLG13, BW91H, BLO06, CDAD^{+14}, CGP^{+05}, CLS^{+12}, CDM^{+16}, DC16, DRELHE16, DA07, DZT^{+14}, EA12, EA14, EGG^{+11}, FDM12, GBL08, GTA14, GMS07, HJBH10, HBT05, HB15, KIM13, KRE16, KV05, KTF^{+16}, LWB^{+13}, LIM01, LH08, LHP^{+09}, LHP^{+10}, LHLG^{+15}, LMYMGT08, MW12, MGE03, MDFG08, MSGL12, MA08, MA10, MPA15, MHSW99, MO48, NHH^{+12}, NO08, OFWP07, PMR16, PN14, PPG^{+13}, PS00, PFF12, PP04, RSB^{+14}, SC99]. models [Sa07, SPR17, SFJ04, SKW06, SGO13, SH07, SPSM03, THP^{+06}, THGL07, TTL^{+13}, TKV95, TKCR14, TGE17, VMB^{+08}, Wal05, WMW12, WPP^{+09}, YAKK16, Zel09, ZKL^{+09}, LJJ10]. Modern [YCA17, BM00a, VAM^{+10}, Gla93h].

modernization [CRESF^{+13}]. Modes [Sub93, Fug99]. Modest [Mat86].

Modifiability [LBVBO2, Loh84, BLBV04, LJJ10].

Modification [AHH05, HCS09, LCLF13]. Modified

[PH86, CJT01, EEA13, THGL07]. Modify

[KFS^{+02}]. Modify-on-Access [KFS^{+02}].

Modular [BRS10, DXPY03, EL88, FW90, HCC91, HL06a, dRT06]. Modularity [VHFF^{+17}, dB12]. modularization [NM13]. Modularized [HL00a]. Module

[Arc81, Bow84, Loh84, OHK93, PND86, RS00, EB14c, KS16, Len97, LHC^{05}, MR00b, PKR01, TM98]. Modules

[BMSB94, KL95, PBC93, BT05, EE08, KT03, LC06a, MTF14, MA17, SH98, TAAA01, XNP07]. modulo [SYT^{+17}].

modulus [CSW13, LC10, WWH08].

Mojave [BCBZ14]. moment

[GJ13, TPKT12, yWpNyL11].

moment-based [TPKT12]. MOMM

[MKL^{+15}]. Monetary [AB10]. Monitor

[TT93, Zho93]. Monitoring

[DFCPS15, HO96, LC^{+06}, TJT^{+18}, YRN80, BRG^{+12}, CZvdV98, CLY17, CLF^{+13}, ES14, JR15, KKG^{+12}, KLL^{+11}, MLLK11, MB10, OM13, OAZ08, PZ15, RGV^{+17}, SYBN12, SZ11, VRG^{+16}, WWY^{+12}, ZS05b].

monotone [SD16a]. MOO [dRSBA13].

Moral [Co92, Lu92]. morphology

[Mus03]. morphology-driven [Mus03].

Mortem [Hag91, AS10]. Mosco [AGBD14].

MOSIS [Ayr98]. MostoDE [RHRC13].

MostoDEx [RHRC15]. motion [ZEY04].

motion-based [ZEY04]. motivate

[VBC^{+14}]. Motivating [LMWM18].
motivational [MPS+12, dSF12].
Motivators [BH02, BH03]. movement
[NCS10, TL09b]. moving [IBM11, KLL+11, LPR04, LSZ+07, Lin12a, RVM06, URG10].
MP [CM86]. MPEG [DK08, DK08, Ng99]. MPEG-7 [DK08, DK08]. MPI [DCH02].
MPLS [CTHW12, LL10]. MPSoC [JHBS09]. MPEG-7 [DK08, DK08]. MPI [DCH02].
MPSoCs [NEM17]. MRP
[LPJP09, MM00b]. MRRL [ED06]. MSc [BHR89]. MSE [Mil89]. MUDABlue [KGMI06].
Multi [ARMC16, CTL10, FMdAR16, GRT13, HM16, LAT10, LyWSZ10, LKL05, MS17b, MK15b, PSS+16, SRWVE10, SFJ04, WGY+08, WDMR99, ACL13, ÁGBYB+14, BBG+04, BV15, BPO+16, BM17, BWM06, CCW20a, CET+08, CLL10, CW12, CW14, CYT16, CKC15, CAG17, CNKLI2, CV16b, DCH02, FHL+15, FMP09, FWTC05, GMPN16, GCC+15, GAWW07, GGM11, HCB+16, HLW08, HSM16, JZL07, JLY14, JXLC15, JS16, Jun00, KBJZ15, KM11, Kim12, KSH+12, KAM13, KS16, LHJ10, LBS+07, CLoW06, LKP13, LS14, LGX10, LSH09, LJM96, LQC+14, LZG15, MLHL12, MMZ+15, MGB16, MIBV14, NX500, OKS+15, PLCC09, PB15, PCHW12, PK10b, PPGC17, PA99, PHBJ16, RM20, Sal17, SPTM15, Sha09, SOC13, SHS16, SZS13, TLL12, TL09b, WVT+14, WC07, WDC08, WDC12, WCX15, WCV+98, WX10, YFZ+16, YCF+13, YCC16, YLXZ16, YH10, ZMB14, ZZJ+17, ZCC+17, ZPL17, CD10, MKL+15].
multi [ASC16]. multi-agent [BM17, BWM06, CET+08, CKNLI2, GMPN16, GCC+15, GGM11, JLZ07, JS16, LSH09, MIBV14, PLCC09, PA99, SPTM15, ZMB14].
[YFZ+16]. multi-channel [MLHL12]. multi-class [GAWW07]. Multi-cloud
[MS17b, CAG17, WCX15]. multi-collinear
[LXG10]. multi-core
[CYT16, CKC15, FHL+15, KSH+12, LS14, PGPC17, WX10, ZCC+17, CD10].
Multi-criteria [FMdAR16, MK15b, PB15]. multi-device [BBG+04]. Multi-devices
[SFJ04]. multi-dimensional
[CCW00a, HLW08, LCLsW06, LQC+14]. Multi-disk [LKL05]. Multi-faceted
[LAT10]. multi-GPU [HCB+16].
multi-granularity [Jun00]. multi-homing
[HSM16]. multi-hop [CW12, JXLC15]. multi-item [CLL10]. Multi-layer
[CTL10, SRWE10, WGY+08]. multi-layered [BPO+16, LBS+07, MGB16]. Multi-level
[HM16, PK10b, Sal17, TL09b, ZJZ+17]. multi-lingual [RM20]. multi-members
[JLY14]. Multi-method
[WDMR99, SHS16]. multi-model
[PCHW12]. Multi-objective
[ARMC16, PSS+16, CV16b, KS16, LHJ10, OKS+15, YH10, MKL+15].
multi-organizational [FMP09]. multi-paradigm [LJM96]. multi-partite
[MMZ+16]. multi-relational [SZS13]. multi-release
[YLXZ16, ZP17]. multi-RSU [ACL13, ASC16]. multi-secret
[CW14, FWTC05]. multi-server
[NXS00, TLL12]. multi-signature [Sha09, WC07]. Multi-sprint
[GRT13]. multi-step-ahead
[YCF+13]. multi-tenancy [KBJZ15]. multi-tier
[WDC08, WDC12]. multi-vendor
[SCO13]. multiagent
[VAM+10]. multibit
[KPS10]. multicast
[JCS99, JXLC15, LT07, LZ13, LL14, MV10, TTC04, ZY12, ZADM10]. Multicasting
[Ha94, WGW+09]. Multiclass [MR86]. multicluster
[ZLD13]. Multicomputer
[Amb87, Čam99]. multicomputers
[Aba06, Aba08, BMOKAM09, KHI07, RWW01].
OAC11, OB13, PL94, PSMB01, Phi04, Raj94, RS00, Rom99, SNBH08, SKL10, SW96, SSSA17, SSS17, ST01, She02, SS98.

**object-oriented** [SMCL96, SK02, SC01, SPSM03, TA02, TQ05, WK88, WDMR99, XNP07, ZL07, ZXL010, dAGSdFS15, Chu97, Got93].

**object-relational** [SMCL96, SK02, SC01, SPSM03, TA02, TQ05, WK88, WDMR99, XNP07, ZL07, ZXL10, dAGSdFS15, Chu97, Got93].

Object-Z [GHKR04].

Objectives [ANB93, dRSBA13].

Objects [MS97, PL96, WM90, CDDF99, GAWC91, HL02, IBM11, IS03b, KL11, Lin12a, Pon06, RVM06, SM09, SJ17, ZMAER99].

Oblivious [MXZ11].

Obscured [DM17b].

Observation [CV16a, WHY12].

Observational [YBE17].


**OCCI** [MBT16]. occluded [ZER00].

OCL [CT09, KBH17]. OCL2Trigger [AJCM08]. Octopus [BG12]. ODC [CPR13]. ODCHP [PC01]. odd [Ano94c, Gl94c]. ODMG [LK05].

ODMG-compliant [LK05]. Odyssey [BM90]. Odyssey-Search [BM90]. off [AHC11, CFMR11, ELK06, PJ09].

**off-chip** [ELK06]. off-the-shelf-based [AHC11]. offloading [AR12, ASV16, DSGS17, YGN16].


OML [OHS01, OD05, ZPEL05]. omnipresent [AHK10]. OMT [HK98].

On-demand [HST15, DR12, HST16].

On-line [TN05, CSM00b, DVC17, FHY17, ZM06].

One [BMJ11, CL97, FN86, LYX09, Rei87, AAN11, JZ07, KMS04, KM13, LW13a, MT10, OR00, ZL12a].

one-block [ZL12a]. one-level [MT10].

one-part [JZ07]. One-Place [FN86].

One-step [LYX09]. One-time [BMJ11, LW13a]. one-to-one [AN11].

ones [Gla00k]. Online [VPL10, CL17a, Dan17, GMS15, KH10, LCF16, MCS12, NKJT09, PTK00, TH05, YCW15]. only [Gla98k, HRB12]. onto [AO16]. ontologies [FDSDP08, HS11a, LPP10, RHRC13, ZLT10]. Ontology [MCS12, YSG17, AACT13, BLLGSB11, MJF10, OHS01].

Ontology-based [YSG17, MJF10].

**OO** [BDGR01, CBKK08, JMM99].

OODBMS [HLMB07, LK05].

Open [CF07, FG94, Fug03, GPPT16, AW07, ACB18, ALRP16, BCG14, CLL05, DFCPSF15, DST16, EB14, GDLB16, GW10, JBSL12, KTF15, KKH12, KL17b, KL07, MMB00, MSB12, NPC12, PLCC09, PAB17, PPS12, RA16, RNR17, SL08, SA12, SM08, SFA08, SG12, TDK16, YLX16, YSC16, ZE03, CFMR11, GL14, KGM06, LWM18, LSS12, MP12, Shi12].

open-source [CLL05, KL07, RA16, YSC16]. OpenBSD [YSC16]. OpenFlow [CCD16].

Opening [JBS12]. OpenMP [DSGS17, NEM17].

OpenPGP [MBB11].

OpenVPN [LLV09]. OPERA [CLL05].

operator [LSC04]. Operating [SCK86, TT93, GPPT16, HK13, IB03, PLM07, SRT12, ST89, WW00, YSC16, GAW19].

Operating-system [GAW19].

Operation [CH94, LWB13, Lin14, WGZ12, ZS01, ZH05].

Operational [ANB93, FAS94, LM03, RBM95, Bai05, OD05, OKMD12].

Operations [Ha91, NM93, RA91, DZT14, HL94b, PWY16, TSCS04].

Operator [ILZ14, BLM18, CV16b, HWR17].

Opinion [GNA17, TPTV17].

OPNets [LP93].

Opportunistic [HLMB07, BCLW11, NSA10].

Opportunities [SBAH17, AZX14, ACW10,
BO11, CDPM17, LAH+16, MBL+99, Oja16b, SFJ04, TE99, TC10, TC11]. optical
[CB89a, LYX09, WGY+08]. Optimal
[CY00, CL97, DXPY03, HL06a, LM13, PM99, Pha94, UHX6, WXY+17, AM10a,
CZdV98, CL17a, CSGT05, DDD14, Hua05a, JE02b, PK01a, WHL89, WDS09].
Optimisation
[GA13, PG05, PACH15, WRTP+13]. Optimistic
[BKS85, wLYLlH97, CKyL98, JFG07]. Optimizations
[VP07]. optimize
[AN16, AKL14, LVVTP17, MS03, MAS13, RMCH+14]. Optimized
[DHC+11, DRCG12, GWV+11, KCV11, YF15, ZDC+11]. Optimizing
[HYC02, HLL01a, LQW+12, QOLJG16, CT13, CCST07]. Optimum
[Leu92, OG80]. options
[ÖKT09, WOH08]. oracle
[CL18, CHT09, RG10, ZTP18]. ORB
[WCLK07]. orchestrated
[ABC+13]. orchestrations
[TTCT15, ZCTZ16]. Order
[BP86, KML94, LPP15, CCH09, LHJ10, LWHS05, PDMH13, nQYD11, WCC13,
ZJZ+17]. Ordered
[KD91, HY03, JHYK10, MLD16, WL05]. Ordering
[ZA12, HYC04, KLMC06, PS13]. Orderings
[LVB+93]. orders
[CTA94]. Oregon
[Har90b]. organisational
[WK15]. organisations
[YMM+17]. Organization
[BY85, Bos12, Car99, JBSL12, JH01, LZ06, DPS03, MP94]. Organizational
[AP97, ISM11, Lan98b, Law81, Mat96, SG12, Tha80, Woh16, ACS07, AG902, BCV06,
FMP09, JMM17, MM10, RSS00, Thi94, TW08a, WBhOS17, WRR14, WSM15].
Organizations
[Owo96, ASG17, AK16, BDMXN+17, BCG+14, CLW05, KK11, PPG+10, SNT16,
SNJ+07, SM16, YL+96, Suy79]. organized
[RB89]. Organizing
[BBO96, Tmn96, BM17, GAKF13, HM16, PSB01, XLM+15]. Orientation
[Mov96, ADZ+09, Gla94f, Gla96g, Gla93c]. Oriented
[AC97, AHG93, BBEM11, BC94, CFFT08, CKF91, CH94, CG94, EHS93,
EMS11, JO83, JB91, KO95, KSW93, Kun95, KGH+96, LH93, MWH98, MS90,
Mil96a, NY84, NC96, Ng93, PM90a, PBC93, PD98, RA98, RM93, SW93, SGC+93,
Sci89, SW94a, Sta93a, TOY15, TL96, TL95, TBD97, TDT08, UW95, WRW93, Al12,
AM15, ARS10, ACDF01, AK15, Bar94, BK95, BWDPO0, BF96, CLX+04, Car94,
ČZUB99, CPW98, CCCT06, CLSC98, CL06a, CC+10, CC94, CL04a, CZE+18,
CL15, CL17b, Choo4a, Chun97, CHL+13, CGPT14, Dav95, DSRS03, DSA+04,
DST+04, DHL06, DTV09, DIP98, EMM01, EVR11, ES97, EB14c, FBB+12, FN00,
FTSIC12, FCL+00, FS05, GRRXX01, Gla96i, GV99, Got93, JP96, GMMC13, Har97,
HC00, HL94b, ISM11, Iso01, JLQ+10, JH99, JUN00, KCAS13, KLT07, KKH+16].
oriented
[KSH05, KKK08, KC98, KR16, LJB05, LS92, LP93, LC00, LCL04, LLO6,
LM10, LVM007, LMGH17, Li98, LI99, LS07, LJS05, LM96, LLL+14, LN13, MJF10,
MLB09, MJ14, MTF14, Mat96, Mer13, MPS+12, MPLL+15, MNT98, MO90,
MGvFGCB10, MD89, Mu08, NFSM11, NQ98, NBR+13, NGCO2, OAC11, OK98,
OB13, PL94, PNJG12, PSB01, PL99, Phi04, PF12, Pot13, PHBJ16, RA94,
RR98, RS00, RV91, Rom99, SCS15, SGP12, 66,
SNBH08, SKL10, SW96, SSSA17, SSS17, ST01, She02, SS98, SMCL96, SK02, SC01, SPSM03, SL01, SWES16, TA02, TQ05, TM98, THWC10, TMD07, UZ09, VP07, WJ09, WXY+17, WZM12a, WZM12b, WK88, WDMR99, WHHT08, XNP07, ZL07, ZXL10, Zhu00, dOZR+04, dVRB13, KCS08, dAGSdFS+15, original [CL06a], origins [BWW+18], ORL [UhCLS94], orthogonal [LC07], orthogonality [RFZ08], OSA [TDK+07], OSA/Parlay [TDK+07], OSS [BWP16]. Other [MS97, Gla00j, RGBM06, SC14, YL06]. Our [Gla92h, WLL17], outage [DM17b]. outcomes [CBAV16, FMRM15]. Outgoing [Car08]. outlook [DFG+13, Rav81]. output [KAS18, SRT+12], outage [SYT+17]. outsourced [DvdVA+13, ZML17]. Outsourcing [Gla00e, AV12, AK16, BVN07, BWP16, Jør14, KNA11, ZHAY12]. Over-confidence [JTM04]. over-fitting [WQJZ10]. Overcoming [Che17, CDP05]. overhead [MA09]. overheads [RwJK01, WWC98]. overlapped [MK16]. overlay [DY15, MARD16, SSM+09]. overload [JEEL16]. overloaded [MA09]. overloads [Rot89]. overriding [Rad04]. Overview [AF96, Ber91, CBOR88, IKCN91, CBT+14, EGM+11, Kam95, PK89]. owned [GAWC91]. ownership [CL08, HH06, Lin01]. Owns [Har95a].

Partially-ordered [KVT+17, Rey89, SPDT06]. Partially-ordered [JHYK10].

party [AL10]. Participating [CH10a]. Participatory [CRKH11, Chr16, DEA+14]. Partition [CLL99]. Partitioning [BE81, Gie79, KC96, CH10d, JC02, KSEN17, KPT09, LO04, LZN04, MCC02, MCC11, SK04, YZL+14]. partly [Gla91g]. Partnership [AK16]. Parts [BDM+93]. Party [Gla90b, AHC+11, CLLC96, CHL11, EMBS17, KVT+17, Rey89, SPDT06]. Partially-ordered [EC98, LVB+93, Rod86, CC02a, CLLC96, CHL11, EMBS17, KVT+17, Rey89, SPDT06]. Partially-ordered [LKJR10a, LKJR10b, BKW10].

\(\text{Pattern} [\text{EC98, LVB}+93, \text{Rod86, CC02a, BLLC96, CHL11, EMBS17, KVT}+17, \text{Rey89, SPDT06}].\)

\(\text{Partial} \\{\text{EC98, LVB}+93, \text{Rod86, CC02a, CLLC96, CHL11, EMBS17, KVT}+17, \text{Rey89, SPDT06}\}.\)

\(\text{Partially} \\{\text{EC98, LVB}+93, \text{Rod86, CC02a, CLLC96, CHL11, EMBS17, KVT}+17, \text{Rey89, SPDT06}\}.\)

\(\text{Partially-ordered} \\{\text{EC98, LVB}+93, \text{Rod86, CC02a, CLLC96, CHL11, EMBS17, KVT}+17, \text{Rey89, SPDT06}\}.\)

\(\text{Participant} \\{\text{EC98, LVB}+93, \text{Rod86, CC02a, CLLC96, CHL11, EMBS17, KVT}+17, \text{Rey89, SPDT06}\}.\)

\(\text{Participating} \\{\text{EC98, LVB}+93, \text{Rod86, CC02a, CLLC96, CHL11, EMBS17, KVT}+17, \text{Rey89, SPDT06}\}.\)

\(\text{Participatory} \\{\text{EC98, LVB}+93, \text{Rod86, CC02a, CLLC96, CHL11, EMBS17, KVT}+17, \text{Rey89, SPDT06}\}.\)

\(\text{Partition} \\{\text{EC98, LVB}+93, \text{Rod86, CC02a, CLLC96, CHL11, EMBS17, KVT}+17, \text{Rey89, SPDT06}\}.\)

\(\text{Partitioning} \\{\text{EC98, LVB}+93, \text{Rod86, CC02a, CLLC96, CHL11, EMBS17, KVT}+17, \text{Rey89, SPDT06}\}.\)

\(\text{Partitioned} \\{\text{EC98, LVB}+93, \text{Rod86, CC02a, CLLC96, CHL11, EMBS17, KVT}+17, \text{Rey89, SPDT06}\}.\)

\(\text{Participant} \\{\text{EC98, LVB}+93, \text{Rod86, CC02a, CLLC96, CHL11, EMBS17, KVT}+17, \text{Rey89, SPDT06}\}.\)

\(\text{Participating} \\{\text{EC98, LVB}+93, \text{Rod86, CC02a, CLLC96, CHL11, EMBS17, KVT}+17, \text{Rey89, SPDT06}\}.\)

\(\text{Participatory} \\{\text{EC98, LVB}+93, \text{Rod86, CC02a, CLLC96, CHL11, EMBS17, KVT}+17, \text{Rey89, SPDT06}\}.\)

\(\text{Partition} \\{\text{EC98, LVB}+93, \text{Rod86, CC02a, CLLC96, CHL11, EMBS17, KVT}+17, \text{Rey89, SPDT06}\}.\)

\(\text{Partitioning} \\{\text{EC98, LVB}+93, \text{Rod86, CC02a, CLLC96, CHL11, EMBS17, KVT}+17, \text{Rey89, SPDT06}\}.\)

\(\text{Partitioned} \\{\text{EC98, LVB}+93, \text{Rod86, CC02a, CLLC96, CHL11, EMBS17, KVT}+17, \text{Rey89, SPDT06}\}.\)

\(\text{Participant} \\{\text{EC98, LVB}+93, \text{Rod86, CC02a, CLLC96, CHL11, EMBS17, KVT}+17, \text{Rey89, SPDT06}\}.\)

\(\text{Participating} \\{\text{EC98, LVB}+93, \text{Rod86, CC02a, CLLC96, CHL11, EMBS17, KVT}+17, \text{Rey89, SPDT06}\}.\)

\(\text{Participatory} \\{\text{EC98, LVB}+93, \text{Rod86, CC02a, CLLC96, CHL11, EMBS17, KVT}+17, \text{Rey89, SPDT06}\}.\)
university [MBL+99]. Pencil [Gla96j].
People [OS87, AKH12, FFdRG+14],
HWDs+15, MPLLL+15. People-oriented
[MPLL+15]. Per-flow [AM10a]. perceived
[ETM10, O GK13], Percentage [LLK11].
Perception [JKD02, CJK09, JKW09,
KWT+00, KLMZ08, KJ99]. Perceptions
[RS00, GW10, Lin99, LLO04, LSL11,
SHW09]. Perceptron [NHC13]. Perceptual
[MK11]. Percolation [Pa12].
Percolation-based [Pa12]. Perfect
[LLC10, DM07]. Performability
[EJB17, EK13]. Performance
[AAMS16, AAI10, AAI12b, Amm91,
Ano84c, BMAH11, BM07, BZ14, Bha84,
BAL81, BM93b, CLGL05, CZ91, CUY09,
DZT+14, FC96, Goe84, Gor91, GDF86,
GLJ13, Ha86b, Ha89a, Ha89b, HJ90b,
Ha92, HLCW04, Hua05b, IMM95, IBP12,
Kar04b, KP97b, KNT86, Lai97c, LZZ97,
LMJ11, MK17, MPS86, MMN12, NSA10,
NLo00, PK10a, Par86, PH03, PFL05, RA91,
Rv93, RCSD93, SAA93, SM06a, SKS96,
TPKT12, TMB02, Ver89, WNHM86,
WPP+09, Zh16, AdB13, AHH16, AAG88,
AL10, ABW07, BML+13, BHM12, BJK06,
BKR09, BBS00, BDPR18, BT17, BK17,
CD17, CLL99, CSW10, CLL10, CBZ+16,
CT01, CS12, Di05, De08, Dwc17, FTC16,
GJ100, Goh09, GMS07, GWG07, GAK92,
HH07, HLM07, HZH+16, IW07, JKW09,
JR+06, KBDGAW16, KA14, KR98, KKR99b,
KDFE04, KCV11, LTK+06, LJB05, LSO5a, Performance
[LSAC01, LZR16, MK06, MK00, NLK04,
NSL+07, NK14, OS08, OFW07, PCHW12,
PH13, Pon05, Pot13, PSG+09, QL03,
QOLJ16, RLY+13, RQD+17, RVM17,
Row86, ROFGFMR13, SPC16, SO03, SK03,
Scyw12, ST07, SMU98, Shi17, SA11,
SPP+15, SVMAM04, SW99, SK01, SSCL08,
SJ07, SDS+07, SS13, TBC+16, TKCR14,
TD+07, TM07, TDW+14, VSSD12,
WYCC13, WMD+10, WW00, ZHH+17,
dL13, ADMOK+10, ZLZ+96].
Performance-based [ZLZ+96].
Performance-directed [SPC16].
Performance-driven [PSG+09].
Performance-reliability [Ha86b].
Performance/reliability [GMS07].
Performances [CCG+07]. Performing
[CTK13]. Period
[BR09, FHL+15, PK01a]. Periodic
[HLW+15, ML95, CL11, HSC15, HyLW+12,
KPS10, KKR16, KVT+17, PC04, TKJ13].
Periodic-frequent [KKR16, KVT+17].
Periphery [LLK11]. Permutation
[HRB12]. Perpetual [Fei12]. Persistence
[TGP11]. Persistent [IJC03]. Person
[KCK+98]. persona [ARH+17]. Personal
[BSG12, LL08, ST89, VH89].
Personalities [KBDGAW16]. Personality
[ARH+17]. Personalization
[BFPAG+08, FMS16, KUK07].
Personalized [AM10b, ECRVMS11].
Personalizing [SAA+10]. Personnel
[FF89, GA11, PPN+15]. Perspective
[AH93, Deh90, Hon90, Joy94, O’N83, Pla92,
RAC90, RA91, CO08, EED16, EUR+13,
Hal92, Haz92, HM16, JCYT16, JS90,
KBZ95, mKJME01, KJM07a, Kuo00, LC09,
LS17b, LMWM18, LZZS11, tLF89, SPG12,
SR15, SOS+16, Som13, Un07, WOH80,
GRR16]. Perspectives [AKH12, LW02,
LSM+06, MBL+99, NAB+13, YLC12].
Perturbation [LXJL10, LCC+13].
Perturbation-based [LXJL10]. Pervasive
[LP07, ALT+09, AHH+10, BSG12, CELS07,
CMK+11, CJ90, JZL97, KAK+13, MPG+08,
MG107]. Petri [AHW10, CR06, HA03,
LKJL01, CCC06, BHM12, Chr86, Coo90,
FCJL13, FN86, GKP98, HCC91, JS99,
KH96, KP93, KP97b, KDEK04, LP93, LM94,
LL97b, OH15, PPM12, PfD97, Ph06,
SC88, dSSJ08, SMB94, Var91, vD93].
Petri-net-based [CC06]. Petri-Nets
[Ph06, OH15]. PF [LWBH16]. PF-Miner
[LWBH16]. Ph.D. [Gla97e]. Phase
phased [WD99]. Phases [Zim84, APS16].
Plagiarism [Wha90, TLZ16]. plain [LW13]. Plan [Pfl95, Sam93, GLWY10, MD89]. planned [NR04]. Planning [DLG96, Sam93, AN01, ABL16, BMLL14, BK17, FCB16, GRT13, KKK08, MH12, MOHB08, NRG08, PK02b, PIGO08, SK13, WC99, WAW012, WCC13, ZHS01]. plans [Pot13]. plant [YKC10]. plasticity [dVRB13]. Plate [Car02]. Platform [SRDLC09]. vHJPB17, AKL14, APS10, AM10b, BD17, CdAM14, CdR14, CMM15, CDP17, GTA09, HS15, HWdS15, JHSB09, KPT09, MIBV14, NBR14, PAS10, QOLJG16, RA16, ZLD13, Zhu04a, vAAJ16].
Platform-independent [SRDLC09]. Platforms [SKT17, CCDD00, FHL15, GD04, GPGC17, ZCC17]. playback [NXSO0]. played [WLL17]. player [MQG17]. playing [BPM06, Dan17]. playout [FGBC10]. PLC [VHFF17].
PLC-based [VHFF17]. please [CPT05, TC89]. Plenty [Gla95]. PMIPv6 [CL13]. Point [BK92, Ret90a, BGLG13, EAH11, Hua05b, HCC05, MJZ10, OR00, Shy03, ZLCYO6, AHGSS05, WL10]. Pointer [BL98, MC04]. pointers [EKV05]. Points [AR94, Dol97, FW97, FTAM99, GAT15, SvV08, SHW09, ZS16, Cha95, SSP17].
Power-aware [TKJ15, wZfG13, wZfG14a, wZfG14b]. powerful [ED04]. Practical [CSM15, CP07, DA08, LT09, SPW03, VP92, WH97, AZGvG09, AMS10, CCF04, DB06, FG15, HH00, HZC05, LWB16, MMTS15].
PSG⁺⁰⁹, SOS⁺¹⁶, TCMLJ⁹⁸, ZMAER⁹⁹.

**Practice** [AM⁹⁴, BKW¹⁰, CJT⁺¹⁶, Duv⁹⁵, Gl⁹⁹h, Hag⁹¹, Het⁹⁵, LSD⁹⁵, RMB⁹⁵, An¹⁰⁴d, BGS⁺¹⁶, BDPRC¹⁸, CJ⁰⁵, CO⁰⁸, Dav⁹⁹, Fer⁰⁰, Gl⁹⁹l, Gl⁹⁹e, Gl⁹⁹h, Gl⁹⁹b, Gla⁹⁵b, Gla⁹⁸j, Gla⁰⁰m, GTA¹⁴, Han¹₂, KTF⁺¹⁶, yL⁹⁸, Qui⁹⁴, QHS⁰⁸, RZL⁺¹⁸, SB¹⁴, Wie¹⁴, Gl⁹⁴f]. **Practices** [GK⁹¹a, PW⁸⁷, BD¹⁶, BV¹⁶, BCG⁺¹³, CJK¹³, DD⁰¹, ETM¹⁰, FF⁸⁹, GV¹⁰, GZ¹³, GCBD¹⁵, GCDY¹⁶, HDGZ⁰⁶, IBAH¹², JH⁹⁹, JDLS¹⁶, KT¹², MKK⁰⁹, NB¹⁶, PC⁹⁸a, PC⁹⁸b, PFL¹⁶, Sai⁰², VHF⁰², WWSS¹³, ZADA¹⁵]. **Practicing** [MP⁸⁹]. **Practitioner** [LS¹¹, MRW⁺⁹⁴, BH⁰², BH⁰³, GCDY¹⁶, Haz⁰², KLMZ⁰⁸, LMNA¹⁷, PIG⁰⁰⁸].

practitioners [AHC⁺¹¹, PCV⁺⁰⁸, PVSG⁰⁵]. **Pragmatic** [Bar⁹², Jef⁹², NS⁸⁸, GP⁹⁸]. **Praspe** [DGBE¹⁸]. **pre** [Gil⁸⁸]. **pre-natal** [Gil⁸⁸].

precedence [AR¹⁸]. **precious** [V¹⁰].

precise [CCW⁰²a]. **precision** [LKＰ¹³].

**Predicate** [Sch⁹¹, Sta⁰³, aSRZ⁺¹⁸, WL¹⁵b]. **Predicate-Event** [Sch⁹¹]. predicates [DOL⁺¹⁶]. **Predict** [LH⁹³, AAM¹⁶, KY¹⁰, LRV⁰³, LS⁹⁸, MER¹⁷, MR⁰⁰b, NHH⁺¹², OY¹⁶, WRS⁺¹⁷, XYCL¹⁷, ZXL¹⁰].

**Predictable** [ICSK¹⁴, HMSW⁰³].

**Predicting** [ACB¹⁸, ABL¹⁶, CPV⁺¹⁴, EE⁰⁸, Hur⁹³, OH⁹⁴, SD⁰⁶a, ZcK⁵¹, ZL⁰⁷, AdAD¹⁷, EBGR⁰¹, KR¹⁶, LMA¹⁵, TL⁰⁹b].

**Prediction** [Cav⁸⁴, CW⁹⁰, Lee⁹³, Lip⁷⁹, Lok⁹⁶, She⁹⁵, Al¹², AGC¹³, AC¹⁶, AB¹⁰, Bai⁰⁵, BHXN⁰⁵, BKR⁰⁹, BFLP⁰⁹, CBÄV¹⁶, CMM¹⁵, CLGL⁰⁵, CSS⁺¹³, EMM⁰¹, FF¹², FSS⁺¹³, Gou⁰⁸, Gru⁰⁷, GJ⁰⁸, HJJ⁰⁹, HCS⁰⁹, HIC¹⁰, JTM⁰⁴, KY¹⁰, KRO⁰⁸, KCV¹¹, LCT¹⁰, LS⁰⁵a, LCLF¹³, LG¹⁵, LJA⁺¹¹, MKL⁺⁰⁰, MA⁰⁸, MdFD⁺¹⁵, NQ⁰⁸, PEO¹¹, PSM¹², PB¹⁵, RSB⁺¹⁶, RSP⁰³, Sch³³, SLW⁺¹⁵, SRDLP⁰⁹, SHBA⁺¹⁶, TQ⁰⁵, TN⁰⁵, THGL⁰⁷, TAB⁺¹⁶, TVK⁹⁵, dBDtSS⁰⁸, VTZ⁺¹⁷, VMB⁺⁰⁸, WHB⁰¹, WLC⁰⁸, WLT⁺⁰⁹, XHW⁹⁹, YCLY¹³, YCF⁺¹³, YJZ¹⁷, ZP⁰⁶, ZCY⁺¹⁶, ZL¹⁷, dCPV¹⁰]. **predictions** [JFG⁰⁷, MS⁰³].

**Predictive** [LV⁰⁷, LMYMTG⁰⁸, PJT⁺¹⁷, CS¹⁵, HWHM²⁰, LHO⁸, RSB⁺¹⁴].

**predictor** [OLZN¹³]. **predictors** [Gla⁰⁰k].

**preemption** [Kim¹⁷]. **preemptive** [FSPH⁺¹⁶]. **Preface** [MS¹⁷a, SLR¹⁶].

**Preference** [Sca⁸⁸]. **preferences** [LS⁰⁵b, MLD¹⁶, SPLW¹⁷].

preferences-based [MLD¹⁶]. **preferTrust** [MLD¹⁶]. prefetching [Pon⁰³, Pon⁰⁶].

prefixes [WH⁹⁹]. **preimage** [ZL¹²a].

**preliminary** [Kt¹⁰]. **premier** [LCM⁺¹³].

**premise** [AAMS¹⁴]. **Prepaging** [HH⁸⁷, WK⁹⁴]. **preparation** [SAH¹²].

**Prepare** [Ano⁸⁷e, Sam⁹³]. **prescription** [MM⁰¹a].

**presence** [LJ⁰¹, PS¹⁵, PJK¹³, PV⁰⁴, SMZC¹²].

**present** [MKNS⁰⁶, ZGZ⁺¹³]. **presentation** [ZLZ¹¹]. presentations [CH⁰⁵, HKY⁰¹, Jef⁹², YV⁰⁴, YWT⁰⁷].

**preservation** [LCLF¹³, ZLmLN¹⁴].

**Preserving** [AAH¹²a, MVC¹⁶, BKS¹⁴, BJK⁺¹¹, DEA⁺¹⁴, HR¹¹, Lin¹⁶].

**Press** [LZ⁰⁷]. **Preventing** [CLW⁰⁵, WS¹²].

**prevention** [Ab¹³, BRG⁺¹², CC⁰⁷, CCKM⁰⁹, KHC¹⁶, LCLL⁰⁷, WAW⁰¹²].

**price** [ZLZ⁺¹⁵]. **pricing** [AB¹⁰, LZO⁺¹⁶, Oja¹⁶a].

**primary** [HMC⁰⁸]. **prime** [Gla⁰⁶h, CG¹⁵]. **Primer** [LZ⁰⁷, AV⁰⁴, AV⁰⁸]. **primitive** [LCLP¹⁶].

**primitives** [HZ¹⁵].

**Principle** [ZX⁹⁴].

**Principles** [Boe⁸³, LMGH¹⁷, Loh⁸⁴, PW⁸⁷, BGS⁺¹⁶, BM⁰⁰a, BDA⁺⁰², FJ⁹⁸, GDFPPG⁺¹⁰, ZMK¹²]. print [KPS¹⁰, PKS¹⁸]. print-cam [PKS¹⁸].

print-scan [PKS¹⁰]. Prior [SL⁰⁸].

**Priorities** [Let⁰⁰, BS⁰⁹, Hac⁸⁸, Liu⁹⁸].

**prioritised** [HLMB⁰⁷]. prioritization [CZC⁺¹⁸, DvdVA⁺¹³, HCC¹⁰a, HPH¹², HLSL¹³, HCT⁺¹⁵, JG⁰⁸, JC¹⁵, LZKW¹², MCTM¹¹, MKS⁺¹⁸, MB¹⁷, PSS⁺¹⁶, PSEE¹², PMB¹⁵, RST⁹⁸, SPLW¹⁷, SB¹²,
SCC16, ZCT+9, SD16b]. **Prioritized** [ZS16, PD16]. **Prioritizing** [FWP93]. **Priority** [HYA11, LLL00, LSV+06, RCD09, AKA+15, BRC09, BCF+05, FHL+15, FSPH+16, GAK92, Hač92, HC01b, KSN17, Kim17, LCLS16, LZ13, LHSK06, PNK96, wZfG14b, dOCS13]. **Prioritized** [ZS16, PD16]. **Prioritizing** [FWP93]. **Priority** [HYA11, LLL00, LSV+06, RCSD93, AKA+15, BRC09, BCF+05, FHL+15, FSPH+16, GAK92, Hač92, HC01b, KSN17, Kim17, LCLS16, LZ13, LHSK06, PNK96, wZfG14b, dOCS13].

**priority-aware** [LZ13]. **priority-based** [HC01b]. **PRISMA** [ARS10]. **Privacy** [Chr16, DEA+14, SY16b, AGBD14, CDS10, Cho04a, CRKH11, CHL+08, ECRVMS11, Lin16, MXZ11, MIKG13, SLZ12, SGBP12, TKH+11, WSJ14, YYS+16, ZSM05, BJK±11]. **privacy-aware** [AGBD14]. **privacy-enhanced** [TKH+11, ZSM05]. **privacy-focused** [WSJ14]. **Privacy-preserving** [DEA+14, Lin16, BJK±11]. **private** [HC01b]. **Proactive** [DM17a, HLW08, LR04, BDDG04]. **Probabilistic** [FZHS95, AMP12, DC11, DK15a, HM09, HN17, PACH15, SGO13]. **Probability** [HP90, LS07, MSGGL12, RCCVB11]. **Problem** [Chr86, Gla90e, Nit98, Ano91c, BCV06, CH09, CJT04, Dar02, DSSL09, EK12, Gla98d, Gla91i, Glazh97, HR95, HCDJ08, KIK17b, KEK04, MJ14, MARD16, PS15, PA99, PV94, PW03, SS15, TNAAO1, Wij03, XJZ+15, ZJZh00, ZGL+10, SKO13]. **problem-oriented** [Zhu00]. **problem-prone** [TNAAO1]. **problem-solving** [DSSL09, KIK17b]. **Processes** [AR94, AS96, BCD92, FFdRG+14, KD91, KL91, Let87, MSB+02, TK87, AHW10, AC16, AM10a, BNvdH05, CC07, CTO+15, CBS00, CLF+13, DI01a, FSG+11, GR05, GAW92, Hač98, HH08a, HRN+01, JST10, JR15, KLWR01, LH06, DPS03, Mor99, PRS11, PSS00, RH03, RRM17, SMZC12, YLXZ16]. **Process-based** [De97]. **Process-Centered** [FG94, KSKP11]. **Process-integrated** [Bhi90]. **process-line** [BBW+18]. **process-related** [CGSGR06]. **Processes** [AR94, AS96, BCD92, FFdRG+14, KD91, KL91, Let87, MSB+02, TK87, AHW10, AC16, AM10a, BNvdH05, CC07, CTO+15, CBS00, CLF+13, DI01a, FSG+11, GR05, GAW92, Hač98, HH08a, HRN+01, JST10, JR15, KLWR01, LH06, DPS03, Mor99, PRS11, PSS00, RH03, RRM17, SMZC12, YLXZ16]. **Processing** [Amb87, Hay86, Lai97a, PD98, Rah92, RW97, Sho91, Tsu85, Ul95,
ZENA93, vS83, BLM+08, CK02b, CM12, De 98, DM17a, DWC17, FGD+17, HL09, HWR17, KRP02, KAS18, KW00, LWHS05, LCC10, LPP+10, LC02h, Lin12a, LJ99, MLC09, PJ09, RVM17, SNH14, SMM17, SK01, Uhl98, YC08b, ZM06. Processor [Par86, RT93, Aba08, Çam00a, CHL04, DCH02, HSR01, MJ89, SK03, TC12]. processor-in-memory [CHL04]. Processors [CD10, FG93, ML95, ELK06, Kar94, LCLL07, TXL12, TCSC04, WWL10]. Produce [SG91]. Producibility [Car92]. Producing [SHW02, VL94, BV16, JBSL12, MPAA15]. Product [CBT+14, CGA08, DS05, ESWA18, Esk89, Lan90, MBCD86, ACS07, AD07, AK08, AKL14, BKS15, BHM12, BdMSNO+17, BBS10, BW01, CsdDg+18, CFAP17, CHL05, CNKL12, CV16b, Del08, DGRN10, DV10, Ebe07, EB14a, EBB09, FL05, GMMGP15, GPHS08, GW+11, HJN11, HF08, HPE16, JG14, KDS+08, KG09, KPS08, LMN10, LS05b, LDL07, Lut00, LG03, MNS13, MCV16, MAGC+17, MD16, NBA+17, NBA+15, NRG08, OH15, PHL+15, PBD+12, ROR11, SS17, SdDgMNS+13, SSAS11, TBG13, UR010, UIK17, WAG15, WGS+14, WR10, YMM+17, ZR04, dSdDgMNS+14, dBV08, dOSdAdSG17]. Product-Form [MBCD86, BHM12, OH15]. product-line [KDS+08, UIK17]. Production [BCD92, DK97, HBC94, HP90, Ker92, Rv93, Gla97e, HK09, VHFST15, VHFF+17, ZKL+09]. Production-Based [Rv93]. Productivity [Blu89, Cha95, DB86, FWP93, Gla88b, Gla90c, Gou95, GR97, JL85, Je87, KMO91, Law81, Tnu92, Ano90d, Ano91b, FS01, Gla88c, Gla91f, RSHG12]. products [KL07, RHL+17]. Professional [Got92a, Mat86, TKS95]. Professionals [CM92, Luc92, RZ94, FF89]. profile [Bai05, CK00a, Cic16, NLSK04, OCC13, RZMPM12, TR00]. profiles [BK17, GJ08, PC10]. Profiling [Ala15, KMK17, LWLL12, TZ12, TC12, WLZ+17a]. profit [GCMB17]. Program [AS96, BYY87, BL98, CS85, CH83, Eva83, FS91, GA95, HBT97, HL83, HB89, HUMT92, HU96, J083, KL95, LDN87, Lel80, Let87, LXZS06, MS81, Mar84,Mil89, MD91, NB93, PW92, RBCM91, Sed93, SKV94, TZ92, WBR90, Yan94, Zho93, Alz08, BHH+10, Bra89, CS16, CH07a, DDF+05, DW14, DS04, EK12, FTAM99, HBD03, JCK+17, JRO12, Kam95, Kri06, LNY06, LLL17a, OR00, PCDG02, RSS00, RB99, SZ11, aSRZ+18, TL89, WHL89, WGH00, WQ06, YLYL17, ZG00, ZC06, ZCT+09, Qu19]. Programmable [CBC14, AYZI10]. Programmer [KMO91, OS87, Mül07]. Programmer-Nonprogrammer [OS87]. Programmers [AP97, Gla97c, Mül07]. programmes [LLM+17]. Programming [AHG93, BF81, Bla87, BSSD14, BCFG86, BN90, CS85, CH83, Coh81, DG80, FM90b, G1991, Gla90b, HL93, JL85, JH91, Kor83, Kus90, Law81, Lit90, MO90, Nal81, OC91, PT91, SCG+93, She90, TK87, WM90, WSD81, AR17, Ayr04, BB89, BG13, BB12, CdAM+14, CCR13, CLX+04, CCG+10, CC94, CP89, CAG17, CRSS14, De 97, DBO05, EL88, FMSG08, GE15a, HBM05, HCDJ08, HBVG08, KBDGAPW16, LHN10, LF91, Li98, LLY99, Lok06, Mat96, Mül5, NBR+13, OCCN89, PN14, Phi98, PTF+15, Raj94, RAJ15, SGP12, SMCL96, Sol87, SW08, TW08a, TKA+02, Wep03, KCS08, SJ05]. programming-level [GE15a]. Programs [AR90, BAH96, Ber93, BBC+88, BK85, BP91, Car96, Di91, Fer93, Har95a, KM92, KML94, KL90, KGH+96, L'E87, LTHR97, LZL97, LK93, Lok96, MGJ87, Rey84, SBN94, TL96, UH96, VPM93, WNM86, AsdMGM14, dSACdLF17, BdADH94, BB89, CCDD00, CL18, CHT09, CLSC98, CLSa01,
CDP05, DOL +16, EOM95, ECS15, ES14, EKV05, EED16, FS05, GPMI13, HBB +99, HCC91, JPK00, LMH10, LVM07, LAH +16, LYMG10, MKM +06, Moo98, MNN12, PJK13, Rey89, Rot89, SÁM17, SeMC02, SM16, aSRZ +18, TKJ16, TLZ +16, VB99, YWWS10, dSF12. progress [DHJ05, HH17, WT89]. progresses [LW02].

Progressive [HHH10b, YCWW15, JHYK10, FMR05]. Project [AH90, AH93, Ber81, Iso95, IKCN91, KT85, KK81, LM94, MM95, MK90, Pul90, RB93a, Tau80, WRW93, AH88, ASMN15, ACB18, APCS10, BM05, dOBWT04, BJK06, BDGR01, CBAV16, CC11, CDBOT70, DB06, FY04, GL14, GCC16, Gil88, Glaz9h, HM16, JSL16, JK00, JK14, KWT +00, LS17a, LM15, LP02, LXG09, Lin99, LSD +16, LKB06, DSB05, MS03, MO03, Mr01, McB08, McD02, Moy00, MH04, Mur99, NLSK04, NSL +07, NBF16, PCV +08, PKR01, PVG05, PV06, Rog94, RKK16, RRT01, Sai07, SSF15, SAR15, SS07, SSCL08, Sta10, Sta09, SJK07, dBTdS08, WK15, XHW99, YAY13, YFZ +16, Hei95, Not85].

Projection [Sta83]. Projects [Bla87, Eli92, MRW +94, OT92, SM92a, AS10, AAIH12a, ADB17, Ban08, BC09, CB16, CMFR11, CC08c, DvdVA13, DL99, FN00, FHT07, GC13, HH07, Jor14, KP10, LMA15, LM1A17, M0HB08, PD16, RSB +14, RS +16, RR09, RCCV11, SS98, SSA08, SND13, SHHL2, SM07, Uzz13, WKB017, dOAdS17]. PROLOG [BP01, LS92, AR17, Lok06, M0098, U090, Vla98]. ProMARTES [TAB +16]. Promise [SCG +93]. promised [HS11b]. Promising [KCK +98]. promote [GMMGP15].

Promoting [DIP98, GRB10, dVRB13]. PROMPT [Lai95]. Prone [Coo90, EE08, KL07, MA17, SL08, SPSM03, TNA01, ZXL10]. proneness [FP18, Gon08, HJBH10, MR00b]. proof [LMG17]. proof-of-concept [LMG17]. Proofreader [Gla96].

Propagating [WMW12]. propagation [CE08, DRELHE16]. propensity [KWT +00]. Proper [RB93a]. Properties [BFR96, Ne097, PdC94, BGH93, CKM06, DSNH13, DBG +13, IS03b, OMLB16, PH13, PJT +17, PDBD18, Wil03, WY12].


Proteus [USLC01]. Protocol [BMSB94, JT97, Lai97c, LL97a, wLYL197, WM96, ZK85, AN16, CN04, CCL01, CLC08b, CSW10, CTHW12, CW12, CJ03, DMSG11, FS06, FIBRGCLN05, HHL +97, HCC05, JS09, KYP +03, KMS04, K98, Lai95, Lai97d, Lai02, LTK +06, LT07, LJB05, LKH09, LL99, MDO +10, MT10, NS09, OS09, OH10, PZB10, PLS12, Q03, SC14, TM06, Tse07, WZM14, WZM12b, WHHT08, WC11, XZP +10, YC09, YC12, ZG10, AM13, MGMTdFR14, ST11, ZS05a].

Protocols [ASSA96, CG94, Jma96, LL98, LL97b, SW93, Uh97, CCL05, CKY98, CFPN07, DAR14, Jia99, KKLC12, MK00, R089, Sh09, SSP +15, SCH05, YS04, YSL +10].

Prototype [FS91, RO13b]. prototype-based [RO13b]. Prototypes [Bel91, BM93a, IKCN91, CTZ92].

Prototyping [BJK06, BG96, CLC04, LVB +93, Sch91, SSK98, VC97, Zho94, CDS99, CH10c, DZRH04, HCS04, HK98, Has98, LC98, WKL04].

Provably
[LH11a, YC12, ZG10]. **Provide** [Por93, ECRVMS11, LLWL12, WL17]. **provider** [CWJK13, DST+04, JKDO2]. **providers** [MIKG13]. **Providing** [Cho04b, Hen88, HH17, Lin07, TE99, KBH07, MCV15, TYH04, CX10]. **province** [GV10]. **provision** [TDK+07]. **provisioning** [KUK+97, KAK+13, RT+07, THWC10, WZJ+11, ZDC+1]. **PROW** [LPP15]. **Proxy** [RMCO5, TIK+16a, CE08, DK01, FSGW11, HNS12, HW01, HC04a, HLYL06, LT09, LCL+08, SCL07, Shao99, SLZ12, SV12, SHT05, SXY+11, WC07, WHY+12, WYL06, WL09, YTH04, CL13]. **proxy-based** [DK01]. **pruning** [PC02, WQZJ10]. **PS** [CDRT13]. **PS-QUASAR** [CDRT13]. **Pseudo** [JC10]. **Pseudocode** [Scay98, Rey89]. **PSO** [MA17, TLL13]. **PSO-GA** [MA17]. **PSP** [RZL18]. **publish** [BCW05, CWH00, CMK+11, CHL+08, EHK+04, LC02, Nec96, RPSL10, WHO3, YYS+16, ZSM05, ZMN05]. **public-key** [RPSL10, ZSM05]. **publish-key-based** [Nec96]. **publications** [SM06b]. **publish** [BCW05, CWH00, CMK+11, CHL+08, EHK+04, LC02, Nec96, RPSL10, WHO3, YYS+16, ZSM05, ZMN05]. **subscribe** [CDRT13, LJC16, LVMPCLS13, LJDK10]. **publish**/**subscribe** [CDRT13, LJC16, LVMPCLS13, LJDK10]. **publish**/**subscribe** [HBG+13, RMD11, YSK+09, YSK09]. **publisher** [SO03, Ano11m, Ano17m]. **publisher/subscriber** [SO03]. **Publishing** [LC06b, VGM13, CCC05]. **purchase** [LS05b]. **pure** [OK11]. **Purpose** [Yu90, KL10, KM11, Ozk97]. **purposes** [LH01a]. **push** [DF99, MvD08]. **push-based** [MvD08]. **push/pull** [DF99]. **PVD** [YWWS10]. **PVM** [PD98]. **Pycots** [BDLM16].

**QA** [Fis81, JSHW14]. **QoS** [BMLL14, BVV+10, CDEV08, CV16a, CDRT13, CL99, DGV+07, DHC+11, DLB04, EGG+11, HBG+14, KAM13, KD05, LR04, Li11, LG15, LLWL14, MIZC06, MLHL12, MV11, MG07, MPG+08, NKT09, PPMM12, PPMM14, PPMM17, PG15, SDG+07, SWES16, WGT+15, YZG+13, ZADM10]. **QoS-aware** [BBV+10, CDEV08, CV16a, DHC+11, MV11, YZG+13]. **QoS-based** [LLWL14]. **QoS-enabled** [SDG+07]. **QoS-oriented** [SWES16]. **QR** [LQLC16]. **QSIC** [CL11]. **quad** [LCL10]. **Qualitative** [San16, GTF17, RH03]. **qualities** [PSZ17]. **Quality** [AJG+15, AS16, Be99, Bo97a, Bo97b, CLH+13, DR92, DB86, EK89, ELHC13, FGBC10, GL92b, GL92c, GON95, GA13, H91, Hon90, KH81, KKL+09, KKK08, LV97, Pre95, RB93b, RV91, RV92, TKM03, TK97, T821, WNC17, YH709, ZE03, dBV03, ABG02, AN07f, AN09f, AHOP14, AAC+17, BDD+15, BGG09, Br94, BLLL11, BML17, BLO3, BWDP00, CB16, CFMRL11, C4CAO18, CC08b, FMP09, FFW17, FG15, FS01, GMMGP15, GL92g, GRU07, HBG+13, HJN11, HNH15, HCS09, HPF16, HK09, HCC08, HWHT11, HTH13, HKS+17, JLGM17, JMP07, KG11, KSH05, KCO9, LAT10, LJA+11, LWZ+16, LSD+16, Liu98, LKB06, LMNA17, LCM+04, Mil00b, OLGK13, OAZ08, PS05, PZ12, Pla95, RST98, SBA97, SJK07, SKF17, T095, VSS+11, WWTH08, YW99, WY03, WKH11, ZTSZ16, ZYG+15, ES97, GL91d, YDGB+12]. **Quality-adaptive** [CLH+13]. **Quality-driven** [ELHC13, KKL+09, TKM03, dBV03, LWZ+16]. **Quality-of-service** [KKK08]. **QualityScan** [WOC15]. **Quantifier** [Bra96]. **quantify** [EED16, KB98]. **Quantifying** [ACG+15, HFE10, KAL97, KST89, ST07, WHG00]. **Quantitative** [DLS94, Dha95, DL99, GJ08, HRS95, Lnh90, PS00, S04, TLP95, AdAD17, CSF+14, GTF15, GT17, HCC08, Lnh98, LS04, MGvFGB10, RH03]. **Quantitatively** [nPHW+16]. **quantities**
quantization [CL06b]. Quantum [AR18, LyWSZ10]. QUASAR [CDRT13]. Quasi [WMWZ12, CBL+15, KKH+16, MWM12, MRT17].


quaternion [yWpWyYpN13]. queries [BG06, CJP98, Cho13, CMC04, CBK02, CK02a, GSN+15, IBM11, JHYK10, LU06, LKL04, LCC10, MMP15, PSK05, SED16, ¨UDUG04, VL94, ZJL10, vdBK94].

Query [RT93, ACL13, BLM+08, CH11, CJL11, CK02b, DCAC09, FMP86, Ha´c86a, MR86, Mue86, RCSD93, OH15]. Querying [ILZ14, CNG16, MIUM12].

Quest [SW94b]. question [LH98, PMWC12]. Queue [MR86, BCF+05, SM03]. Queueing [BBG86, BDMK03, FMP86, Ha´c92, KSN17, KMOS09].

Quick [KK81]. QuickFuzz [GCMB17]. quite [BG06]. Quo [MWH97]. Quorum [NM93, KTK01]. Quorum-Based [NM93, KTK01]. QVT [KLL17].

R [HLL01a, LZ06, PSZ17, PDBD18, Rei87, Rei90a]. R-Chord [LZ06]. R-SHT [PDBD18]. R-Tree [PDBD18, HLL01a].

Race [Bri92]. races [TKJ16]. radical [Gla95e]. Radigost [MBV14]. Radio [AAJD+16, BPM06, BMS04, HLO06b].

RAID [LKL05, Tho06, YTW+13]. RAID-0 [LKL05]. RAID-structured [YTW+13]. Raised [Mat86]. raising [LCT10].

RAMCloud [LLGZ13]. Random [CKMT10, MGM10, MTW97, WS12, YCG+14, CKL08, CKL09, CT11b, CLH+13, CZC+18, GP10b, GLW13, HZH+16, MRBN17, PJ09, RG10, YWEL+13, FSS+13].

randomized [JC15]. range [Cho13, GSN+15]. ranging [MAAC17].

Rank [TC93, AKB11]. Ranking [GS07, ¢am00a, DH13, SM06b, SED16].

ranks [AN10]. Rapid [CDS99, DZHRH04, FFWE17, GD04, TGBF17, WKLO4, Zh09, CC+10, KSH09].

rare [YHR03]. rat [MMZ+16]. Rate [VPL+10, AD07, CSGLO5, NXS00, PDMH13, PTM08, ZP06]. rate-control [CSGLO5]. rates [DW11]. rating [KRHZ05].

ratings [PQB16, XWC14]. ratio [JZ07].

Rational [Gla93e]. rationale [BL09, LICA09, TBGH06, TJH07, Xia13, BB08].

rationale-based [TJH07]. rationalize [vHAT13]. ray [BAI+14]. RCDA [PV12].

RCES [LLCL08]. RCES/RSES [LLCL08]. RDF [HRHC15]. RDL [OAdLC07].

RDMA [RLY+13]. RDMA-based [RLY+13]. RDDTE [VGM13].

Re [CRESF+13, AAAC07, CDEV08, FSGW11, Gla97]. HC04a, NCS10, SLZ12, TKM03, WHY+12, GRR16]. re-binding [CDEV08].

re-encryption [FSGW11, SLZ12, WHY+12].

Re-engineering [CRESF+13, AAAC07, TKM03]. re-learned [Gla97]. re-location [NCS10].


Reactive [Fur93, JVP+98, Sah94, CJZ04]. HLW08, KSH09, MNSA16, OAZ08, SÅM+16, SD02, ZAO08, MNSA15, SANN12, SÅM17].

reactor [KJ10]. read [DZT+14]. Readable [HC86]. Reader [Ano92h, Ano92i, Fle95, Gl95g, Gl95h, GUL92, Len95, Pau92].

readers [Gla94e, WL17].

Real [Bas97, MR00a, LASE00, dBV08].

Real [BG98, CL94, CLF+13, CV94, GMM90, Gom89, Gom94, GRS92, GBC16, HW94, Hal92, HFK92, KY92, wLYL197, yL98].
CCY11, LK16, NTdSX13, TZ12, YSG17, YH13, GMLSF+15]. **Recommending** [BCBZ14]. **Reconciliation** [Lan90]. **Reconciling** [AKH12, HNZ17, MWM12, SMHMA08]. **reconfigurable** [CWC04, CFN10, DHL06, GHBD+16, HCKY08, KRd16, KPT09, USLC01]. **reconfiguration** [BJG11, BDLM16, CDI07, DS16b, Li11, LG15, LJDK10, PDL+16]. **reconfiguring** [PLHP+15]. **reconstruction** [BAI+14]. **recoverable** [LNW+11]. **recoverer** [BDK08]. **Recovering** [DG87, QBO+14, SSS17, JBA08]. **Recovery** [ASSA96, BDM+93, SAASA94, Won93, YP94, ACDF01, CKS15, DDGR09, HLAB99, HZCD05, HHL06, KSAOK04, LMS11, LKJL01, LL10, LT08, MNMC00, PNY14, SV12, WCV+98, YZC15, ZYZL12]. **rectangular** [KH06]. **recurring** [Boz00]. **Recursion** [BBP96, LHY12]. **Recursive** [JO83, WHHT08, ZL17, BBS00]. **RED** [GAWW07]. **Redesign** [BBØ96]. **Redirection** [LL10]. **redistributed** [LXCM11]. **redistributing** [SUSO04]. **reduce** [CYT16, EA14, FW00]. **reduced** [LLG11, TSL+11]. **Reducing** [CJCK09, SSMvD16, WM95, CWK+11, JRN10]. **Reduction** [Bra96, Hg91, LCH96, SB93, DLW08, KSS03, MK16, MGM16, SRS15]. **redundancy** [EL88]. **Redundant** [CLLC96, Aiz08, PGRQV12]. **REDUP** [HHL06]. **Reengineered** [SW95b]. **Reengineering** [APL95, AS96, Jar93, MM95, SG95, SW95a, SCdo02, UZ09, WSM+95, WLP15, Ano96m, ACDF02, BM98, CDM98, DGV08]. **Refactoring** [YM13, AJ12, AMdLM17, BDO11, BDD+15, MGM16, MSK+17, OÖ08, SGMHJ13, SAN+17, TC10, TC11, VM13]. **refactorings** [CCHW09, CFM+16, FTSC12]. **Reference** [ZMK12, AF16, AG08, BGH03, Ber03, CCHT09, GLJ00, GAKF13, KSKP11, NFSM11, PPG+13, SL02, WWLG13]. **reformer** [PTK00]. **References** [CCG01, GL90f, HY00]. **refined** [EBC10]. **Refinements** [Raj85, Var91, APT+12, ILZ13, PCC02, TZ12]. **refinements** [BDADH94]. **Refining** [LZXS09, SDG17]. **reflection** [YC08a]. **Reflections** [FHT07, GL97m, SAI07]. **reflective** [Haz02, LC11]. **Reformulating** [Gu91]. **reformulation** [RjHKK08]. **region** [BRC09, HL09, KY08]. **register** [LSC04, TXLC12]. **registries** [SBGT13]. **Regession** [BT97, FWD97, GL96, KGH+96, MTON94, BVF04, HP12, JIS03, JK12, LG10, LQLW12, MB01, MA10, MDR06, NHC13, RB16, SD16b, SA06, mSGFL05, SSIP17, WXY+17, YLCZ12, ZL07]. **regular** [CK02a, PC02]. **regulations** [HL11]. **regulatory** [MOH16]. **Reifer** [Re90b, Zuc90b, Zuc90a]. **reinforcement** [FMPS16]. **rejuvenation** [ACW10, OD10, PK02a, SW10, SPTM15]. **rekeying** [SA11, HL10]. **related** [CGS96, HH08a, JNY84, JK12, Lut96, MS16, SCL13, TLZ+16, WCC13]. **relatedness** [LBX12]. **Relation** [CPX16, HSL14, JKWL09, LC08, MC01, vdRBv10]. **related-based** [LC08]. **Relational** [BA96, JN84, Pop92, SKS96, Uck91, AJCM08, BL11, CDOP15, HMP99, JK13, LL+09, LKL+11, MLGA11, PHI05, Szs13, TH02, VGM13]. **Relations** [MS90, RN17, JE02a, S01, TSR18, ZKL+09]. **Relationship** [BTT84, CH94, JN84, JP94, MR84, Sak84, BDD+15, BGH+08, CMTT13, Cha06, CPW98, Eri92, FHL+15, GL96, HZ79, IBAH12, JNY84, JH01, Kuo94, LLK05, OBS+18, YLC08]. **Relationships** [Do97, HB83, BVN07, BDWP00, CC06, CGS96, GD12, GMGTR14, LLL17a, MER17, PPM14, PSZ17, RB99, YL09].
vAAJ16]. Relative [HS95, MK90, YHHR03]. Relatively [Sca88]. Release [Leu92, OG80, Hua05a, LS07, MXZ11, PS15, SL08, XH98, YLXZ16, ZP17]. Relevance [KCB05, NAB+13, TTR+13, FMR11, KY08, WR99, YL09], relevant [JG08, Lai99, TTC15]. Relevance [KCB05, NAB+13, TTR+13, FMR11, KY08, WR99, YL09]. relevant [JG08, Lai99, TTC15]. Reliability [Bha84, Cav84, DV94, FS88, Hac86b, HCC91, KK81, KNT86, LWL+13, LGRH16, LHC+05, MBAG11, Mus80, OG80, RSP03, Rot89, SL80, SW94b, ZEB88, ZCC+17, AGC13, Bai05, CCW+01, CJHB08, CJ05, CL15, CW89, EL88, FYH17, FRR09, GMS07, Hua05a, Hua05b, LS07, MXZ11, PS15, SL08, XH98, YLXZ16, ZP17]. reliability-assurance [CW89]. Reliability-driven [MBAG11]. reliability-oriented [TM98]. Reliable [Di87, Jos83, SFSE05, DS16b, FYCL13, HKY01, JCC05, LT07, MK06, SJC13, SHW02, ZYZL12]. Remaining [Cai98]. Remarks [BCW05, CA89]. remedy [WS13]. Reminds [VRG+16]. Remote [ZM96, CJT01, HSL14, IB11, Shu03, YSL+10], remotely [LJM96]. Removal [Dye87]. renaming [CDP05]. Rendering [SF92, KA14]. Rendex [AS17]. Rendezvous [DS92, WHNM86]. renewal [Vis99b]. renovation [DNAM05]. reordering [TXLC12]. repair [JCK+17]. repeatability [CC02a]. Repeated [AB90]. Repealed [AB90]. Repealing [SB17b]. repercussions [FM08]. Repetitive [Hat99, HLWC04]. replacement [CE08, LSaC01]. replanning [GRT13]. replay [GMB+09, WXZ+17]. replica [DHC+11]. replicated [CY00, CWC04, EBC10, GV10, KM89, MSA08, OFWP07, RZL+18, SKZ+04, SHN14, VM00, Vis99a]. Replication [HJS91, ACB18, BDPRC18, Cds18, CK00b, HSC15, MK08, OCC12, WZJ01, Zha16]. report [ADZ+09, FIBRGLN05, Glas91h, Got90, LG03, MCD02, SAH12, SAKZ15, WCC12, WKhOS17, WKV11, WB15, Sch81]. Reported [ASMN15]. reporting [KP10, OKMD12]. Reports [AH81, YLCL16]. Repositories [Pou95, CCD+04, KGM06, LPM15, SAH12, SGMHJ13, TH02, VMB+08], repository [CBC+15, Har04, RVDV17, Zhu00], repository-based [CBC+15]. Representation [BBC+88, MR83, Pop92, Uck91, CCK02, CL04a, Gur01, HRZ06, LC00, LLT+09, OAldLC07, SB17b, WCC12]. representations [KC98]. representative [CNS15, LTK+15]. representing [SCS15, XLM+15]. repudiation [KWME99]. reputation [KB16]. request [CLL10, CLG08, JH10], requests [CdCMdMND16, DR12, HYA11, JLC04, KK11, LKL05]. Required [HH97, ABL16, FSGY17]. Requirement [MD16, PLGT10, XSS06, CJKC09, KPS03, KV05]. Requirement-based [PLGT10]. Requirement-driven [MD16]. Requirements [AM81, AB90, ABB15, ANB93, CL95, CBVD07, De92, DF84, GMP94, Gom95, HHS94, HKvVvdV07, JP94, Lam97, Lan98a, Liu93, LZLC17, MvS95, Sam93, Wal91, ASS07, AS17, BKS15, BHB+05, BS09, Ber95, Ber02, BCV06, BHL00, CMT02, CCK12, CRESF+13, DvdVA+13, Dan17, DvA95, DB06, EK00, EBB09, EGM+11, EUR+13, FM08, FCSM09, FSG+11, FFS98, GSM15, Glao0k, GKV14, HJP15, HRN+01, JOZ03, JKW09, JTW98, JC10, KKP06, KPS08, KMWL12, KMKY07, LKJR10a, LKJR10b, Liu98, LSV+06, Lut96, LM03, MLB09, MPTT14, MFM10, MPLL+15, MIKG13, Moy00, ND80, PG12, PD16, PILO06, PBM15, RO13a, Rav81.
Rey07, SCMS15, SA14, SJR+11, SPLW17, dSSVV11, SZPMK04, SG01, SPZ06, TL09a, UGFK15, VVA+15, VCMG17, WLD16, XYCL17, XZAR06, YKC+05, YFT+15, ZTCZ16, ZJDB02, ZHGL11, dSdMSNO+14, dBvV09, DDMP14]. Requirements [FFWE17]. requirements-uncertainty [Moy00]. resampling [MA08]. Reschedulable [CCSC01]. Reschedulable-Group-SCAN [CCSC01].

Research [ACS13, BKW10, KSW93, MRW+94, RGV04, RA91, SB88, Wei79, Wey01, Ano87d, Ano13a, AS16, BP13, CC08a, CBT+14, DDMP14, DFG+13, Fug99, Gla86, Gla91g, Gla95i, JDLS16, KGB11, LCM+13, Man16, PTRW04, PKB09, RST98, Sa98, SF04, Tan00, VHFST15, WD07, Wei14, WDMR99, MD89]. Researchers [Hen88, Gla95g, VEM+01]. researches [Lai99]. ReSeer [WXZ+17]. Resemblance [ZHH+17]. resequencing [Kar98, Kar00]. reserved [Ng99]. residual [LWL09]. Resilience [MvS95, PDL+16].

resilient [KPS10, MMSD13, TC06, YKC+12, YLZ+16]. resistant [HCC10b]. resolution [DBCdP11, DK15a, KPSK09, KHC16, ZWX+08, Zwe90]. Resolving [CA7b, CA7a, KRHZ05, LKL02, Lin01, MKS+18, KMM98]. Resource [AD14, BB81, Cho95, Coo90, CDPM17, FMP86, KMSMD08, KK11, KSH05, LYS04, LRS+07, LCLL07, Sch81, SG89, Zei88, Zha08, ZCT+09, ZR87, Zhu04c, AM04, AK15, BHAM09, BV15, BK17, CLY17, CYT16, DXPY03, DM17b, ES14, GP05, GHB+16, GWW+11, HSM+07, HNH15, jHjW08, HLW+15, HCO1b, HL06a, HLWS13, KP07, LK09, LBS+07, Leu97, LSH09, LZ06, MA09, MK06, MAS13, NEM17, NK15, SRDLC09, SWES16, TLW07, THWC10, WDC08, WDC12, WAW012, Zhu04a, vV10, vdJSK+07]. resource-allocated [Leu97]. resource-constrained [KP07].


Results [AH90, AM94, CBOR88, DL06, Gla90a, Lai97c, LL15, MRT17, APT+12, JDLS16, LGLL12, PKL03, PKB09, DM07, TGE17]. retailing [CDS02]. retargeted [CWK+11]. Rethinking [Fug99]. Retrieve [Owo96, BWMO6, CC04, CL08, CLLC96, CK00a, Fra04, GPL+15, HLDK00, KCB05, KYPW06, KY08, LCO0, LKL01, LZL+06, MCC02, MCC11, Par00, PWLH06, PHN08, PB00, Pof05, nQYD11, RH06, RjHHK08, ST13, UhCLS94, YL09, ZL04]. Retrieve [GI95, Zhu04d]. retrieving [YY04]. Retrospect [Wic92, REF+07]. Retrospective [Gar13, LPS02]. retrospectives [LMIV15]. Reusability [PAB+17, AKKS11, GMGTdFR14, GS07]. Reusable [DJL93, Gom95, RBT11, WH91b, BM98, DF00, Fra04, KTT+17, LK09, LMM10, NOPF12, RS98, SSSA17, SG+17, SHS16, SPZ06]. Reuse [DJL93, FF95, Hen95, Iso95, Lam97].
MRW'94, PP94, SS17, SCK95, TL96, TDB97, WRW93, WLPL95, ZSGS93, Ano95h, BKS15, BV16, BHNo2, BK95, CDM98, CBS00, EL10, FK01, FS01, Gla98e, His98, ICSDK14, KCAS13, LH98, LOFA17, LdSBA+08, Lut00, MB17, NR04, OAC11, PK10b, RS98, Sat00, WD99, ZS95, Zhu06.

Rollback [YP94]. Rollback-Recovery [YP94]. Rolling [HZG+12]. 
Rolling-horizon [HZG+12]. Ronald [BT97]. roots [Har98]. rostering [PPN+15]. 
rotating [WLC07]. rotation [YC08a]. rough [Wu11]. Round [LSZ+07, CLC08b, LKH+08, LGLL12, TSSL11, TSL+11]. 
round- [CLC08b]. Round-Eye [LSZ+07]. 
routed [MV10, MV11]. router [CLL05]. routines [DF00]. Routing [Hač94, MWH97, AM04, BHAM09, 
BCLW11, CSW10, CWK10, CW12, CBCdP11, JXLJ15, Kar98, KSAOK04, 
KRC00, KPSK09, MDO10, MT10, NNVD17, Pal12, TTC04, WGY+08, YSK06]. 
routinized [IS03a]. row [LWHS05]. RSA [BBBP13, CWK13, KKHH11, SAW0+09, 
ZM12]. RSA-based [ZM12]. RSES [LLCL08]. RSU [ACL13, ACSC16]. 
RTCOM [DGL+08]. Rule [MP95, SZPMK04, VKL16, Fic99, GH04, Moo98, 
NBR+13, QLBS17, ROFGFRM13, Zhu00]. 
Rule- [VKL16]. Rule-Based [MP95, SZPMK04, Fic99, Moo98, ROFGFRM13, Zhu00]. Rules 
[Eva83, L’E87, PL96, CCdR+16, DPSU06, 
HWHM02, HS91b, LCsW06, LLC+09, 
PS14, YHRH03, ZKL+09]. Run 
[BFr96, LF91, SBHA+16, Bak88, HH00, 
JZL07, MM00b, SM00]. Run-based 
[SBHA+16]. Run-time [BFr96, LF91, 
Bak88, HH00, JZL07, MM00b, SM00]. 
runaways [Gla98]. running 
[DZW+09, LI11]. runs [LZY+15]. Runtime 
[BS03, ASV+16, ADET12, CLX+04, OM13, 
PJT+17, QOLJG16, RGV+17, SB17a, 
SHC+11, USLCO1, VRG+16, YHZ+09, 
YGN+16, dRSBA13]. 
s [Ano09h, Ano99i, Ano99j, Ano99k, Ano99l, 
KK07a, ALT+09, BK92, CT13, HL01]. S-CoM [LJDK10]. S-IDE [CT13]. 
Safe [BDLM16, NBA+15, TBG13, BAAD17, 
JTM04, LJDK10, Lut00, MMCB00]. Safety 
[CFK91, FM93, GC94, LSD95, LDL07, 
MvS95, FL05, GD04, KPS+04, KHC16, 
LKJ10a, LKTJ10b, LM96, Lut96, LM03, 
Ost92, PG05, RO13a, SGC+17, SS04, 
VCMG17]. Safety-Critical 
[GC94, LSD95, GD04, LM03]. 
Safety-Oriented [CFK91]. safety-related 
[Lut96]. sailing [Gla90a]. Sak [LWZ12]. 
SALSA [BMM+10]. salvaging [BV95]. 
SAM [HCB+16, HYS+04]. same [Gla95]. 
sampled [ED06]. samples 
[Par00, RHRC15]. Sampling 
[Dye93, QXYL16, CTY01, HH06, TPRW04]. 
Sampling-based [QXYL16]. SAN [SSF15]. 
SAND [LLH+16]. satellite [Rog89]. 
satisfaction 
[EK12, Gla94]. PRS11, vdBVSV10]. 
Satisfy [UH96]. Satisfying [VT98, VT99]. 
SAVE [ACF+07]. saving 
[CWK10, LCZ14, VYZ+13]. SBSE 
[HC15, PVB15]. scalability 
[PHJB16, YC11, ZS05a]. Scalable 
[CCH14, JPGdL17, LKL+11, LQC+14, 
Luk11, MSAM16, AM04, DK15b, FTC16, 
KLL+11, PN14, PWCC01, PPMM17, SST16, 
SM03, YC11, YSK06, YSK09, CSS10]. Scale 
[AR94, Gom94, HH97, HL90, OKOM97, 
WCC97, APS16, BME04, CB16, CSM15, 
DvdVA+13, Deu01, DPL16, JSM10, JK12, 
JLC04, KLL+11, KOL7, KPG+07, LTK+15, 
LLL+14, nPHW+16, PWLH06, PFG13, 
PTF+15, SAH12, Shi17, SXYW14, SAN+17, 
TTC04, TPTV17, WWC98, WB15, 
WZC14, YAY13, ZK13]. scale-free 
[YAY13]. scaled 
[KGW12, AR17, CS12, DVT+16, KAS18, 
LCL15, Wie14]. SCAM [DHKV06]. scan 
[KPS10, CSMC01]. scanning [LCLLO8]. 
ScapeGoat [GHBD+16]. SCARAB 
[CMS04]. scarlet [Gla90a]. SCC [KM17]. 
scenario [BW01, CLSC98, DK15b, HRD10, 
.
KKP06, LdSBA+08, PILO06, SCMS15].

**scenario-based** [BW01, SCMS15].

**scenarios** [BJ03, BRS10, JS13, KCV11, RRD06, SSF15, TSA08, WPP+09].

**schedulability** [Kim17, LS14, LHSK06, SLS08]. **Schedule** [AH90, YY04]. **schedule-based** [YY04].

**scheduler** [AR18, FSP+16]. schedulers [HN17, LFCL12].

**Scheduling** [CZ91, DK97, Ker92, LZL+15, LG05b, LZY+15, MC91, SKT17, SK10, WWC97, ZLD13, ZR87, ALRP16, BLLO2, BNSG05, BJ+11, Cm006b, CCSC01, CCSC07, CCKM09, CLL10, CZG+15, CYT16, C¸am00b, CC09a, CBS16, CCSC01, CL06a, CL06b, CWP09, CLLL11, CNL13, CH10a, CT11a, CW14, CJT01, CK00b, CHL+08, CW09, CE08, CD07, FWCS12, FWTC05, GJ13, HSPD14, HW01, HH06, HLW13b, HC04b, HHL06, HY95, HLL01b, HCC10b, IB11, JCF8, JW06, KBD09, KC09, KKL11, LC10, LSR13, LLCL08, LZHX12, LH11b, LIN12b, LWC13, LCC+13, LHL+16, LJM11, LW13a, LWH09, LTFW16, MV05, MV06, MK06, MKS+18, MIUM12, NNVD17, PTM08, Pen11, RPSL10, SKZ+04, Sha05, SCL07, Sha07, Sha09, mSgFtL05, Shi10, SH98, SGC12, SV12, SXYM11, TK14, TW07, TLL13, TLL12, TH02, UU11, VHL14, WZJ01, WL05, WF07, WCLL09, WMYZ11, yWpNyL11, WLA13, WYCC13, WCC+14, WZ11, WHG01, WH02, WH03, WL09, WLT+09, WKH11, WOLS12, WSL13, WOC15, XY02, YTH04, YWTW11, YC11, YCC16, YCO8b, ZC05, ZM12, ZADM10].

**Schemes** [TL95, AQK11, CWH00, DDD14, DR12, Gl99d, GPM08, HK01, KTK01, KM04, LU06, LZO7, LHYZ12, NS00, OD10, PSH06, PCHW12, Rom98, SHT05, VM00, WMWZ12, WYL06, YZG+13, ZTU4, OS09].

Scholar [Won10]. Scholars [Gl96a, CL14, Gl94a, Gl95c, Gl95a, Gl97j, Gl98b, Gl99a, Gl99b, Gl00c, Gl00d, GC01, GC02, GC03, GC05, TCG06, WTG+08, WTG+09, WTG+11]. **Science** [CA87b, FM90b, Gl92a, KMM91, LIC92, TLP19, CC02a, CA87a, CA89, CA90, Feg95, Gl89c, Gl97e, KMM89, LbSL81, RGA03, SZ06, Sta02, VB99, ZL06, Zhe90].

**Scientific** [Kel15, KSW93, LC06b, Rei90a, ALRP16, GE15a, Kel09, LNW11, Rya13, SZS13, ZLD13]. scientist [Gl96e].

**Scientists** [LIC92]. **SCOOP** [NMN12].

**Scope** [MB17, AKL14]. **Scope-aided** [MB17]. scoped [LMV09]. **scoping** [DFG+13, dSMN0+14]. Score [GCSaddP11]. scores [Hus01]. Scoring [RPL97]. review [CTL12, EAH+11]. scripts [Cha97]. **Scrum** [KK16, vWSB13].

**SCRUMIA** [vWSB13]. **SCRUMIA-An** [vWSB13]. **SCTL** [VAS+04]. **SCTL/MUS** [VAS+04]. **SDH** [GMS11]. **SDL** [WGQ05]. **SEAL** [LLY07]. **seamless** [hCSW04]. seamless [Gla96g]. Search [BW06, CCH09, CVGP13, KOL+14, O008, AAM00, APT+12, BL11, CCY11, CCL99, ECRV11, FLA+01, Gl95c, Gl97e, KMM89, LbSL81, RGA03, SZ06, Sta02, VB99, ZL06, Zhe90].

Science [CA87b, FM90b, Gl89c, Gl92a, KMM91, LIC92, TLPH95, CC02a, CA87a, CA89, CA90, Feg95, Gl89c, Gl97e, KMM89, LbSL81, RGA03, SZ06, Sta02, VB99, ZL06, Zhe90].
HNH15, JC15, JRSN10, KAU16, LM15, LC00, LHLG+15, MCV16, MGM16, MSGM17, PM99, PMDH13, SS15, SBA97, SED16, WHY+12, WAG15, WXZ+17, YZ08, ZK04a, ZC08, ZGL+10, HSL+13, HC15.

Search-based [KOL+14, OÖ08, HNH15, LHLG+15, WXZ+17, ZC08]. search-centric [KOL+14, OÖ08, HNH15, LHLG+15, WXZ+17, ZC08].

Search-order [CCH09].

Search-order-coding [PMDH13].

searchable [KTT+17, RPSL10]. searches [Ano91c, Gla91i, PTK00].

Searching [Tan96, TPN+09, Mus03, TBC+16, ZXG10].

Seattle [Mil89].

Secondary [Kus90, WK88].

secrecy [Tse07]. Secret [CT97, EA11, LT04, WS13, CT11b, CLH+13, CW14, EEAZ13, FWT05, GL13, HHH10b, HLC99, LT13, LyWSZ10, LHYZ12, MBB11, UUN11, UUN13, WZ11, WSI2, WOLS12, YWEL+13, YC11, YCC16].

secrets [DM07, TCC02].

Section [BKW10, BCDM06, BFLZ13, KB07, LW02, SLR16, Sol87]. Secure [JT97, KMS04, LH11b, RMC05, SCH05, ALT+09, ABFM12, CDA11, CC09a, CCLL11, CW14, CH10b, CL13, EZOK14, FS06, GKD13, GRBNA10, HLT09, IB11, KKH11, KLHG07, LLY07, LH11a, LSR13, PSSD+13, RG10, RITF+11, SM17a, SC14, SZ98, SXYM11, SS13, TLL12, THS12, WOF07, WLL+13, YC12, YZ05, ZG10, ZZ12, ZMN05].

securely [SYT+17]. SecureSMS [SC14].

Securing [CPL13, OM13, PDK+16, CH07a]. Security [BM83, CDS10, CC02b, HRB12, LKH+08, LKH09, LL07, MvS95, AV02, AMKD13, AMH09, BP13, BL11, DAR14, DKO1, EFG+08, GPM08, GJ08, GMS11, HFE10, HY95, KOS15, Kim07b, KJL09, LHC95, LLLZ06a, LLLZ06b, MBM+09, MIKG13, OS09, OL15, OKMD12, PPS12, PCCB+11, PNL07, RO13a, RPSL10, RRC07, Rya13, SZ11, SLZ12, ST07, SZZ06, SHT05, UUN11, VB99, VHF02, WV11, WPP+09, YFT+15, JRB+06, YKC+12].


segment [WGW+09]. segmentation [HHC12, KSRD10, ST11]. Segmented [ACGS+08, CGSG06].

Selecting [CCD+04, DF00, MS97, RSB+14, WDS09, OZK97]. Selection [AHC+11, CL97, DA86, Fra90, Jor10, LH90, MMSH92, Pas96, Vel87, Zvi93, AM10a, BWW+18, CPR13, EFSJM17, GPM13, GW+11, HJ12, JS11, KNA11, KLC02, LXS09, LQW12, LTK+15, LWZ+16, Loo05, MBB01, MK08, MA15a, MB17, MK13, MAAC17, NDM80, OZ+14, PB15, PMB15, RAK15, SM00, SSP17, TCK14, TC16a, VJB06, WBL89, WQZ10, WGC+14, WCX15, WXY+17, WH15, Zha12b, MGM10]. self-adaptation [ABF15, BJDG11, BM17, CHLW17, EK12, GBH+16, HWR17, JS16, PCYZ12, SRT+12, Shao07, ARS17, BCW05, BD08, CCdL+16, CV16a, CW00, CPYZ14, CG12, CTA94, DWE17, FCB+16, HPT07, HGP+12, HM16, KKG+12, LL06, LT13, LY01, LZ16, MK+18, MCS+12, MAS13, PCHW12, PM01, PPM01, PDL+16, QXYL16, SB17a, TJJT+18, WMAS12, WH03, WL09, CV14]. Self-adaptation [GBH+16, JS16, CCdL+16, CG12, FCB+16].

Self-adapting [BJG11, HGP+12].

Self-Adaptive [ABB15, CHLW17, HWR17, ARS17, KKG+12, LZ16, PPM01, QXYL16, SB17a, TJJT+18, WMAS12].


Self-certified [Sha07, BCW05, CW00, LL06, WH03, WL09]. self-configuration [MAS13]. self-contained [LY01].

Self-control [EK12]. self-correcting
self-managing [PCHW12].
self-optimization [CPYZ14].
Self-organizing [BM17, HM16, PSMB01].
self-reconfiguration [PDL+16].
self-scheduling [CTA94]. self-stabilizing [BDK08].
Self-tuning [PCYZ12, SRT+12, DWC17, HPT07]. selfish [GAT15].
SelfMotion [CGPT14].
Semantic [BG06, DH13, LZ07, MJF10, MR84, MV93, MM93c, Pon06, RV17, VM93, XLM+15, Zhu06, MPG+08, BDO11, BKS13, BKSM14, BFPAGS+15, GMLSF+15, GPL+15, KKLc12, LPM15, LZ06, LBX12, MTF14, O’B08, OCCN89, RHRC13, ST13, She89, TJH15, Zhu04d, dBvV08, AV08, AV08, DJW08, EZRK16, KM17, KR14, LICA09, TTM13, VGM13, ZLT10].
semantic-based [GPL+15, LZ06].
semantic-preserving [BKSM13, BKSM14].
semantic-web [RHRC13]. semantically [CdR+14].
Semantics [HMG96, MP95, Cc16, GKV14, GHKR04, KNYS09, KZDX09, LLK05, LLLK12, YBE17, Zc06, Zha16, ZL06]. Semaphore [NM93]. Semi [HZ15, CdCmDMSNdA16, Kbh17, PPS12, SPLW17, VA08].
semi-automated [CdCmDmsNdA16, SPLW17].
Semi-automatic [HZ15, Kbh17, PPS12, VA08]. Seminar [FM90b]. Sender [HJ09a].
sensitive [FSGL12, SG16, WQJZ10, Zha12a]. Sensitivity [Eva83, BRC09, LHC+05, LWL+10, LTW16, XH98]. Sensor [DFCPSF15, AN10, Bar15, BRG+12, BLM+08, BK11, CBS16, CLY14, CN07, CLF+13, DBCdP11, FS06, HWHT11, HSS10, JLYK09, KPSK09, LCC10, LT11, LLLK11, LWOY16, LWL+16, LHP+09, LHP+10, MLLK11, MBM+09, MC10, MT10, MKRO14, NSAK10, NNVD17, SMS11, SGBCP12, TAF+17, TL07, TL09b, ZCT+09, CDRT13].
sensor-based [CLF+13]. Sentiment [JR15]. separability [XY02]. separate [ADT12, Denv01]. separated [PCC02]. separation [CCF+04, LWL04]. SEProf [TC12]. SEPS [LAHS97]. Sequence [ZLG10, C13, CZC+18, CZH+08, HK13, HDDL00, WLC13a, WZG+12]. Sequences [MTW97, LKL+06, MJZ+10, PRA18, ZJC+10]. Sequenting [HL83, LCC102].
Sequential [AQ90, Sch91, Hw13, HX98, KLNS07]. Serfs [Sri07]. serialization [LL00]. series [AGC13, KYFW06, LKL04, LNY+11, SB17b, SKF17]. serious [GSM15]. Server [Wnn93, Wnhm86, ABW07, Bham09, Blm10, Cc10, Hchscy10, Cpl+04, EB17, HL01, Hc04, Hwl11, Mas13, Nx00, OFw07, Skz+04, Sm04, Slly17, Thwc10, TC16b, TLL12, Ys04]. servers [AKP04, DCD09, HMO5, MA09, OFw07, SM03, TYH04, ZG97]. Service [AM15, CNM16, CBC+15, Dst+04, Emsu11, Hbg+14, HS15, Ls97, MPG+08, Nt98, RV91, RV92, AJG+15, At09, Am14, Am10a, AK15, Bmll14, Bmkm15, Bz14, Bdblp15, BVV+10, CT00, CFN10. Cdp17, CGPT14, DMQ07, Dgy+07, DvV+16, Ds16a, Dtv09, DLW+13, Fvycl13, Fm09, FSG+11, Gm10, Gs17, Gcl13, Gmkm13, Hbg+13, Hwl11, Iys13, Jq+10, Kptv09, Kds+08, Kuk07, Kmk17, Kkk08, Lpr04, Lmn10, Lpm15, Lt09, Lq1w12, Lyf+09, LlzW14, Llw14, Dz15, LgL16, LVpmdcls13, Lzg15, Ms17, Mg10, Msl12, Oly15, Ocl12, Pko2b, Pss11, Pot13, Pm04, RAS14, RTO7, Sw10, Skz+04, Sbg13, Asrs+10, TG17, TYH04, Tdk+07, Tdl+02, Uz09, WVT+14, Wcx15, Wxy+17, Wnc17, Wwy+12, Wzjl14, Xycl17, Ymm+17.
YZ05, YGH+08, ZTCZ16, ZMN05, ZHGL11, ZHAY12, ZG07, dVRB13, BBEM11, CFFTO8, MPRS14, OLlv15, SSM+09. **Service** [WVT+14, YDGB+12, ZS05a]. **service-based** [CFN10, GML05, KDS+08, LM10, aSRS+10, WWY+12, YGH+08]. **Service-Level** [Rv92, Rv91]. **Service-oriented** [AM15, CGPT14, GMMC13, JLGQ+10, Pot13, WXY+17, dVRB13]. **Services** [Gas96, LP07, Rv91, Rv92, AM10a, CDEV08, CLL05, CCH14, CC08b, CH10b, CMS04, FdSp08, GFPI11, GPSS+13, JCC05, JRB+06, JSBR09, KTT+17, KSH09, LKL+11, LZO+13, LLX+11, LNPAGD+06, MGB16, MCTM11, MSA08, Oja16b, PSH06, PWS+15, PCG+14, PHBJ16, PN107, RHL+17, SRGL08, SFMB16, SCO13, SBB98, SKF17, TTM13, TSPH06, VPL+10, WZJ01, XPBC11, YDGB+12, YAT11, ZP05, Zha09, ZMK12, MPST06, ZL04]. **services-based** [SRGL08]. **session** [HLTQ09]. **Set** [CL07, FM93, ML95, SKV94, DW11, LWL+13, SW09, SKW06, VvScV16, VL94, WHMP99, Wu11]. **set** [VL94]. **Sets** [BCFG06, LV+93, MPST06, SS07, SSCL08, WDS09]. **Setting** [An086d, Lea08, N13, CW02]. **settings** [Fra07]. **SETZ** [TTL+13]. **Seven** [Boe83, Sta03a]. **Several** [WSDQ1, JEO2b, YL06, ZT14]. **severity** [ZCY+16]. **SF-PMIPv6** [CL13]. **SGEESS** [LZL+15]. **SGML** [MGH97]. **Shades** [JBS12]. **Shamir** [UUN11]. **Shannon** [AMS+10]. **Shape** [KYPW06, RITF+11, HDLK00, LK01]. **Shape-based** [KYPW06]. **shapes** [ZERO00]. **share** [HH17, LMWM18]. **Shared** [BW95, Hac86a, AW10, CN04, GAW92, ISS08, Kar00, LF91, LUS+00, SBZ+17, SMU98, USLC01, WDCL08, Xia13, YYS+16]. **shared-memory** [Kar00, LF91]. **shared-resources** [AW10]. **Sharetouch** [TCCH12]. **Sharing** [CT97, FMP86, Sho91, TCC02, AAC07, CT11b, Che13, CLH+13, CW14, EA11, FWTC05, GLW13, HHH10b, HLC99, INS00, LT13, LSH09, LUS+00, LIA+11, LyWSZ10, LT04, LLH08, LHY612, MQG+17, DM07, SSA08, UUN11, UUN13, WHY06, WKH11, WS12, WOLS12, WS13, YWEL+13, YCYW07, YC11, YCC16, ZG10]. **shelf** [AHC+11]. **shift** [Sta03]. **shifting** [CSS+13, HC10, HTH13, WLC13b]. **Short** [Sc28, LHZX12, San16, THS12]. **Shortcut** [Tho06]. **Shortening** [LZL+06]. **Shorter** [PPB16, ED06, LMT16]. **Should** [SW09, ED04, FFdRG+14, KM13, ZZ16, Gla89e]. **showcase** [CMK+11]. **showing** [RB89]. **SHT** [PDBD18]. **shuffling** [Pen11]. **Side** [KKP12, CL06b, MSA08, XNP07, ZGZ+13]. **side-channel** [ZGZ+13]. **side-effect** [XNP07]. **side-match** [CL06b]. **SigDAQ** [PK02c]. **sighting** [Ber02]. **Signal** [CKW10, LLLZ06a, LLLZ06b, RITF+11, RA16]. **signaled** [SSK98]. **signature** [BCW05, BMJ11, CC09a, CWH00, CJT04, FWC012, HW01, HC04b, HYWS11, KBD09, LH01a, LHZX12, Sha05, SCL07, Sha07, Sha09, SH01, SV12, SLLL12, SHT05, SXYM11, WC07, WH03, WLY06, XY02, YTH04, YKC+12, ZC05, ZM12]. **signature-based** [LLLL12]. **signatures** [CZL07, GMS11, HRL09, HHH08b, JL04, PPB16, TSH12, YZC15]. **signcryption** [HS11b]. **signer** [CJT04]. **signer-verified** [CJT04]. **signers** [HWV01, YTH04]. **significance** [FMS08, Ml04, SK02]. **significant** [MSGM17, Wu11, YHHR03]. **Signs** [vV13]. **silver** [An087d, SBAH17]. **Sim** [SS+15]. **SIMD** [AT97]. **SimFuzz** [ZLL+12]. **similar** [TPN+09, XHW99]. **Similarity** [HDLK00, MG11, Owo96, Ch07b, DII+17, KCB05, yLeY98, LBOX12, LQC+14, MER17, PXT+13, ZLL+12, dVvV09]. **SIMPARC** [BAH96]. **Simple**
Simplified [BK92, MR83, RRT01].

Simplification [OT17, CL17a, CCHT09].

Simplified [BK92, MR83, RRT01].

Simulated [Ree85, MK15b, PH06, TVA04].

Simulating [GHK05, MWH98, TB00, BMES04, CS01].

Simulation [AH90, BP86, Chr99, HWLM11, Kar94, LG97, Mer87, RWD01, Rey80, SW93, WSN92, WNSC96, AH88, APW14, BGG+06, CBZ00, ÇT13, CXO+15, Chu07, CHL+13, CFN07, DB95, DI01b, DL99, ED04, ED06, ELK06, FCM09, GW01, HRN+01, HFC+01, HMC01, HMC98, KMR99, KSN17, mJKME01, LK09, LIV+09, MR01, NKJT09, PB11, PWCC01, Pkr01, RVM99, RK00, RCL99, Sc99, SM01, SLW+15, SLC00, SP08, SG01, Uzz13, VKL12, ZK04b, LAHS97].

Simulation-based [AH90, HWLM11, AH88]. simulations [CET+08]. simulator [DI01a, LSA01].

Simulators [BAH06, dOC013]. Simulink [HBT16, ZC08]. Simultaneous [AZvG11].

Singapore [LC06b, PC98a, PC98b]. Single [AH93, Sta09, ARMC16, ABW07, MDF08, URG10, VL94, WG+09]. single-company [MDF08]. single-link [WG+09].


SIP [chSchvCwL10, GFP11, HBG+14]. SIP-based [GFP11, HBG+14]. Sirius [TPGdS13]. SIT [QXY16]. site [CT08, Pon06]. sites [CaC+14, FG15].

situation [YGH+08]. situation-aware [YGH+08]. Situational [ANH07, LK16]. situations [HCL+10]. Six [SM07]. Size [Bow84, Lok96, AP09, ASM15].

CGMPAP08, DW11, HTO97, HRZ06, HH06, JH01, KPG+07, MCC03, MMC05, RSGH12, WL10, WHMP99]. sized [dSdMSNO+14].


SLAs [DTV09]. Slice [Hsi91b, HU96, MLD+14]. Slice-based [MLD+14]. slices [JG08, JJC+14, WQ06].

Slicing [BL98, KL90, HBD03, Kam95, Kri06, MM+06, MM06, PB11, QBO+14, aSRL+18, YBE17, ZS16]. sliding [DS12, NDS13]. slot [RS15]. slower [Pon06]. slowly [FS14]. SM [Lop03].

SMACK [TDW+14]. Small [DLG96, Eva97, HH97, RZ94, BMSNO+17, DY15, HBOS13, Jor14, LMYGT08, PPG+10, SS07, SSCL08, VA17, dSdMSNO+14].

Small-Scale [HH97]. small-to-medium [VA17]. Smart [WSQM05, AMCC14, AKA+15, HCC10b, KKP12, LLL06, Sko14, YSL+10, WHN+01, GSN+15, BBC+08, HWD+15, LSL+15, PCG+14].


SMIL2.0 [YWT07]. SMIL [KM92].

smooth [Gla00n, GRT13, YC11]. smoothing [Ng09, WQZ10]. smoothness [LBC10]. SMP [HL01]. SMPCkpt [DCH02]. SMS [PSO+13, SC14]. SMS4 [LGW09]. SMSCrypto [PdO+13].

snapshot [KMS04]. Snooping [BW95].

Snort [WHC07]. SOA [PZ15]. SOAP [DZ05]. SoC [CTL10, KPT09]. Social [AZX14, GMGdF14, Woh16, AGBD14, CdR+14, DW14, ECRVM11, HY11, JLY14, KAU16, KB16, LS17a, PMS12, RNC14, Sko14, SZS13, SSH+15, TCH12, TPTV17, WSM15, Wym01, dVRB13, Cha17].

[HJP15, CF12, KMSMD08, KR08, LSE12, SLS08, WX10, ZERO00, ZW15]. SoftClass
[MRW94]. Softcost [Rei87]. Softcost-R [Rei87]. Softening [Sne83]. Softest [MS81].
SoftProcessors [WLZ17a]. Softw [AAH12b, WZM12a, XTZX13, wZfG14a, YWEL13].
SoftClass [MRW94]. Softcost [Rei87]. Softcost-R [Rei87]. Softening [Sne83]. Softest [MS81].
SoftProcessors [WLZ17a]. Softw [AAH12b, WZM12a, XTZX13, wZfG14a, YWEL13].
AS16, AHC+11, Ay98, ANC11, BKZ+06, BVN07, BL09, B13, BCBZ14, BWW+18, BH03, BM05, BMA+13, Bni05, BKS15, BNvdH05, Ban08, dOBWT04, BJ03, BV16, BM89, BCDM06, BKH10, Bero3, BTV06, Ber94, BFLZ13, Ber98, BZ14, BGG10, BK95, BFLP09, Bis13, BDV17, BBS10, BDA+02, Bra98, BKB+07, BWDP00, BW01, BDK08, BS15, BK11, Bud00, BT05, BM00b, CX10, CB16, CCW+01, CC02a, CGHL07, CC08a, CJBH08, CC+16, CGP+05, CJ+16, CCM12, Cs818, CFMRL11, CA87a, CA89, CA90, CTZ92, Car99, CSNS05, CdCa018, CdSdSG+18, CdCMdMSNdA16, BBOV16]. software [CGL+01, CKCK15, CCCT06, CJ05, CC07, CCG+10, CH09, CC09b, CHLW17, CSN+17, CZC+18, CLB05, CC08c, CLL14, CBS00, CD10, C008, C198, CDZ07, CdOB07, CSM15, CPR13, CPT16, CN00, CPY+14, Cow05, CGSGR06, CAGPAP08, CSKB+89, D005, DXPY03, DLW08, Dav88, DZ00, DSB05, DBO05, DC17, Deu01, DGRN10, DF98, DJW08, DS04, DWC17, DNB07, DS08, D010a, D010b, DCT17, DL99, DD01, DGCA17, DCP12, DLW+13, DRW00, DFG+13, DNSH13, Dut15, Ebd09, Ebe07, EbaAT13, ETM10, EB14b, ELH00, EBO0, EBRG01, ES97, EE08, EC04, EL07, EBC10, EKB0, EZRK16, ErI02, EKI3, FaI07, FKA16, FY04, FM11, FCS09, FBB+12, FK01, FdSR06, FS17, FFdRG+14, FMRM15, FRGC10, FB16, FW00, FCRF16, FPW96, Fog99, Fog03]. software [FAI97, GAMW14, GL14, GML05, GMMGP15, GRRX01, GPP+17, GV10, GZ13, GCBCD15, GCDY16, GJ16, GGC16, GR05, GBH+16, GD12, GKO8, GI08, GL14, Gla89c, Gla89h, Gla89g, Gla91d, Gla92d, Gla92g, Gla93h, Gla94a, Gla94d, Gla94g, Gla94b, Gla95c, Gla95b, Gla96b, Gla96h, Gla97g, Gla98b, Gla99a, Gla99b, Gla00c, Gla00d, Gla00g, Gla00i, Gla00m, GC02, GC03, GC05, GC13, Gou08, GHBD+16, dGFDL16, GPHS07, GTA14, Got93, GJ07, GSB+07, GDH05, GA13, DDF+13, GS07, GMMC13, GWW+11, GW10, HALS+08, HBP+17, HNZ17, HTO07, HH07, HJN11, HF08, Han12, HDGZ06, Har88a, Har90, Har94, HTB12, Haz02, HH08a, HYS+04, HS11a, HHW01, HRS95, HGK+06, HBB+99, HSt01, HK15, HFB16, HFC+01, HMC01, Hu90a, Hua05b, HL06a, HTH09, HLLS13, HKS+17]. software [HBOS13, HSM16, IAA16, IS03a, IT03, Iso98, IF10, JLG15, JS11, JNY54, JPKP04, JJ06, JAv09, JBSL12, JG14, JR09, JHSB09, JZ05, JZ07, JCYT16, JKD02, JX07, JSM10, JS13, JTM04, Jor04, JFG07, JK12, Jor14, JDLS16, Jor16, JST01, JRo01, JMS07, JC10, KLRT01, KAS17, KR16, Kam89, KCT12, KBB9, KTF15, KKT17, KGB11, KBKO6, KG02, KWT+00, KLM08, KMM09, KS04, Ke09, KeI15, KPS+04, KNA11, KSA0K04, KSH05, KB07, KPS08, KPT09, KL09, KJ04, KT12, KBW05, Kit10, KMKY07, KS03, KK17b, KS+12, KM14, KCS08, KAM13, Kru08, KTF+16, KR16, K15, LD00, LHC95, LWB+13, LvSL81, LCM+13, LR09, LMV15, LF15, Let00, Leu09, LXT09, LAT10, LG15, LUS+00, LCH+04, LJA+11, LJS05, LH08, LSD+16, LSH08, Lip79, Lit80, Lin98]. software [LKB06, LSV+06, LDL07, LC10, LLL17a, LSLG17, LHC+05, LH06, LMS12, LJ16, LMYMTG08, LMA15, LMA17, LJM96, DPS03, LLS11, L2N04, LZR16, LCZ98, Lut96, LG03, LYC14, MYZC06, MS03, MBF12, MWM12, MDMB+15, MN13, MEB+10, M16, MCH17, MB06, MVC16, MR01, MB97, MRT17, MFMCY12, Mc08, MA89, MV09, MBDC17, MGEB03, MKNS06, MS17a, Mer13, Mey88a, MT13, Mil00a, Mil02, Mil04, MDMC06, MB17, MKK09, MA10, MPAA15, MdFD+15, MgFGCB10, M0H08, MD16, MSK+17, MR00b, MSSDC12, Mor99, MSB+02,
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OHL17, Shi12, AW07, ACB18, BHG+08, BCG+14, CAHV15, CF07, CLL05, DH09, DDGR09, DFCPSF15, EAH+11, FMSG08, Fug03, GPT16, GW10, HNZ17, IKBH14, KFT15, KKT17, KR14, KHMA12, KK17b, KL07, LAT10, LWZ+16, LWZ12, PAB+17, RGBM06, RA16, RN17, SM09, SHW09, SM08, SSA08, SG12, YLX16, YSC06, ZQZ+06, ZE03, CFMRL11, DHKV06, GL14, KGMI06, LLS11.


derived from

Spotting [GHBD+16], sprays [HHH+10a]. spread [BPM06, MMSD13], spreading [HLWS13]. Spreaɗsheet [DK94, Lit90, NB93, ZR94, CFM+16, JSHW14, ZXC+17].

sprints [LT13], Springer [Zha08]. SQL [BG06], SQLIA [Aba13], squaring [LKP13]. SQUIRE [KLSN07]. SSL [JRB+06]. Stability [MGvFGCB10, SB17a]. stabilizing [BDK08], Stack [Amm89, BKS85, CHB94, SLC00, TCSC04]. Stack-based [Amm89]. Stack-Heap [BKS85]. STAD [Las90]. stage [CCC05, ED04, KK07a]. stage-activity [CCC05]. Stages [DLG96, BCB09, Dav88, MAAC17]. staggered [PLF05]. Stakeholder [Hoo14, BM00a, JKWL09, PG12, vdRBSV10]. stand [DF00, ST89, SSD16]. stand-alone [DF00, ST89]. stand-up [SSD16]. Standard [BBC+18, Bow84, Sch81, AHGSS05, CC09a, GMR08, KRHZ05, MG11, Rom98, REF+07, SXYM11, WZM12a, WZM12b, YC12]. Standardization [Coh81]. standardized [GS17]. Standards [Ano86d, Ano87f, Eng81, Fis81, Tre81, CF07, CBS00, EG00, LCM+04]. star [AADD02, MTF14, WHYT06]. Start [RB03a, SAR15]. started [AS10]. starting [SV08]. Startups [ESWA18]. starvation [SMZC12]. State [BL98, Duv95, FN86, FG94, GAMW14, Har81, Het95, MDP+11, PMR16, RBM95, RW00, YHM+14, ACS13, ABL15, DCG16, DHJ05, ED06, EFSJM17, HM09, LLD07, MRY17, PM99, PW09, PDD18, SZ06, Sto92, TJT+18, TS89, nWsCqW12, WMAS12, Zha16, KMWL12]. state-based [LDL07, SZ06]. State-of-the-art [PMR16, Sto92, TJT+18], statecharts [GHKR04, SAMI17]. Stateful [HMP99]. Stateless [CL18]. Statement [BGB90, TH05]. statements [HH06]. States [Chr86, TS89, Duv95]. Static [BL98, CMP85, EKV05, OMLB16, SLL+15, WG05, BS12, CPlH09, FP18, PS00, SC88, SL07, TVK95, WWMZ12, ZS16, Zhn06]. statically [QOLJG16]. station [HL00b].


Stepping [Car02]. Stepwise [Ra85, SPSR17, CDC09, SSP17]. stereo [CJ13]. stereotypes [SSMvD16, SKW06]. still [LC02]. Stitch [CG12]. Stochastic [BT17, FN86, HMC01, KMMG91, KP97b, LM94, WSN92, ZW15, vD93, AC16, BHM12, FCB+16, HM09, HCC91, KEK04, OH15, PACH15, Shy03, BM07]. stock [KMS04].

Storage [Kus90, LLGZ13, Maz81, ZK85, BT17, CB89a, FNL18, GCSSD+18, GRSS+13, HLL01a, IJC03, KKL11, LMT16, LZC14, Luk11, MCCC03, MCC11, MP94, MK08, WK88, WCB+17, YTW+13, YSY+16, NC10]. store [DII+17, GNA17, KCR16, MGQ+17, Shi17]. storefronts [CCF+04]. stories [MH12].

BMOKAM09, BFPAGS+08, CNL13, CXO+15, GQ12, HS15, Jor10, KLT07, mJKME01, KA17, LO04, NWZ05a, NSM17, Oja16a, RB16, ROFGFRM13, SD16b, SJK07, TL07, YWHL11. Strategy
[CW97, UH86, Zei88, AZ11, CTY01, HSC15, HMC98, HC01b, HL02, KC09, KHM13, LWL+13, LNY+11, LZC14, LYC14, MLHL12, MC04, ND08, PCC02, SRS15, UDUG04, WFWL09, WC11, YC08a, YLC06, KMKY07, LZL+15]

Stream
[JO83, APS16, CH05, DM17a, HWR17, HK01, LCLL08, LW13a, MRBN17, TXLC12, VZT17, YCWW15]. stream-based [LCLL08]. Stream-Oriented [JO83]. Streaming [KFS+02, KD05, CDC09, CSGL05, FGBC10, HHL06, LG05a, LT09, LLW12, LLH+16, MLHL12, vdSJK+07]. streams [CPS11, CIL11, CTL08, DS12, KK17a, LJ+12, LML13, NDS13, PTM08, VTZ+17]. street [Gla95]. strength [AZ11, CWA10, HCT+15]. Stress [FA94, AL10, FA97, GBL08]. String [Maz81, Cha93, MM01b, Mus03]. Strings [MS97]. Striving [Dan17]. Strong [KRDH12, FWCS12, HYWS11, KBD09, LJ16, XY02, CCGG14]. Strongly [Gan91, SXYM11, THS12, EZG15]. Structural [AR90, CR06, MP90, PL92, Poo93, AC17, BDO11, CFMR11, HL09, HZCD05, KOL+14, LMIV15, LVMM07, LC08, NOPF12, PXT+13, PACH15, SM08, VMJS06, WHL89, XLM+15]. Structurally [FM90a]. Structure [Arc81, BCD92, BY85, CG94, GL95, GR97, HU96, MK93, TAU80, BF96, CD00, DPM07, GAKF13, HTB12, HCC91, HLO1a, HR10, JRSN10, LGW09, LEX12, LHC+05, QG2+15, SM17a, TMB02, ZLJ+12, dSF12]. Structure-based [Gla95]. Structure-Oriented [CG94]. Structured [BC91, Fra90, Gla90a, IYKO95, Lee93, MGJT87, Sca88, TOY95, TZ81, CC94, SM17, YTW+13, YR09, Gla91g].

Structures [JN84, YRN80, BRMA+09, Cc16, FMR11, ISM11, Lin12a, SAA+10, Tha80, WS12, ZG00, CSS10]. Structuring [DGRN10, Eva83, SWA+13]. student [GSA+07, SM07]. students [Gla97e, HBM05, SVdW99, FHT07]. Studies [PW92, Cs18, CRSS14, DMDP14, Del08, GNA17, Gla97, Har00, HWC+10, JCYT16, Jor04, KK06, LCM+13, MPTT14, PPG+13, PCCl3D12, SAH12, Sol87, UGFK15, WrdNS+13]. Study [AH90, AR94, BG90, BBP96, BPM97, DGM93, DJL93, DL97, Du95, EC98, FZ93, GKS91, Gla96h, Gor91, HO97, JVP+98, KMO91, MRW+94, PT91, Rv92, SAA93, Sed93, SW94b, Sta93b, SB88, TOY95, TL95, TLP95, Uhn95, Wic92, WSD81, AH88, ASGJ13, AJG+15, AAC07, AAGT16, AB16, AW07, ACB18, AN01, ASS07, ASG17, AC+15, AL05, AmdLM17, Ami00, ACS13, AACL02, AAC+17, ABJ+17, AHC+11, BKZ+06, BR14, BP80, BB89, BAM17, BGD+08, BPAGS+08, BS12, BAAD17, BvD06, BT03, CSF+14, CHB08, CS15, CGP+09, CDsdSG+18, CCCC06, CLS01, CW02, CL04a, CC11, CXO+15, CC08c, CO12, CPRT16, CGSGr06, CGMPA08, DvVA+13, DZ05, DS05, DZHR04, DF00, DFCR96, DJW08, DFG+13, ECS15, ED04, EGH06, EDD16, EBC10, EBB99, ELHC13, FAB+07]. study [FSGY17, FLC+00, FLA+01, FS01, Fra04, FMdAR16, GMMPG16, GRRX01, GDY16, GR05, GKP98, Gla98b, Gla97, dGDFL16, GSTF15, GPPT16, GsdS16, Gur01, GW10, HHHB16, HBP+17, HJN11, HF08, Han12, HLAB99, HAH06, HBVG08, HBH+99, HKS+17, IF10, JSL16, JWA14, JCYT16, JPK00, JH01, JR15, KJJZ15, Kan15, KLT07, Kar94, KJS+12, KNA11, mJKME01, KPME02, KPME05, Kit10, KR98, KSM+16, KQ17, KBRV17, LS07, LXG09, LAL15,
Lin99, LSaC01, LTC01, LWC06, LO04, MBF12, Man16, MDBC17, MDFG08, MMTL06, MFM10, MPLL+15, MT98, MGvFGCB10, MGR+13, MD16, MHLMG14, NCS10, NWZ05b, NR08, NVPGMT17, NBF16, OK11, OBS+18, OCC13, PSS+16, PAB+17, PLM07, PWS+15, PTF+15, PB04, PFL05, PVSG05, PV06, PSC+09, RR06, RAS14, RR98, RGV04, RS98, Rob98, RGBM06, RASL12, RHL+17. study [RB16, Rom98, RVCM17, SCMS15, Sal02, SCwY12, SCL13, SMS11, Shi12, SSvdW99, SKKL07, SSA08, SCC16, SNDC13, SNJ+07, SSD16, SC01, SL114, SLL+15, SKF17, SAN+17, TKZW17, TKSRP11, TAJ+10, TAF+17, TdCAF16, THGL07, TDK+07, VHF02, VBC+14, VAS+04, WKH09, WRR14, WM95, WHMP99, XH98, YC13, YLAI16b, YLA+17, Yeu00, YHMS16, ZSG16, ZK04b, ZXC+17, dSDMSNO+14, vHAT13, vHJPB+17]. Style [OC91, BB89, MvD08].

styles [BGG+06, KBDGAW16, KG10, LJDK10, MKS10, MCV16, SRSC16, Wil03]. sub [ELHC13, LLZW14, YZC15]. sub-patterns [YZC15]. sub-swarms [LLZW14]. sub-system [ELHC13]. Subdomain [MPS86, PAOC15]. Subdomain-based [PAOC15]. Subgraph [BL98]. Subgroup [Sch81]. Subject [Ano80d, Ano81d, Ano84d, Ano85c, Ano86e, Ano87g, Ano88c, Ano89g, Ano90e, Ano91d, Ano92j, Ano93h, Ano94h, Ano95i, Ano96n, Ano97l, Pha94, EA14]. subject-based [EA14]. Subjective [SL80, AL10, ELH00]. submesh [Aba06]. subscribe [HBG+13, RMD11, YSK06, YSK09]. subscriber [S003]. subscription [YSK06]. Subsets [BT97, Gul96]. substitutes [TTC15]. Subsystem [Lak97]. subtree [LWXZ10]. Subway [DGM93]. Success [SM92a, CC08c, CO12, DPL16, GCC16, Gla96d, Gla98g, Gla98c, Gla98k, Ifi11, JKD02, Lai97d, LSD+16, MP12, MKK09, PCV+08, PHR10, PVSG05, PV06, PKB09, RH02, RCCVB11, RS98, SNDC13, WSJK08, WHB01, WR10]. success/failure [Gla98c]. successes [FN99]. Successful [OT92, JS05, SM08, ZADA15]. successive [BdADH94].

suggestions [BD16]. suitable [DF98]. Suite [YFY96, CdCAD018, CMI02, FAM15, Gru01, HCT+15, L98, L99, WAG15, YH10, YZC17]. suites [AZ11, CWK+11, MH11, YZ08, ZAO08]. Summary [Sca88, ZJ10, HL09, VM89]. SUMMITrak [BDGR01]. Sun [SSF15, WYL06]. super [ZL11]. supercomputer [SMM17]. supercomputing [GJP96, RGH17]. superscalar [CD10]. supervisory [GWvD08]. supplementary [SYXL17]. supplementing [BS12]. supplier [SAR15]. supply [CPS11, JJP02]. Support [ARAS94, DR84, KB96, MP90, NS87, SW95b, TTP97, AK08, AHOP14, Ati00, BKZ+06, BB+04, BWH10, BHL00, BDG13, BFOV04, CNG16, Chr99, CL04b, CDZ07, DB95, DL04, EE08, EI10, GML05, GPMI13, Gla96c, GAWC91, HNZ17, HP16, HCB+16, H08a, HK09, IBM11, JZL07, JSBR09, KKL+11, KSH09, L09, LF91, LM06, LWL04, LZG15, Lut00, MHL12, MKS10, MGI07, MPG+08, MSH15, MIK13, NI13, NX00, OAC11, PH06, PH13, PW01, PH07, PBD+12, QHS08, RR09, RO13b, Rey89, RT07, RDD02, Rom99, RA16, RMS17, SK11, mSgFtL05, SPDT06, SFM09, TJH15, TLT10, URG10, Wen03, YHR03, ZHS01, ZP05, SFS+13]. supported [AAN11, Bar94, BK95, BD10, FBRGCLN05, ISM11, KKL17, LNC01].

Supporting [AABT13, ACL13, dOBWT04, CPS11, DS08, HBG+13, HBG+14, HP16, JS13, LDN04, S+11, TT93, WT01, YFZ+16, CCL01, CMS04, DGNR10, HY104, HCC05, JCK+17, KLY03, KBH07, RW00,
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MDMC06, MCS+12, MCV15, NI13, Nec96, NXS00, NJ17, OHBR90, OD10, OBS79, ÖKT09, PK10a, PNY14, PH13, PL99.

System [PM94, PMB99, PP94, PLP04, PDBD18, PP04, RAK15, Rey89, RH06, RJHKK08, RA16, Sal80, ST13, SMHMA08, SK03, SW96, SL02, SVMAM04, SGW+15, SB12, TKSRP11, TG17, TLZ+16, TYH04, TTL+13, TKA02, TCCH12, TDW+14, USL01, VP07, WRTP+13, WBW+06, WKH09, WGZ+12, WKVI1, WL10, WC99, WKL04, WLL+13, WHC07, WW00, YC13, YWLG02, YSG17, YH13, YCWW15, YCL17, YYWW07, YSK09, ZHS01, ZML17, ZG97, ZGX10, dRSBA13, LLGZ13].

System-Level [JC02, WL10, YC13].

System-on-a-Chip [CGL+04].

System-Specific [HAE+15].

System-Wide [HCB+16].

System/Software [CNSG12].

Systematic [Bat08, IHA16, PHBJ16, SKT17, TGT08, AJG+15, AAGT16, AB16, APW14, ABJ10, AS16, BWP16, BKS15, BMB18, BKB+07, CX10, CP15, DPL16, DBCG14, DZT+14, FGYP17, FK01, GRR16, GJ16, GNA17, GA11, dGFDL16, HBP+17, JCYT16, KBZJ15, KGB11, KNA11, KG09, KQ17, KBRV17, LFW15, LL15, LZO+13, LAL15, MWM12, MH13, MRY17, MD16, NVPGMSM17, PG12, PPG+13, PM15, RAK15, RHL+17, SNT16, SL03, SLB14, SN07, TTM13, TAF+17, VLC+17, VCMG17, WNC17, YLA16b, ZADA15, ZSG16, ZGYS+15, BPQP+10].

Systems [Gla98g, Gla98h, Gla98i, Gla99a, Gla99b, Gla00c, Gla00d, GC02, GC03, GC05, GP98, GMLSF+15, GCC+15, GHBD+16, GMS07, Gro07, GJ08, GWDE07, GBC16, GGM11, Hal92, HlyLW+12, HDm17, HCN00, HTK00, HA03, Has98, HSM+07, HZh+12, HNS12, Hoa94, HK13, HL00a, HBJ+99, HGBM13, HLC+09, HDLK00, HLO06a, HFRHS09, HH17, HZ07, IBP03, ISS98, INS00, JLZ07, Jia99, JSM10, JS16, Jun00, JRO12, KRD16, KMSMD08, Kam89, KHSD10, KHS11, KTF15, KLT07, Kar01, Kar04a, Kar04b, KY92, KH14, KLY03, KMS04, Kim07a, Kim07b, KKL+11, KAS18, KJ01, KK07b, KSS03, Kor99b, KDEK04, MR83, MG04, MO90, Mor86, MMSH92, MP90, Mue86, MP95, NC96, Nit96, OG80, PdC94, PdF97, PH86, PL06, Pop92, PZ94, Pre95, Rah92, RW97, Rei90a, RT86, Sag95, Sah94, SAASA94, San95, Sch91, Sel93, SKF95, She90, SM92a, Sta85, Sta90, SP94, SY97, TT93, TTT14, Uhl95, Uhl97, Ura90, WSN92, WNSC96, Woh16, WM96, YP94, ZEB88, ZCd96].

Systems [vS96, AC+07, Aba13, AZX14, AZW07, AB16, ADMOK+10, AR18, AML16, AMRC16, ABL15, Ati00, AMNT08, ABW07, ACW10, BCK00, BRC09, BRMA+09, Bar94, BPO+16, BD16, BHH+12, BFPAGS+08, BM17, BT17, BWD00, CX10, CZdV98, CGP+09, Car94, CT13, CZUB99, CWK+11, CCY11, CCH14, CL17, CET+08, CLCO8a, CL99, CYT16, CM05, Cho04a, Chun7, CHL04, CKC15, CBK02, CS04, CDDF99, CNKL12, CHCO11, CH10, CGW08, CG05, CSM15, CPDM17, DMQ07, DXP03, DMV98, Del08, DST+04, DY99, DZR04, Deu01, DL99, DGL+08, DWC17, DBZ16, DNSH13, Dut15, ESW06, EZOK14, EGG+11, EB14e, EBJ17, EK13, EYLY15, FKA16, FHVF+15, FIGC16+02, FRR09, FTC16, FTSC12, FW90, FGBC10, GKD13, GMPN16, GBL08, GJ16, GMR17, GTA09, GBH+16, GP05, Gho01, Gie79, Gl94a, Gla95c, Gla98b].

Systems [Gla98g, Gla98h, Gla98i, Gla99a, Gla99b, Gla00c, Gla00d, GC02, GC03, GC05, GP98, GMLSF+15, GCC+15, GHBD+16, GMS07, Gro07, GJ08, GWDE07, GBC16, GGM11, Hal92, HlyLW+12, HDm17, HCN00, HTK00, HA03, Has98, HSM+07, HZh+12, HNS12, Hoa94, HK13, HL00a, HBJ+99, HGBM13, HLC+09, HDLK00, HLO06a, HFRHS09, HH17, HZ07, IBP03, ISS98, INS00, JLZ07, Jia99, JSM10, JS16, Jun00, JRO12, KRD16, KMSMD08, Kam89, KHSD10, KHS11, KTF15, KLT07, Kar01, Kar04a, Kar04b, KY92, KH14, KLY03, KMS04, Kim07a, Kim07b, KKL+11, KAS18, KJ01, KK07b, KSS03, Kor99b, KDEK04, MR83, MG04, MO90, Mor86, MMSH92, MP90, Mue86, MP95, NC96, Nit96, OG80, PdC94, PdF97, PH86, PL06, Pop92, PZ94, Pre95, Rah92, RW97, Rei90a, RT86, Sag95, Sah94, SAASA94, San95, Sch91, Sel93, SKF95, She90, SM92a, Sta85, Sta90, SP94, SY97, TT93, TTT14, Uhl95, Uhl97, Ura90, WSN92, WNSC96, Woh16, WM96, YP94, ZEB88, ZCd96].
KPG, KM89, KAM13, KP07, KLGH07, KKL11, KHC16, LJJ10, LJC16, Lai99, yLe98, LCY00, LKL02, LLM+17, LBS+07, LMS11, LMN10, LSE12, LS17b, LW02, LK02, LFCL12, LH01a, LLKL04, LR04, Li11, LLW12, LWL+13, LG15]. **systems** [LGHR16, LSH09, LUS+00, LZ99, LCLL07, LL10, LKL11, LWL04, LXY09, LC11, LNW+11, LNY+11, LLL+14, Lok06, LZC14, Loy05, LWC06, LSL11, MJF10, ML03, MKL+00, MMM00, MEH05, Mar81, MRT17, MBAG11, MMTL06, MPLL+15, MR99, MR90a, MA11, MNSA15, MNSA16, MD89, MHLMG14, MM00b, Nac01, NCK+15, NL99, NKMM12, NQ98, NK15, NPC12, NTdSX13, O’B08, OFWP07, OA92, Okt92, OKMD12, OB13, ONZ09, PM99, PLCC09, PSM12, PSS+16, PNK96, PK02a, PK02b, PLK03, PS09, PCHW12, PTBP07, PLM07, PCZY12, PPM17, PGPC17, PFG13, Phi04, Phi06, PH07, PRN17, Pla95, PB04, PLF05, PK01b, PDL+16, PZ15, RR06, RC99, RAK15, Rav03, RG79, SMG08, SYBN12, SSMC+04, SJR+11, SAM+16, SNL16, SZ06, SUS004, SSO05, SL08, SRT+12, SM00, SC06, SW95a, SK03, SCd002, ST01, SZ98]. **systems** [SM06a, ST89, SMCL96, SMU98, SP08, SY02, SFSE05, SY16b, SJ17, SS1a4, SKK07, dSS0V8, dSSVV11, SK04, SA05, SD02, Sta99, SK10, SDG+07, SPM03, SL01, aSRS+10, SHI+15, SJH+10, SAN+17, TLW07, TZ12, TT09, THP+06, TT98, TNA01, TW98, TS99, TM98, TAB+16, TVK94, dtBdSS08, THCC09, TCG06, TMD07, URG10, Uhu98, VM00, VM12, VZT17, VRG+16, VHFS15, VHFF+17, WL17, WMWZ12, WSM+95, Wen03, WMAS12, Wey99, WK88, WCV+98, WM99, WTG+08, WXTG+09, WTX+11, WB15, WX10, WWY+12, XY07, YAY13, YWWS10, YTW+13, YGH+08, YSJ13, YKC+05, YSK06, YSC+06, YR09, YSSaR14, ZS88, ZMAER99, ZK13, ZMB14, wZiG13, wZiG14a, wZiG14b, ZM06, ZAO08, ZZ88, ZXL10, ZGSH13, ZS05b, dLGR06, ABCH13, GC01, JWT17, WL10]. **systems-centric** [LS99].

[HBM05, Mur99, RMO+08, Som13, BNvdH05, Fra07, SBAH17, Tom89, vWSB13].

**team** [BNSG05, HS99, HM16, LCCJ10, OCC12, RSGH12, RKK+08, Som13, BNvdH05, Fra07, SBAH17, Tom89, vWSB13].

**team-robotics** [BNSG05].

**teams** [BNSG05, DCY12, GDF12, GT17, LS17a, LSD+16, RSM00, RO09, VBC+14, VvSV16, YHMS16].

**Teamwork** [LSD+16].

**Technical** [ANB93, Ebe99, MS16, MGM16, Sku91, BMB18, FKA16, FSGYP17, Gla00k, GSSdS16, KKiMT96, LAL15, MKS+18, PWS+15, TAV13, YHMS16].

**Technique** [DG92, Hen88, HR10, KRC00, KEG04, KDK04, LH01, LC02, LC05, LLW11, MK15a, MK00, PMDH13, PC02, PKo2c, SAA+10, VJB06, WK88, WVC+98, WLC08, YL09, vDBK94].

**Techniques** [BS93, BCKW10, FWD97, IJC+09, YSJ13].

**Technology** [APL95, ABCT06, Bro81, CCY17, CFSS98, DA86, Gla88b, JVP+98, KS96, LWZ12, MR80, Par98, Rv93, ZC97, Zu90b, AT15, ACDG02, CCWT13, DJW08, DS98, DF99, Gla88a, Gla89b, Har97, LPM15, LL04, Mi04, MCV15, NHH+12, P899, PRHI10, PKB09, Sai98, SMM17, SSvdW99, UN09, Wie14, WDMR99, XLM+15, Zel09, ZMK12, Kim07a].

**Technology-driven** [ABCT06].

**telecom** [VVS99].

**Telecommunications** [Gas96].

**teledo** [MNSA16, SÁM+16, MNSA15, SAMN12, SÁMI17].

**teledo-reactive** [MNSA16, SÁM+16, MNSA15, SAMN12, SÁMI17].

**television** [Bra89].

**tell** [CPT05].

**TelosB** [APS+10, PAS+10].

**Temperature** [WX10, ZCC+17].

**Temperature-aware** [WX10].

**Template** [ZSGS93, GCAddP11, ZZ16].

**Template/Module** [ZSGS93].

**templates** [BNA+15, OKS08, SGK12].

**Temporal** [IS03b, Jma96, LPR04, Pra18, UH96, BN09, CMC04, CTLO8, Gla89i, KRC00, LCYO00, LNC+09, Lin12a, LNW+11, MP94, MC10, NG08, NGM08, O'B08, PM94, SKE10, UDG04, VFT99, WWY+12, ZC06].

**tenancy** [KBJZ15].

**tenant** [LZG15, PHBJ16, WVT+14].

**Tension** [Gla89f].

**Tensor** [nQYD11].

**tenative** [LZY+15].

**Tenth** [FM90b].

**Tenure** [AP97].

**term** [Kel09, UD10].

**terminal** [CMS04].

**terminals** [FIGCLN+02].

**termination** [MC98].

**terminology** [BDMK03].

**terms** [CAHV15, DHJ05].

**tertiary** [NBF16].

**Test** [AG15, AMdLM17, BCFG86, CZC+18, Dye93, FLN91, KMK16, LH90, LCL12, MS81, MGM10, OKOM97, Pas96, Sam93, SD16b, Sed93, SCC16, Tia96, Vel87, WHMP99, AAGT16, AZ11, ABC+13, BFLZ13, BGLG13, CL18, CF13, CKW+11, CLSC98, CKL08, CMK10, DL06, DW11, DJ01a, EFSJM17, EGM+11, FWA09, FAM15, GZY11, GTY12, GP10b, GEM15, HBT16, HN17, HWC+10, HY01, HCC10a, HPH12, HCT+15, JGO8, JF99, JC15, JCK+17, KYP+03, KAS18, LWN03, LQLW12, LC08, MB01, MH11, MCM11, MDMC06, MB17, NS92, OL09, PS13, PSS+16, PAOC15, Pra18, QBO+14, SW09, SA08, SB12, UGFK15, WQJZ10, WGB+14, WAG15, WXY+17, YZ08, YH10, YLC06, ZYZZ14, ZJZ+17, ZYZ+17, ZCC18, ZAO08, ZTPT18, BMK15, DL06, ZLL+12].
Gom94, GRS92, HW94, HFK92, wLyLH97, LM94, Leu92, LH95, ML95, NC96, OG80, OK94, PZ94, Rei90a, SKF17, Ulu95, Ulu97, WM96, Yu90, ZC96, ZR97, AMP12, AV02, AGB18, ACL13, ÅRMIC16, AGC13, AAc17, Ati00, BFR96, BCK00, BG98, Bak88, BMJ11, BNR09, BCF9+05, Çam00b, CCSC01, CCSC07, CPS11, CKKM99, CLL10, CZ9+15, CKyL98, CLF13, CS12, CG05, CF12, DMV98, Del08, DY99, DY03, DZH04, DGL+08, EGG+11, EK12, EK13, FHL+15, FHY17, FS06, GLB08, GLZ15, KP05, GlA97g, GWDE07, GAWW07, GPPT16, GBC16, Hal92, HyLW+12, HCB+16, HA03, HSM9+07, HZG+12, HNS12, HCDJ08, Hao94, HLC+09, HH00, HH0L06, ICSK14, IYS13, JLZ10, KMB05, KMSMD08, KC16, KY92, KCS01, mJKME01, KLY03, KMS04, time [KYPW06, KR98, Kor99b, KMOS09, KKiMT96, yL98, yLcY98, LLL00, LKL02, LESEL11, LSE12, LS14, LS17b, LFCL12, LR04, LRS+07, IWL+13, LK04, LLY+09, LC11, LNY+11, L1W3a, LKL05, LHP+09, LHP+10, LKK14, MMD00, MEH05, MBD13, MFMCY12, MSAH16, MT10, MK11, MMTS15, MO84, MM00b, Nae01, NSL00, NPC12, OW04, OAZ08, Ozt92, Ozk97, Özm09, PNK96, PC04, PNY14, PG15, QL03, RFM10, RVMO6, Rav03, RGH17, RG79, SW10, SUS04, SSO05, SLS08, SO03, SM00, SB17b, SMS11, SAZK15, SY02, Shn03, dSSJV08, SSB98, SK01, SK02, TWL07, TKJL13, TKJ15, THP+06, TC16b, TL09b, Ulu98, VZT17, VT97, WCLK07, WMWZ12, WX10, WDNO5, XH98, YY04, Yoo09, wZG13, wZG14a, wZG14b, ZAO08, ZW15, ZLZ+96, ZHGL11, ZH05, ABCH13, CR06, LJ0B05, ‘Time [HL10]. time-based [SACKZ15], time-constrained [LKL05, SK01]. time-critical [CGW08, OZK07, SBB98]. time-division [MSAH16]. time-driven [Özm09]. time-honored [Gla97g]. ‘Time-out [HL10]. time-series [KYPW06, LNY+11]. time-triggered [SW10]. Time/Cost [LM94]. time/non [CCSC01]. Timeboxing [JKPK04]. Timed [Chr86, CGW08, FZHS95, LT07, LKJL01, LVB+93, WM96, DZW+99, HRD10, JS99, MX11, NSL00, PJJ+17, WKH09, ZyCkP01, ABCH13, CR06, YHM+14, ZLG10].

Timed-Event [Chr86]. Timed-Probabilistic [FZHS95]. timed-release [MX11]. timed-token [NSL00]. timeliness [AV02]. Timeslot [WHYT06]. Timeslot-sharing [WHYT06]. timestamping [NG08]. Timing [GMP94, PdF97, Sah94, BCK00, CWK+13, CF12, Nae01, SAM+16, VT98]. TIMS [SGJ93]. tiny [PWY+16]. TinyOS [OMLB16]. TOFF [CT00]. TOFF-2 [CT00]. Token [TW95, NSL00, Rav03]. Token-Based [TW95]. token-ring [Rav03]. Tolerance [Ban86, Fri90, KN97, KP93, SAASA94, WWF94, ZX94, AM15, CCH14, GH02, Hao94, Lea08, LCH+04, RW00, SSO05, Shn99, SC99, WLC07, Zha99].

Tolerant [BW95, CG94, DG92, MS90, Mor86, Mue86, OK94, PDc94, Ram90, WTS95, WFZ96, AT09, CC01, CJZ04, CSW10, CT00, CNLV07, GPSS+13, HTK00, JM96, LKL09, LFY+99, Lin07, LY09, LLH+16, NSAK10, SMCL96, Tse07, WKH09, WMWZ12, YSDT11, ZG97, ZHGL11]. tomography [BAI+14]. tongue [Gla91g]. tongue-in-cheek [Gla91g]. too [HLS+13, Mor99]. Tool [BN90, Bro87, F888, FM93, FG93, GA95, IYKO95, KSH09, LZL97, ML95, NY84, NB93, OC90, Rei90a, RId81, TTTP97, AN01, AT15, ABFM12, BT03, CDGJ10, CMT02, CT13, FN00, HP16, HLAB09, HH01, KPS+04, MMD00, MTA+16, MM00a, OAC11, PNL07, Rey89, RHRC13, RHRC15, RRMP17, Son93, TC12, WD07, ZY08, ZGH+07].

tool-support [HP16]. Tooling
There is no natural text to extract from the given image.
Triad [Zim84].

**trends**

[Ano95h, Chr16, GBC11, Har98, LZHS11, MKHLB16, PMM11, YCA17, ZS95].

**Triad** [Zim84]. **trials** [TKH+11].

**Triangular** [RT86]. **triggered**

[LLL00, SW10, SFSE05]. **trimmed** [TTL10].

**TRIO** [GM09]. **trip** [GH04]. **Triple**

[LW13a]. **Triple-image** [LW13a]. **TRiStar**

[MNSA16]. **trivial** [Gla89d]. **trivial**/brilliant [Gla89d]. **troubled** [KP10]. true

[KS10K404]. **truly** [Gla89c]. **Trust**

[AHH+10, BCL11, AZW07, BVN07, KK11, MRM16, ML16, RNR17, SFMB16].

**Trust-based** [BCL11]. **Trusted**

[RT93, PWY+16]. **trustworthiness**

[KR14, LNY06, SXYW14]. **Trustworthy**

[BEZ14, Sch03, KK11, LLW14, MA11, XYS07]. **truths** [KA17]. **Tsao** [YWEL+13].

**Tseng** [LKH09]. **Tukutuku** [MDFG08].

**tunable** [HC06]. **Tuning** [LZL07, Del08, DWC17, HPT07, PCVZ12, SRT+12].

**Tunisian** [FM90b]. **Tunisian-French**

[FM90b]. **tiple** [PA99]. **tuplespace** [PA99]. **tuplespaces** [JF04]. **Turkey**

[GCBCD15, GCDY16]. **Turning**

[Gla95], PKB09. **tutoring**

[CHYZ03, KP97a]. **TV** [AM10b]. **TVIS**

[KHW00]. **Twenty** [Vcd+16].

**Twenty-eight** [Vcd+16]. **twig** [CJL11].

**twig-query** [CJL11]. **Twitter** [CCGG14].

**Two** [CFK91, Chr86, Del08, DHP86, Gla97k, HWC+10, KCK+98, MF90, MT13, MRW+94, Mu05, Sah94, SM92a, TC93, UH95, YSL+10, ZMAER99, A0a, B06, BV16, BS09, CB16, CK02a, DHL06, Gur01, HJ12, HBV08, HY95, KK07a, Kar94, KL07, LCM+13, LC05, PPG+13, PFL16, TLK+16a, KK06].

**Two-Axis** [Sah94]. **two-dimensional**

[Aba06]. **Two-Disk** [TC93]. **two-level**

[DHL06, LC05]. **Two-Person** [KCK+98].

**two-phase** [HJ12, HY95]. **two-stage**

[KK07a]. **Two-Version** [CFK91]. **Type**

[Bel91, ASMN15, Ayr04, CK02b, KCV11, TPGd13]. **Typed** [Gan91, QOLJG16].

**Types**

[RR00, CPR13, LUS+00, ML08, WH15]. **Typical** [ZDC+11]. **typing** [SY16b].

**typology** [KJB97].

**U** [GMGTdFR14]. **U.S.**

[Sny79, Tha80, Zne90b]. **Ubiquitous**

[BCF04, ADMOK+10, CdcAd018, CJ09, GZKL13, HGP+12, HLT09, MDP+11, SNL16, SY16b, Tan04, FdSpD08]. **UCSD**

[LG17]. **UDDI** [JSBR09]. **UDP** [BP15].

**UFN** [LGW09]. **UI** [KL10, KL11]. **UID**

[VA08]. **UK** [TE99]. **ultimately** [JCC05].

**ultrasound** [CCWT13]. **UM-RTCOM**

[DGL+08]. **UML** [BM07, BLS06, CT09, CCR14, C16, F1A+01, GLB08, HJH10, JHS09, KZDX09, KSS03, KSS15, LAS00, LCL16, OT17, OD05, PC10, PSG+09, SH16, SKW06, TGP11, WWSS13, WPP+09, ZP101]. **UML-based**

[HJH10, JHS09, SH16]. **UML-F**

[FLA+01]. **UML/OCL** [CT09]. **UML/OCL**

[CCR14, OT17]. **UMTS** [OHJ16].

**unanticipated** [SM09]. **unbalanced**

[PV94]. **Unbounded** [FN86]. **uncaching**

[MC04]. **uncaught** [JCYC04, OBS+18].

**uncertain** [CG+15, LW13b, MAG12].

**uncertainties** [PS15]. **Uncertainty**

[CPD14, NLSK04, BCK00, BL012, GE15b, JKW09, M00, SFMB16, TGE17, W1L15].

**Unconstrained** [Ber93, HH06].

**underfeeding** [BBDP13]. **undergraduate**

[Ale05, SSvdW99]. **undergraduates** [SJ05].

**underlying** [dSF12]. **Undersampling**

[LLC17]. **Undersampling-Boost** [LLC17].

**understand** [AD07]. **understandability**

[MNSA15, MNS16]. **Understanding**

[AH88, AC17, DMQ07, EGH016, FCS09, FMR11, Gho01, Gl93d, GA95, KQ17, Lak93, Leh80, LF96, MKNS06, MPS+12, P999, QLBS17, S112, SS12, SW09, SSA08, Bat08, BM89, FTAM99, Ke15, KV05, Zhu04d, dSF12]. **Understands** [Gla92b].
using [CCWT13, CSW13, CC99b, CPL+04, CMC04, CL15, CL17b, CK02b, CBL+15, CDF99, CHCO11, Dar01, DW11, DPSU06, DCH02, EEAZ13, EMM01, EE08, EL07, FWTC05, FF12, FCSM09, FWA09, FSS+13, GBL08, Gok09, GDH05, GS07, GZKL13, HPT07, HTK00, HYS+04, HSPD14, HCC91, HCS09, HIC10, HCL12, HPF16, HFC01, HB89, HCC10a, HY03, HWML04, HCC10b, HS11b, JS99, JG08, JJP02, JZ07, JJC+14, KMSMD08, KHSD10, KHS11, KSN17, KNA11, KM11, KC09, KA14, KRC00, KCB05, KKLP09, KMWL12, KKP12, KL15, KMK16, KV05, KRC00, KCB05, KKL09, KMWL12, MS17b, MC10, MG16, NS92, NHC13, NKJT09]. using [OCC12, OH15, OKS+18, OXH15, OX15, PS13, PG05, PNK96, Par00, PK02a, PWLI06, PJ09, PB11, PD16, PPN+15, PXT+13, PCCLaGP12, PFF12, PRN17, PMB15, PB04, PWLI12, PP04, QBO+14, RSB+14, Rav03, RCCVB11, RHRC15, SCS15, SAA+10, SPS17, SRS16, SMHMA08, SKE10, SBZ+17, SP08, SSP17, dSSJ08, SPDT06, SN07, SKW06, SH07, SLLY17, SPSM03, TJH15, TAF+17, TSK08, TK41, TQ05, TN05, TW07, TLL13, TDK+07, UUN11, VVS99, WRT13, WAL05, WCLL09, yWPnY11, WAG15, WCX15, WL16, Wso12, WB15, WH03, Wu11, WCBI+17, XZP+10, XLM+15, YC09, YWTW11, YSL+10, YYYW07, YZL+14, YLCO6, YHHR03, ZK04a, ZK04b, ZLM+12, ZYZZ14, ZL07, ZLmLN14, ZBLG07, dOCS13, rBMH17, vHJPB+17, HSS10].

Utilizing [GSM15, LLW12, PHN08, APT+12, ES97, SK10, ZJZ11]. Utility [AH90, RV91, CT08]. utilization [BSKL10, CSGL05, HLL01a, KK17b, NZM10, PNK96, SM08, WCLK07, Zel88].

Vadis [MWH97]. validate [BHB+05, CGP+05]. Validated [Haé89b, SGK12, HCS04]. Validating [BCV06, EB00, GMP94, LH95, XHM+11, Zel09]. Validation [BS93, EC98, Pas96, Ano93e, AMGG14, CCGdl10, DI05, EZOK14, FIBRCLN05, FAI13, GKV14, GDH05, G101, HP16, HKS+17, KHH+16, KM13, KMKY07, LHH10, LKK04, LMGB17, LPL07, LT08, LSLG17, LHP+09, LHP+10, OOD09, SCMS15, SD08, Wes14, ZJDB02]. validity [JZ07, VHL14].

Value [Gon95, ASG17, CSW13, HCL12, HSS14, LMGB17, LSP05b, LDL09, MKS+18, PCZ12, Shi17, TC16a, VK08, VvSV16, WWTH08, YWTW11]. value-based [PCZ12]. value-oriented [LMGB17]. valued [KLB15, VL94]. values [KK11].

VANETs [ACL13, ACSC16, WOC15]. Variability [GAMW14, APM+14, FRGC10, aSRS+10, TB13, VPL+10]. Variable [MCCC03, AZ11, LWC13, Oi08, WCC13, XTZ12, XTZ13].


VAS [SC14]. VCR [PLF05]. VDM [BM93a]. Vector [FSS+13, AM04, CLO6b, EEO8, LBX12, PH06, PWI10, nSGFl05, TTL10]. vectors [CKCK15, LWN03]. Vehicular [ACSC16, ACF+07, ACL13, Ch013, HWHT11, WOC15].

venation [PHN08]. vendor [AK16, SCO13].


watermarking [AMK12, CC02h, CLLL11, CT11a, CSS+13, JK13, KPS10, KM11, LSR13, LXCMM11, Lin00, Lin01, Lin14, MM00013, MM11, PWLL13, PWW10, PKS18, mSGdL05, TK14, TTL10, TPKT12, yWpNyLi11, yWpWypN13]. waveform [CCWT13]. wavelet [AMK12, BGG09, KRC09, LXCMM11, yWpNyLi11, WS13]. wavelets [MMSD13]. Way [Gla92h, LKJL01, Wey99, WLL17]. ways [BS09]. WDM [WHYT06]. weak [PG04]. weak-branch [PG04]. weakness [LKH09]. Weapon [Coo81, Stu83, Giec79, Sal80]. weaving [AMK13, HPF16, MKS10, WPP+09]. Web [LZ07, Pon03, Zha08, AdB13, BPO+16, BMK15, BAAD17, CM15, CCY11, CCH14, DH13, FMPS16, FG15, GLJ13, HYA11, LXL10, LSL14, LSLG17, OM13, OL15, OD17, PDK+16, RAS14, RHRC13, RA15, SAA+10, SKF17, TPGdS13, WLL15, ZTCZ16, AP09, AT09, AKP04, ASS07, AV04, AV08, AM10a, BM05, BPGS13, BLM10, BCG+13, CT08, CDEV08, CCC05, CHY03, CLG08, CH10b, CE08, CRESF+13, DA07, DJW08, DBCG14, EAH+11, EZRK16, ECRVMS11, EUR+13, EZG15, FAI13, FCL+00, FJSdP08, GMGTdFR14, GLJ13, HMP99, HYC02, JR09, JRB+06, JSBR09, KWME99, KDS+08, KM17, KR14, KLC02, KKK08, LS14, LKL+11, LAT10, LLWL14, LT08, Lok06, LICA09, MT07, MPST06, MA09, MMC05, MDFG08, MSA08, MIVB14, MAS13, OGK13, ONZ09, Pon05, Pon06, PÁC13, PQLN04, RRD06, SMG08, SRGL08, SFMB16, SBT13]. Web [SM06a, SM09, aSRS+10, TTM13, VGM13, WDCL08, WWZ+14, YWLG02, ZK04a, ZLT10, Zha09, ZL04].

Web-application [Pon03]. web-based [OD17, BM05, CHY03, FCL+00, HYC02, MIVB14, ONZ09]. web-centred [LSLG17]. web-clients [OM13]. Web-crawling [YWLG02]. website [TPGdS13]. Webwork [Gla89d]. We’d [OT92]. weight [DF+05]. weight-aware [LL14]. weight-based [HCC10a, ZGZ+13]. weighted [CL15, CL17b, HHK13, HR10, SH07, WGC+14].


wide-area [HYC04, LY09]. wikis
Willingness [YN91, WKB07]. WiMAX [CTHW12]. WiMAX-MPLS [CTHW12]. Win [Sai07, FHT07]. Win-Win [Sai07]. window [DS12, NDS13]. windowing [MPNJ17]. Windows [AS01, CPIH09, LCH04]. WINDOWS™ [Ni97]. winner [GSB07, GSB07]. WinWin [GSB07]. wireless [LT09]. wired/wireless [LT09]. Wireless [BRG05, FIBR05, AAMS16, Bar15, BLM08, CBS11, CLI17, CC08b, CW12, CK00b, CBT02, DB011, HST15, HST16, HWHT11, HLL06, FSC010, JXLC15, KPS07, LLK06, LLK04, LMK08, LHP09, LHP10, MLLK11, MDO10, MT10, MKRO14, MAAC17, NSAK10, NNVD17, OZO14, PJ09, PZB10, PD12, SM17a, SMD11, SC07, SC08, SGBCP12, SKL07, TSKR11, TAF17, WH15, YLC17, ZP05, ZK04a, ZCT09, ZADM10, CDRT13, DFCS15].
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